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Foreword 

Hermann Weyl was-is-for many of us, and for me, a 
friend, a teacher, and a hero. A North Gemun who became an 
enthusiastic American, he was a mathematical master figure to 
mathematicians, and to physicists a pioneer in quantum theory 
and relativity and discoverer of gauge theory. He lives for us 
today, and will live in time to come, in his great findings, his 
papers and books, and his human influence. 

I last knew W eyl after I last knew him. Day after day in 
Zurich in late 1955 he had been answering letters of congratula
tion and good wishes received on his seventieth birthday, walk
ing to the mailbox, posting them, and returning home. Decem
ber eighth, thus making his way homeward, he collapsed on the 
sidewalk and, murmuring, "Ellen," died. News of his unex
pected death reached Princeton by the morning New York 
Times. Some days later our postnun brought my wife and me 
Weyl's warm note of thanks. I like to think he sent it in that last 
mailing. 

I first knew W eyl before I flfSt knew him. Picture a youth 
of nineteen seated in a Vermont hillside pasture, at his family's 
summer place, with grazing cows around, studying Weyl's 
great book, Theory of Groups and Quantum Mechanics, sentence by 
sentence, in the original German edition, day after day, week 
after week. That was one student's introduction to quantum 
theory. And what an introduction it was! His style is that of a 
smiling figure on horseback, cutting a clean way through, on a 
beautiful path, with a swift bright sword. 

Some years ago I was asked, like others, I am sure, to present 
to the Library of the American Philosophical Society the four 

IX 
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books that had most influenced me. Theory of Groups and Quan
l14m Mechanics was not last on my list. That book has, each time 
I read it, some great new message. 

If I had to come up with a single word to characterize 
Hermann Weyl, the man, as I saw and knew him then and in 
the years to come, it would be that old-fashioned word, so rarely 
heard in our day, "nobility." I use it here not only in the dictio
nary sense of "showing qualities of high moral character, as 
courage, generosity, honor," but also in the sense of showing 
exceptional vision. Weyl's eloquence in pointing out the peaks 
of the past in the world of learning and his aptitude in discerning 
new peaks in newly developing fields of thought surely were 
part and parcel of his lifelong passion for everything that is high 
in nature and man. 

Erect, bright-eyed, smiling Hern1311n Weyl I fLrSt saw in the 
flesh when 1937 brought me to Princeton. There I attended his 
lectures on the .Elie Cartan calculus of differential forms and 
their application to electromagnetism-eloquent, simple, full of 
insights. Little did I dream that in thirty-five years I would be 
writing, in collaboration with Charles Misner and Kip Thorne, 
a book on gravitation, in which two chapters would be devoted 
to exactly that topic. At another time W eyl arranged to give a 
course at Princeton University on the history of mathematics. 
He explained to me one day that it was for him an absolute 
necessity to review, by lecturing, his subject of concern in all its 
length and breadth. Only so, he remarked, could he see the great 
lacunae, the places where deeper understanding is needed, 
where work should focus. 

The man who ranged so far in his thought had mathematics 
as the firm backbone of his intellectual life. Distinguished as a 
physicist, as a philosopher, as a thinker, he was above all a great 
mathematician, serving as professor of mathematics from 1913 
to 1930 at Zurich, from 1930 to 1933 at Gottingen, and at the 
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Princeton Institute for Advanced Study from October 1933 to 
his retirement. What thinkers and currents of thought guided 
Weyl into his lifework: mathematics, philosophy, physics? 

"As a schoolboy," he recalls, «I came to know Kant's 
doctrine of the ideal character of space and time, which at once 
moved me powerfully." He was still torturing himself, he tells 
us, with Kant's Schematism11s der reinen Verstandesbegriffe when he 
arrived as a university student at Gottingen. That was one year 
before special relativity burst on the world. What a time to 
arrive, just after David Hilbert, world leader of mathematics, 
had published his Grundlagen der Geometrie, breaking with Kant's 
predisposition for Euclidean geometry and taking up, in the 
great tradition of Karl Friedrich Gauss and Bernhard Riemann, 
the construction and properties of non-Euclidean geometries, 
and-having just published an important book on number 
theory, Zahlbericht-was giving absorbing lectures on that field 
of research. Philosophy! Mathematics! Physics! Each was sound
ing its stirring trumpet blast to an impressionable young man. 
Mathematics, being represented in Gottingen by its number one 
man, won the number one place in Weyl's heart. 

Weyl tells us the impression made upon him by Hilbert's 
irresistible optimism, "his spiritual passion, his unshakable faith 
in the supreme value of science, and his firm confidence in the 
power of reason to find simple and clear answers to simple and 
clear questions." No one who in his twenties had the privilege 
to listen to Weyl's lectures can fail to turn around and apply to 
Weyl himself those very words. Neither can anyone who reads 
Weyl, and admires his style, fail to be reminded ofWeyl's own 
writing by what he says of the lucidity of Hilbert: "It is as if you 
are on a swift walk through a sunny open landscape; you look 
freely around, demarcation lines and connecting roads are 
pointed out to you before you must brace yourself to climb the 
hill; then the path goes straight up, no ambling around, no 
detours." 
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Electrified by Leibniz and Kant, and under the magnetic 
influence of Hilbert, Weylleaped wholeheartedly, as he later 
put it, into "the deep river of mathematics." That leap marked 
the starting point of his lifelong contributions to ever widening 
spheres of thought. 

For the advancing army of physics, battling for many a 
decade with heat and sound, fields and particles, gravitation and 
spacetime geometry, the cavalry of mathematics, galloping out 
ahead, provided what it thought to be the rationale for the real 
number system. Encounter with the quantum has taught us, 
however, that we acquire our knowledge in bits; that the 
continuum is forever beyond our reach. Yet for daily work the 
concept of the continuum has been and will continue to be as 
indispensable for physics as it is for mathematics. In either field 
of endeavor, in any given enterprise, we can adopt the contin
U\tm and give up absolute logical rigor, or adopt rigor and give 
up the continuum, but we can't pursue both approaches at the 
same time in the same application. 

Adopt rigor or adopt the continuum? These ways of speak
ing should not be counted as contradictory, but as complemen
tary. This complementariry between the continuum and logical 
rigor we accept and operate with today in the realm of mathe
matics. The hard-won power thus to assess correctly the contin
uum of the natural numbers grew out of titanic struggles in the 
realm of mathematical logic in which Hermann W eyl took a 
leading part. His guidance, his insights and his wisdom shine 
out afresh to the English-speaking world with the publication of 
the present volume. T he level of synthesis achieved by now in 
mathematics is still far beyond our reach today in physics. 
Happily the courageous outpost-cavalry of mathematical logic 
prepares the way, not only for the main cavalry that is mathe
matics, but also for the army that is physics, and nowhere more 
critically so than in its assault on the problem of existence. 
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Hermann Weyl has not died. His great works speak proph
ecy to us in this century and will continue to speak wisdom in 
the coming century. If we seek a single word to stand for the life 
and work of Hermann Weyl, what better word can we find than 
passion? Passion to understand the secret of existence was his, 
passion for that clear, luminous beauty of conception which we 
associate with the Greeks, passionate attachment to the commu
nity oflearning, and passionate belief in the unity of knowledge. 

John Archibald Wheeler 
University of Texas at Austin 





Introduction 

Anyone who hikes in the mountains with my youngest 
nephew soon learns to expect sudden stops, starts, and ventures 
off the main path. So perhaps my experience as an uncle has left 
me better prepared than others to follow Hermann Weyl 's 
intellectual excursions. W eyl had a fertile and lively mind 
which delighted in tangential adventures and abrupt transitions. 
When he applies his restless style to a topic which is quite 
complex enough just in itself, the effect can be dizzying- all the 
more so when the reader is simultaneously faced with an 
unusual terminology and symbolism. In the hope of making the 
reader's tour of The Cotrtinuum somewhat smoother, let me take 
time now to sketch (without detours) the major developments 
of Chapter 1-and let me do so in the current language of logic 
and foundational studies. This translation into the current idiom 
may produce occasional distortions. But there are situations 
where an intelligible distortion is a better guide than a more 
faithful but less penertable account. And I hope the reader will 
grant that we face just such situations in what follows. 

Let me give only the briefest attention to Section 1 of 
Chapter 1. W eyl launches a two-pronged attack on the corrup
tion he detects in the foundations of analysis. In order to avoid 
the antinomies of set theory, he subjects the epsilon relation to 
type restrictions. In order to avoid the circulus vitiosus of 
impredicative definitions, he restricts the use of quantifiers in 
the set-theoretic comprehension scheme. In Section 1, Weyl 
tries to reconcile us to the general idea that fetters such as these 
are necessary if we are to avoid meaninglessness and contradic
tion. To this end he appeals to our ordinary use and understand
ing oflanguage and he discusses one of the semantical paradoxes 

XV 
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(Grelling's). I leave it to the reader to analyze Weyl's argument 
in derail. 

h is in Section 2 that Weyl begins to lay out his (more or 
less) formal system. Here Weyl introduces a family oflanguages 
whose most noteworthy feature is the absence of variables in 
closed formulas-more precisely, languages of the following 
form. (For simplicity's sake, I will, for the moment, omit the 
complications which attend type restrictions.) 

LEXICON 

Primitive Relation Symbols: 'R1', 'R2', .. • 

Derived Relation Symbols: 'F
1
', 'F2' ... 

I d. 'd I C ' ' ' ' n tvt ua onstants: c
1 

, c2 , ... 
Logical Symbols: ')', '('. '+', '-', '*' 

Foi\MATJON RuLES 
1. If;- is a relation symbol and "'1' ... , " 'n is a fmite sequence 

each of whose terms is either an individual constant or '•', then 
,D-a-1, ... , a- and Ja-1, ••• , a- are formulas. 

2. If}. and "' are fon':tulas, then so are} and (,D- + ..). 
In place of a full-blown truth definition for this language, 

let me translate some sample formulas into more farnliar 
notation: 

'(R tctc2 + R2c3)' means (Rtc lc2 v Rzc3) 

'(Rtctc2 + Rzc3)' means - (R1c1c2 
v R

2
c3) 

'Rtctcz' means - Rtctc2 

'R • ' I • means (3x)(3y)R1 xy 
•R:· •• , 

I means (3x)(3y)-R
1 
xy 

,~, 

1 
means -(3x)(3y)R

1
xy 

Since each '•' represents a distinct existential quantifier, we 
are left with no way of expressing, e.g., that (3x)R

1
xx; that is, 
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we are left without the syntactic resources for representing 
pronominal cross-reference- or, at least, so it seems. Weyl 
responds to this problem by adopting Carnapian meaning postu
lates (pre-Carnap, of course) which link the primitive to the 
derived relation symbols. For example: 

If 6 is an individual constant, then R
1
66 is equivalent 

to F 
1
6. 

W c can reflect this semantic postulate at the deductive level by 
adopting the corresponding synonomy rule for 'R

1
': 

If 6 is an individual constant, then from R 
1
66 infer F 

1
6 

-and vice-versa. 

Now we can use 'F1•' to express that (3x) R1xx. And we can 
reproduce the inference from, say, 'R

1
c

1
c

1
' to '(3x)R

1
xx ' as 

follows: Suppose R
1
c

1
c

1
. Then F

1
c

1
, by Synonomy. But then 

F 
1
•, by Existential Generalization. 

Meaning postulates and synonomy rules also allow us to 
express assertions which would normally demand mixed strings 
of quantifiers-such as "(x)(3y)R1xy". In this case we adopt the 
meaning postulate: 

If 6 is an individual constant, then Rl• is equivalent 
to F:f-. 

And we adopt the synonomy rule: 

If 6 is an individual constant, then from R
1
6o infer F 

2
6 

- and vice-versa. 

Now we can use 'F2•' to express that (x)(3y)R1xy. 
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This strategy proved roo cumbersome even for Weyl 
himself however. He eventually lets bound variables shoulder 
the burden of pronominal cross-reference, using, e.g., 
'R

1
xx I x = .'to express that (3 x)R1xx. Weyl does not give any 

reasons for preferring a variable-free logic to a more standard 
one- or vice-versa. He shifts from one approach to the other 
without any comment at all. 

In Section 3, Weyl introduces some important semantic 
notions. He defines validiry as truth under every interpre
tation-where an interpretation specifies a universe of discourse, 
assigns an object in this universe to each individual constant, and 
assigns an n-ary relation between objects of this universe to each 
n-ary relation symbol. Or at least this is what he does under one 
charitable and not too far-fetched reading of page 16. His talk 
of "recognition" and "self-evidence" is worrisome, bur seems 
not really to involve him in a psychological account of logical 
validiry. Weyl defines implication as validiry of the conditional 
and equivalence as validiry of the bi-conditional. 

While Weyl's understanding of validiry, implication, and 
equivalence is perhaps not subjectivistic, his views on the proper 
use of the axiomatic method most certainly are. An assertion is 
to be accepted as an axiom only if it is " recognized as true in 
immediate insight." And a get111ine proof in an axiomatic system 
is one whose every step is approved by imme.diate insight. (More 
precisely: a genuine proof for person Pat timet is one whose every 
step is approved at timet by P's immediate insight.) Weyl prob
ably has something like Husserl's Wesensschau in mind here. In 
any case, readers who are not sure what "immediate insight" is 
supposed to be or who even doubt that there is such a thing are 
directed by Weyl to Husserl's Logical Investigations and Ideas. 

W eyl introduces his set theory (more precisely, his theory 
of relations-in-extension} in a self-consciously Hegelian man
ner. He offers a series of distinct formulations-each one raising 
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the theory to a "higher level." In Section 4, we take the first step 
on this journey to Absolute Knowledge. For our own presenta
tion, let us adopt two classes of variables 'x

1
, 'x

2
', ... and 

'X
1
' , ' X

2
', ... -the former to be used when quantifying over 

individuals, the latter when quantifying over relations between 
individuals. We write our quantifier rules in such a way that 
there is no conflation of these two types. Let us also adopt an 
n+ 1-ary relation symbol e 

11 
for each natural number n. Now 

we can express W eyl 's intitial comprehension scheme as follows 
(using familiar notation in place of Weyl's): 

If;S- is a sentence matrix in which neither any e 
0 

nor 
any relational variable occurs, then every closure of 
(3X1)(x1

) ••• (x
0
)(x

1 
••. X

0 
E

0
X

1 
~;S-) is an axiom. 

W eyl also proposes infmitely many extensionality axioms of the 
form (X

1
)(Xz} ((x

1
) •.• (x

0
) (x

1 
•.• x

0
e

0
X 1- x

1 
••. x

0
E

11
X

2
) 

- X 
1 

= X
2
). Weyl does not reduce relations-in-extension to 

sets. On the contrary, he makes set theory a part of the more 
general theory of relations-in-extension. Letting n = min e 

0 
we 

obtain a theory of m-ary relations-in-extensiotJ between it~dividuals. 
In particular,letting n = 1 we obtain a theory of sets of individu
als. The above comprehension scheme is powerful enough to 
guarantee that there is, for example, an empty and a universal set 
of individuals. But it is not powerful enough to produce 
Russell's antinomy. That specter is banished both by the type
theoretical restrictions on our quantifier rules and by the exclu
sion of • e

1
' from;·. Given any fmitc number of individuals, we 

can prove that the unordered n-ruple of those individuals exists. 
And we are able to form the union and intersection of finitely 
many sets- as long as we are able to characterize each of those 
sets by a definite sentence matrix which contains neither any e" 
nor any relational variable. (We just form the disjunction or 
conjunction of those sentence matrices and take that as our?·) 
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However we are not able to prove that the union and intersec
tion of any two (possibly uncharacterized) sets exist. (This 
would require us to use • e 

1
' and relational variables in,.o-.) Simi

larly, we can form the complement of a characterized set but not 
of an uncharacterized one. We are not, of course, able to form 
power sets. 

The comprehension scheme we have just given does not 
allow us to prove that there are infinitely many individuals or 
that there is a set with infinitely many elements. It does, 
however, guarantee an infinite number of relations: at least one 
n-ary relation for each n. So Weyl might have tried to construct 
arithmetic within an expanded version of his theory of 
relations-in-extension, identifying the natural number n with, 
say, the universal n-ary relation. But Weyl thinks that a 
construction/reduction of the natural numbers within one's set 
or relation theory is of little significance as long as one's meta
theory contains an arithmetical component which is simply 
assumed. And since Weyl believes that the natural numbers must 
be taken as primitives at some level, he does so at the very start: 
in the object language. In section 5, he treats the natural 
numbers as sui generis individuals and introduces an autonomous 
Dedekindian theory concerning them. He also introduces a 
form of recursive definition which we can express as follows. 
Let}'xy be a binary sentence matrix in which neither any e 

0 
nor 

any relational variable occurs. Then we are allowed to introduce 
a ternary relation symbol a via the postulate that ~yn if and 
only if either 

or 

a) n ~ 1 and,.o-xy 

b) n ~ (m+1) and there is a z such that ~zm and 
j>zy. 

For example, if we let,Pxy be 'x = y + 1 ' , then Rxyn if and only 
if x ~ (y+n). 
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So far we have only introduced relations-in-extension 
which hold between individuals. But, as Weyl points out in 
Section 6, this will hardly suffice for a construction of analysis. 
We also require relations between relations between 000 • So let 
us adopt an entirely new system of variables: 'x~·, 'x~·, 

, , 1, , t, ' 2, ' 2. . A · bl rn · b ... , x 1 , x
2 

, . .. , x1 , x
2

, ... , ... . vana e xn lS to e 
used when quantifying over objects of the mth level-where 
level 0 is thar of individuals, level 1 that of relations between 
objects of level 0, level 2 that of relations between objects of 
either of the two previous levels, level 3 that of relations 
between objects of any of the three previous levels, and so on. In 
order to avoid the antinomies we bring our quantifier rules into 
line with this notion of cumulative levels. For example, if all x~ 
have a certain property, then we should be able to infer that all 
x~ have that property but not that all xi do. The comprehension 
scheme for level 1 relations corresponds to the one given above. 
For m > 1 we have this: 

Supposes, oo•• tis a sequence of n natural numbers each 
less than m. And suppose;.is a sentence matrix whose 
bound variables are all oflcvel 0 and whose free varia
bles other than x~, oo., x~ are also all of level 0. Then 
every closure of (3xf) (x' 

1
) 000 (x~) (x~ 000 x~ E 

0
xf 

...,_../') is an axiom. 

The most distinctive feature of this scheme is that it avoids 
impredicativiry by restricting the variables of;. (other than 
x~. oo·· x~) to level 0-no matter what our choice of m is. An 
approach which is more in line with the ramified theory of rypes 
is to require merely that;.'s variables all be of a level less than m. 
This is sufficient to avoid any "definition of a relation in terms 
of a totaliry which contains that relation." But Weyl finds this 
alternative approach unnatural and inelegant because it disrupts 
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the neat correlation between a relation's level and its extension 
and, therefore, breaks up the continuum into points which 
occupy distinct levels. More precisely, given this approach, 
there are relations x, y such that the lowest level which x occu
pies is different from the lowest level which y occupies even 
though, from an extensional point of view, x and y seem to be 
of the same species-even though, for example, the relata of x 
and y are all natural numbers. (I speak of lowest levels here 
because a relation of level n occupies all levels > n.) Surely it 
is not in the spirit of a theory of relations-in-extension to intro
duce irreducibly intttrsio11al distinctions such as these. One of 
Weyl's great achievements in The Comit~~mm is his demonstra
tion that one can avoid this undesirable situation without 
completely sacrificing constructive analysis . 

Now that we have expanded our stock of comprehension 
axioms, we need to adopt new extensionality axioms to cover 
our larger universe. Given the suggested rendering of our 
quantifier rules, we can usc (x~') ... (x~) (x~ ... x~ e 11x~+ 1 ~ 
x;" ... x~e 11x~+ 1 ) to express the extensional equivalence of x~+l 
and xP 

1 
when m+ 1 > p and when it has been established that n+ -

x~+ 1 is a non-empty n-ary relation (since otherwise the empty 
n-ary relation would be reckoned extensionally equivalent to 
every relation which happens not to be n-ary-indeed, every 
relation would turn out to be "extensionally equivalent~ to 
every other relation). This last consideration forces us to add the 
clause (3x';) ... (3 x~) x;" . . . x~" £ .x~+l to the antecedent of 
our extensionality scheme. Unfortunately, this means that our 
extensionality axioms fail to cover empty relations. We might 
want to get around this problem by introducing some device for 
restricting quantifiers to n-ary relations for any given n. 

I have already noted that Weyl does not reduce relations
in-extension to sets. Neither does he reduce fimctions to 
relations-in-extension. He introduces functions more or less as 
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follows. Letp.bc a sentence matrix whose only free variables are 
i j k I d I I b d . bl x
1
, ... , :>em' xm + 1, ... , xn an w lOSe on y oun vana es are 

ol level 0. Then we are allowed to introduce an (n-m)-ary 
. . k 1 

functor f by means of the posculate (x~) ... (x{,) (xm + 1) ... (xn) 
(x~ ... xlme.Jx~ + 1 ... x~-~). The addition of such 
postulates strengthens our system significantly: they are 
certainly not just definitions. For example, as Weyl points out, 
we arc now able to prove that every set of 0 level objects has a 
complement-regardless of whether the set in question has been 
characterized by a sentence matrix which contains variables only 
of level 0. We need only consider the postulate '(x~ (x:) (x~e 1 
Comp (x:) - x~, 

1
x:)'. Similarly, we are now able to fonn 

the union and intersection of any finite number of possibly 
uncharactcrizcd sets. 

In Section 7, Weyl gives his system its final strengthening. 
First of all, he allows for the introduction of "0-ary" functors. 
That is, he allows us to introduce individual constants 6 via 
postulates of the form (x~) ... <<l (x~ ... x:ei - ~). 
Secondly, he allows both functors and individual constants to 
appear in the defining clauses (the}"s) of the comprehension 
axioms and of the postulates which introduce functors. Finally, 
he establishes a new form of definition by recursion which 
exploits the functors which are now at hand. The simplest appli
cations of this new technique are of the following sort. Le,Vbe 
a unary functor which takes on n-ary relations as its values. 
Then we are allowed to introduce an (n + 2)-ary relation symbol 
~via the postulate that ~xi 1 ... x~ + 1m if and only if either 

- • j f k a) m - I and x1 ... X/11 xn +l 
or 

b) m = p + 1 and ~ x\ .. .Jx~ + 1p. 

As an example of how this form of recursive definition might be 
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applied, Weyl introduces a cardinality operator for fmt level 
sets. This maneuver is really quite ingenious and merits some 
study. We begin by adopting two functors '£' and 'g' via the 
postulates: 

(x0) (x0) (x1) (x0e £(x0x1) -. (x0e x1 & x0 "/' xo)). 
I 2 I II 21 Il l I 2 

(xD(x~)(x:E 1g(x~)- (3x~)(x~e 1 x : & f(x~xDe 1 x~)). 

f(x~xD is the set of all elements of x: distinct from x~. g(~) is 
the set of all fmt-level sets which contain an element whose 
deletion produces a member of xi. By recursion, we introduce 
a ternary relation symbol 'G' such that 

Gx:x~(n+ 1) if and only if Gx:g(x~n. 

That is, Gx:x~n if and only if x: contains n distinct elements 
whose deletion from x: produces an element of x~. So we can 
use 'Gx:cn' to express that x: contains at least n distinct ele
ments-where the individual constant 'c' is introduced by means 
of the postulate '(x:)(x: e 

1
c-(P v -P))', i.e. where cis the set 

of all first-level sets. We introduce the functor 'Card' via the 
postulate that (xD (n e1Card (x:) ........... Gx:cn). 

The reader may think that this definition of 'Card' is 
unnecessarily complicated and indirect. But Weyl's twistings 
and turnings have a purpose. Notice that the right-hand sides of 
the postulates Weyl has used to introduce '£', 'g', and 'c' contain 
no quantifications over objects of any level higher than 0. Weyl 
had to stray from the most direct path in order to avoid forbid
den higher level quantifications. Notice also that the sentence 
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matrices which define 'f', 'g', and 'c' contain no idmtity state
metJts involving objects of any level higher than 0. In Section 8 
W cyl explains why this is of importance. Weyl claims that the 
reckless use of '=' in the construction of relations can bring 
impredicativity down on our heads as swiftly as the reckless use 
of quantification can. Let me tty to explain this claim. Weyl 
regards relations-in-extension as ideal objects which are no less 
than two stages removed from immediate givenness: they 
emerge for us only after we have performed acts of both construc
tion and abstraction. That is, we fU"St mark out a domain of 
relations-in-intension by defining a construction process for the 
corresponding sentence matrices. Then we adopt a certain 
"point of view" toward this domain which renders extension
ally equivalent relations-in-intension indiscernable and thus, as 
far as we can tell from this point of view, identical. We then see 
before us a domain not of relations-in-intension but of relations
in-extension. As I understand him, Weyl believes that identity 
claims about relations-in-extension of, say, level2 are meaning
ful only when we are able to adopt the abstractive point of view 
toward a fully characterized and constilllled domain of individuals 
and 1st level relations-in-extension. For such identity claims 
derive their significance from our recognition of the extensional 
equivalence or non-equivalence of the relevant 2nd level 
relations-in-intension. And this extensional equivalence or 
non-equivalence is a matter involving the totality of individuals 
and 1st level relations-in-extension. Oust recall the universal 
quantifiers at the front of an assertion of extensional equiva
lence.) If no such totality exists, the identity claims at issue 
become senseless. Now the question to which all these reflec
tions have been leading is this: Should we posit relations-in
intension of, say, the 3rd level which correspond to sentence 
matrices containing identity claims about, say, 2nd level 
relations-in-extension? We should do so only if we are prepared 
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to claim that the domain of individuals and 1st level relations
in-extension can be fully characterized and constituted indepen
dently of the 3rd level relations-in-intension we are thinking of 
positing. For the sentence matrices to which these 3rd level rela
tions correspond are meaningful only if there is such a thing as 
the totaliry of individuals and 1st level relations-in-extension. 
And, thus, if this alleged totaliry in turn depended on those 3rd 
level relations, we would be faced with a vicious circle. But it is 
easy to see that such a circle would in fact obtain. Just let the 
individual constant 'd' denote a relation-in-extension which 
corresponds to one of the 3rd level relations-in-intension we are 
considering. T hen the sentence matrix 'x~E 1d' corresponds to a 
1st level relation-in-intension which clearly is dependent upon 
d for its sense. (Remember: Weyl allows functors and individual 
constants in the defining clauses of the comprehension axioms 
in exactly this way.) So the domain of 1st level relations-in
intension and, hence, the domain of 1st level relations-in
extension cannot be fully characterized and constituted inde
pendently of d. So if we want to avoid vicious circles, we should 
tlot posit 3rd level relations-in-intension such as the ones which 
correspond to d. Accordingly, W eyl adds one final restriction to 
his comprehension schemes:'=' can appear in,...s-only when it is 
flanked by variables or constants of level 0. That is, he declines 
to posit relations which correspond to sentence matrices 
containing identiry claims about any relations-in-extension. 

This concludes our brief tour of Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, 
W eyl presents his version of analysis in some detail. I think the 
reader will be able to understand Weyl's presentation perfectly 
well without any help from me. So the time has come for me to 
step aside and allow you to explore on your own one of the clas
sics of twentieth-century foundational research. 

Stephen Pollard 
Northeast Missouri State Universiry 

January, 1987 



Preface 

It is not the purpose of this work to cover the "firm rock" on 
which the house of analysis is founded with a fake wooden 
structure of formalism- a structure which can fool the reader 
and, ultimately, the author into believing that it is the true foun
dation. Rather, I shall show that this house is to a large degree 
built on sand. I believe that I can replace this shifting foundation 
with pillars of enduring strength. T hey will not, however, 
support everything which today is generally considered to be 
securely grounded. I give up the rest, since I see no other 
possibility. 

At the center of my reflections stands the conceptual prob
lem posed by the continuum- a problem which ought to bear 
the name of Pythagoras and which we currently attempt to solve 
by means of the arithmetical theory of irrational numbers. T he 
main ideas are developed in C hapter 1, deliberately in such a 
way that this part forms a self-contained whole. In this fu:st 
chapter, I present the principles with the help of which, in 
Chapter 2, I systematically begin the construction of analysis 
and carry through its initial stages. It was unavoidable that in the 
second chapter some things which had already been stated 
often- in rather varied terminological garb- had to be repeated. 
This was done as sparingly as is possible without compromising 
the integrity of the picture being sketched. Nonetheless, I 
would like to be understood not merely by professional academ
ics, but also by all students who have become acquainted with 
the currently canonical and allegedly "rigorous" foundations of 
analysis. 

Foundational research has not yet progressed to the point at 
which one author can build on the results of another. So it is not 

1 
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a good idea to interrupt the systematic presentation of one's own 
thoughts by references to the position of other researchers on 
the same questions and by arguments with them. Thus I have 
chosen to do this only in the concluding remarks of Chapter 1. 

Although this is primarily a mathematical tteatise, I did not 
avoid philosophical questions and did not attempt to dispose of 
them by means of that crude and superficial amalgamation of 
empiricism and formalism which still enjoys considerable pres
tige among mathematicians (even though it is attacked with 
gratifying clarity in Frege ( 1893]). Concerning the epistemo
logical side of logic, I agree with the conceptions which under
lie Husser! (1913a). The reader should also consult the deep
ened presentation in Husser! ( 1913b) which places the logical 
within the framework of a comprehensive philosophy. Our 
examination of the continuum problem contributes to critical 
epistemology's investigation into the relations between what is 
immediately (intuitively) given and the formal (mathematical) 
concepts through which we seek to construct the given in 
geometry and physics. 

Hermann W eyl 
Zurich, Nove1aber 1917 

Preface to the 1932 Reprint 

The point of view adopted in this monograph continues to 
strike me as a narural transitional stage in the development of 
foundational research. However, in the period since its appear
ance, my work has been superseded by two trends identified by 
the catchwords Intuitionism and Formalism. Still , this deeper 
grounding of the foundation has not led to an even moderately 
satisfying or defensible conclusion; things remain in a state of 
flux. It seems not to be out of the question that the limitations 
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prescribed in the present treatise- i.e., unrestricted application of 
the concepts "existence" and "universality" to the natural 
numbers, but not to sequences of natural numbers-can once 
again be of ti.mdamental significance. It would not be possible, 
without radical rebuilding, to bring the content of this mono
graph into harmony with my current beliefs•- and such a proj
ect would keep me from satisfying other demands on my time. 
So an unrevised reprint has been arranged. 

For an overview of the systematic form in which analysis 
must be erected starting from the standpoint of this treatise, the 
reader should consult Weyl (1919).•• 

Gottingen, June 1932 

•see Weyl, 1921, 1924, 1925, 1928, 1929, 1931. (Tr~ns.) 
.. See the Appendix of this volume for • tr:lnslation of this paper. 

(Trans.) 





Chapter 1 

Set and Function 
Analysis of Mathematical Concept Formation 

Logical Section 

fl. PROPERTY, RELATION, EXISTENCE 

A judgment affirms a state of alfairs. If this state of affairs 
obtains, then the judgment is true; otherwise, it is untrue. States 
of affairs involving properties are particularly important. (Indeed, 
logicians often made the mistake of ignoring every other sort of 
state of affairs.) A judgment involving properties asserts that a 
certain object possesses a certain property, as in the example: 
"This leaf (given to me in a present act of perception} has this 
deftnite green color (given to me in this very perception." A 
property is always affiliated with a deftnite category of object in 
such a way that the propositio11 "a has that property" is meat~ingful, 
i.e., expresses a judgment and thereby afftrms a state of affairs, 
only if a is an object of that category. For example, the property 
"green" is affiliated with the category "visible thing." So the 
proposition that, say, an ethical value is green is neither true nor 
false but meaningless. A judgment corresponds only to a meat~
it~gful proposition, a state of affairs only to a true judgment; a 
state of affairs, however, obtait~s-purely and simply. Perhaps 
meaningless propositions can appear only in thought about 
language, never in thought about things. At any rate, a great 
danger oflanguage is that it makes possible meaningless combi
nations of expressions (such as "honesty" and "green") which 
signify basic components of judgments; and such meaningless 
combinations can have the same grammatical form as proposi-

5 
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tions which express genuine judgments. ' For even if a 
proposition's grammatical structure fails to reveal that it is 
meaningless (as in the case of a proposition having the form 
"The object a has the property P"), it does not follow that the 
proposition is meaningful-just as little docs a judgment which 
is not logically absurd (which is not recognized as untrue inde
pendently of its material content, purely on the grounds of its 
"logical" structure) thereby have to be true (cf. §3). But if a prop
osition "a has the property P" expresses a judgment, the same 
holds for the corresponding negation "a does not have the prop
erty P", and formal logic is then entirely correct when it claims 
that, of these two judgments, it is always the case that one is 
true, the other false. 

Propositions which embody a judgment concerning a 
property (and only these) have the well known (subject- copula
predicate} structure. But anyone who forgets that a proposition 
with such a structure can be meaningless is in danger of becom
ing trapped in absurdity-as a famous "paradox," essentially due 
to Russell, shows.' Let a word which signifies a property be 
called autological if this word itself possesses the property which 
it signifies; if it does not possess that property, let it be called 
heterological. For example, the German word "kurz" (meaning 
"short") is itself k11rz (i.e., is itself short- for a word in the 
German language which consists of only four letters will with
out question have to be described as a short one'); hence "kurz" 
is autological. The word "long," on the other hand, is not itself 
long and, so, is heterological. Now what about the word 
"heterological" itself? If it is autological , then it has the property 
which it expresses and, so, is heterological. If, on the other 
hand, it is heterological, then it docs not have this property and, 
so, is autological. Formalism regards this as an insoluble contra
diction; but in reality this is a matter of scholasticism of the 
worst sort: for the slightest consideration shows that absolutely 
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no sense can be attached to the question of whether the word 
"heterological" is itself auto- or heterological. 

W c cannot set out here in search of a definitive elucidation 
of what it is to be a state of affairs, a judgment, an object, or a 
property. This task leads into metaphysical depths. And 
concerning it one must consult men, such as Fichte, whose 
names may not be mentioned among mathematicians without 
eliciting an indulgent smile. 

In addition to judgments involving properties, those 
involving relations are of importance to us. Examples: "That man 
over there is one of my uncles." "Point A lies between Band C." 
"The number 5 is the successor of 4." At this juncture, we 
should note a similarity between these relational propositions 
and those involving properties. W e can associate the judgment 
scheme "xis the successor of y," which contains the "variables" 
x, y, with the relation mentioned in the third example. A defi
nite judgment arises from this scheme when we substitute any 
two numbers for the variables; thus we assert that, e.g., this 
judgment is true "for" x = 5, y = 4. Every variable, every 
"blank," of the judgment scheme is affiliated with a definite 
category of object (in our example, with the category 
"number"}. And only if the blank is filled by an object of this 
category does the scheme yield a meaningful proposition 
concerning which the question of whether it is true or not then 
arises. For the sake of simpliciry,l am speaking here only of rela
tions such that every blank of each of the corresponding judg
ment schemes is connected with the same category of object. 
Contrary to the prevailing terminological conventions of math
ematics, it must be stressed that the propositions "5 is the succes
sor of 4" and "4 is rhe predecessor of 5" express or~e and the smne 
relation between 4 and 5 and that it is therefore improper to 
speak of two distinct relations, of which one is the "inverse" of 
the other. The corresponding judgment scheme contains two 
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blanks (which, naturally, do not "enjoy equal status"). By plac
ing these blanks first in the one and then in the other order of 
succession (as is required for linguistic symbolization), we obtain 
each of the propositions just mentioned. But, obviomly, such an 
order of succession is not intrinsic to the relational state of 
affairs.' 

Let a definite category of object (e.g., "spatial point") be 
"immediately given" (i.e., exhibited in intuition). In what 
follows, we shall restrict our attention to th is category. So let us 
assume that we have been presented with certain individual 
properties and relations (R) which apply to objects of our chosen 
category and which (like the relation "lies between") are 
connected (by every blank of their j udgment schemes) with this 
category. W e should not concentrate solely on those judgments 
(some true, others false) which concern properties and relations 
and w hich arise when j udgment schemes corresponding to 
members of (R) are filled by immediately exhibited objects of 
our category. For existential judgrnettts play an essential role in 
mathematics. The concept of existence is overburdened by 
metaphysical enigmas. Luckily, however, for our currenr 
purposes we need only assume the following. If, say, P(x), 
fY (x), R(xy) are among the judgment schemes (R) (lett ing x,y 
signify blanks) and a is an individual given object (of our cate
gory], then propositions such as "There is an object (of our cate
gory) of which both P(x) and P' (x) are true (i.e, which has both 
the properties P and P')" or "There are objects x which stand to 
a in the relation R(xa)" are said to be meaningful-that is, they 
affirm definite (existential) states of affairs concerning which 
the question of whether they obtain or not can now be raised.> 
It is in this sense that we understand the hypothesis that the char
acteristic features of the categorical essence tmder consideration arc 
supposed to determine a complete system of deflttite se/fexisttttt 
objects (namely, the extension of that category]. Our remarks are 
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easily adapted to more complicated cases in which, from the 
beginning, there are several underlying categories of object 
rather than just one (as, e.g., in the geometry of Euclid where 
there are three categories: point, line, plane). 

§2. THE PRINCIPLES OF THE COMBINATION OF JUDGMENTS 

By simple or primitive judgment schemes (or even, more 
briefly, "simple judgments"- where, for the moment, we rake 
the word ':iudgment" in a wider sense than we have so far) we 
mean those which correspond to the individual immediately 
given properties and relations. To these we add the iderllity 
scheme J(xy) (meaning "x is identical to y"- i.e. , "x=y"). 
Complex judgment schemes are to be obtained from these simple 
ones by applying the following principles.• 

1. From the judgment scheme U we obtain its negation U. For 
example, if we let U ( xy) mean that x is the successor of y, 
then U ( xy) means that x is not the successor of y. 

2. In a judgment scheme with several blanks, some of these 
blanks can be made to coincide, ean be "identified," with one 
another. This yields a new judgment scheme. For example, 
from the relational scheme N(xy), meaning "xis a nephew 
of y," we obtain N(xx), meaning "xis his own nephew." 

3. Two judgments can be combined with one another by an 
"and," as in the following examples. If P(x) means "xis red" 
and P'(x) means "x is spherical," then we designate the 
complex judgment "x is both red and spherical" by P(x) 
·P'(x). And if F(xy} means "xis the father of y" and N (xy) 
means "xis a nephew of y," then the complex judgment "x 
is the father of y andy is a nephew of z," which asserts a rela
tion between three persons x, y,z, is to be designated by F ( xy) 
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· N (yz). Thus a new complex judgment arises from two judg
ments F and N when, first, the blanks of the one are made to 
coincide in part with those of the other and, second, the and
connection is established. The manner in which the blanks of 
the two original judgments are supposed to coincide can, as 
our example indicates, be expressed in the symbolism by 
marking the coinciding blanks with the same letter. In 
general, the at~d-connection allows not just one, but several 
new judgments to be produced from two given ones, depend
ing on how the blanks of the one and the other are made to 
coincide: that is, either not at all or partly or completely. Of 
course, such and- connections of a judgment with itself are 
also possible; for example, N(xy}-N(yx) ("xis a nephew of 
y and, at the same time, y is a nephew of x"). 

4. The connection by "or," for which we use the symbol +, 
complements the connection by "and." Here are some exam
ples of its use: P(x) + P' (x) means "xis either red or spheri
cal"; F(xy) + N(yz) means "Either xis the father of y or y 
is a nephew of z"; and N(xy)+N(yx) means "Either xis a 
nephew of y or y is a nephew of x," that is, "x is either a 
nephew or an uncle of y."' Our renurks above about how 
blanks of the one judgment are to coincide with those of the 
other apply here too. • 

5. If, e.g., U (xyz) is a judgment with three blanks and a is a 
given object of our category, then the judgment U(xya), 
which is produced by the operation of "fillit~g in," is one with 
only two blanks. In particular, a closed judgment (i.e., one 
without blanks), a judgment in the proper sense, which 
affirms a state of affairs, arises from a judgment scheme when 
all its blanks are filled by certain given objects of our 
category. 
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6. Let us continue to suppose (by way of example) that U(xyz) 
is a j udgment with three blanks. Then we can form the judg
ment U(xr) = V(xy), which means ~There is an object z (of 
our category) such that the relation U(xyz) obtains."• Simi
larly. we can form U(•yo), meaning ''There is an object x and 
an objectz such that U(xyz} is true."10 The number of blanks 
of a judgment scheme will be reduced by application of this 
principle too. If no blanks at al l are left, then here again a 
judgment in the proper sense arises, about which it is then 
appropriate to ask whether it is true or not. For example, if 
F(xy) means "x is the father of y" and, accordingly, F(Iy) 
means "I am the father of y," then F(l•) means "There is 
someone of whom I am the father," that is, "I am a father." 

With regard to 5 and 6, observe that, e.g., if a signifies a 
given object, then from U(xy) · V(xy) = W(xy) there follows 
U(xa) · V(xa) = W(xa), but certainly not U(x•) · V(x•) = 
W(x•); rather U(x•) · V(x•) ~ T(x .. ) follows, if one introduces 
U(xy) · V(xz) = T(xyz) ." Further, it is of interest to note that 
principle 3 is reducible to 4 with the help of 1, that is, negation 
(see §3). 

By applying principles 1 through 6 to simple judgment 
schemes, we obtain new ones. We can once again apply the 
same principles to these new judgment schemes and to the prim
itive ones and, thereby, again obtain new judgment 
schemes- and so on, with as many repetitions and in as many 
combinations as one wishes. Among the endless abundance of 
judgment schemes which arise in this way, those which possess 
one blank are the judgment schemes of derived properties; those 
which possess two or more blanks are the judgment schemes of 
derived relatiotJS. But those which possess no blanks at all and 
which, therefore, are judgments in the proper sense and, so, 
affirm a state of affairs," we call the perlitlent judgmmts of our 
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discipline. If we knew, concerning each of these pertinent judg
ments, whether it were true or not, we would possess a complete 
knowledge of the objects of the underlying category with 
respect to the immediately exhibited properties and relations 
from which we started. Our principles defme the logical func
tion of the concepts "not," "and," "or," and "there is" in an exact 
way. With respect to their logical form, it is impossible to divide 
the pertinent judgments into those dealing with properties or 
with relations or with existence, or into affirmative and negative 
judgments, or into any other traditional classifications. Rather 
such a judgment, in general, has a very complex logical structure 
which can be completely described only by indicating in what 
manner and sequence, and by means of which combinations, 
that judgment arose from the underlying simple judgment 
schemes by application of our six principles. Here we are infi
nitely far removed from the old doctrine that a proposition 
always consists of subject, predicate, and copula. 

We are going to consider a few examples of the combined 
application of our principles. But first we note that we must usc 
a combination of 1 and 6 (negation and "there is") in place of 
"all," which expresses universality. "Every object has such and 
such a property" means "There is no object which lacks the rele
vant property." Judgments of the following form occur 
frequently in mathematics (lening U(xy) signify the judgment 
scheme of a relation with two blanks x,y): "For every x there is 
a y such that U(xy) obtains." We can construct this judgment as 
follows. From U(xy) we form U(x•) e A(x); from the later we 
form the negationA(x) ~ B(x); and from this we formB(•) and 
its negation B(•) (notto be confused with B(•), i.e., A(•)!"): this 
is the statement mentioned just above (which, naturally, 
contains no "blanks"). 
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Example A. Domain of Objects: Poit1ts of Plane Geometry. 
Let D(xyz) mean that x andy are equidistant from z. The 

propositions "xyz lie on a line" or, alternatively, "The relation 
L (xyz) holds" mean that there are two distinct points p and q 
such that p and q arc equidistant from x, y, and z. How might 
we construct this relation L? First, by principles 3 and 1 and with 
the help of the identity scheme], we form 

D(pqx) · D(pqy) · D(pqz) · j(pq) G F(xyzpq). 

Then we can form F(xyz**) = L(xyz). 

Example B. Domain of Objects: Real Numbers. 
Let f( x) be a function of the real argument x. We want to 

analyze the judgment "fis uniformly continuous." According to 
the standard explanation, this means that for every positive 
number e there is a positive number 6 such that for any two 
numbers x and y which satisfy the inequality I x-y I < 6, the 
inequality lf(x) - f(y) I < • always holds too. Let 

A (xy•) signify the relation I x- y I < • 

F(xye) signify the relationlf(x)-f(y) I < •· 

And let P(e) mean that • is positive. Using 1 and 3, we now form 

A(xy6) · F(xy•) = B(xyeS ); 

and from this we form 

B(·~• S) = C( c6) and its negation C( ell); 

from this 
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C(e8)·P(6) = Q(•6) and Q(t•) = R(•); 

from the negation of R we form R(t) ·P(t) = S(t); and from this 
we form the closed judgment U = S ( •). ''fis uniformly continu
ous" means that the negation U of the above judgment is true. 

Example C. 
Let us also explain the proposition ''f is continuous at every 

value of its argument." Let B(xy• 8 ) be as above. Then we form, 
in turn, 

B(x• • o) = C(x e8 ); its negation C(x e6 ); 

C(x ell )·P(o) = Q(x t6 ); Q(X£•) = R(xe); 

and from R(xt)·P(e) = S{xe) we formS( .. ) • V. The negation 
V of V is the sratement we wanted. 

The symbolism we are using is, as our examples indicate, 
unwieldy; but that need not concern us. On the other hand, the 
list of the six principles of definition is, just by itself (unle.1s we 
are wrong to think it complete), of considerable imporrance for 
logic. 

§l. LOGICAL INFEIUlNC£. AXIOMATIC METHOD 

We call a judgment ''general if Pr. 5 is not employed in its 
construction, so that the blanks are filled only by "•", i.e., "there 
is." In mathematics, we deal exclusively with such judg
ments-which it would also be reasonable to call "existential 
judgments." But if Pr. 5 is employed and individual, immedi
ately exhibited objects of our category thereby enter into the 
judgment, we speak of a particular judgment." If P(x) is ajudg-
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ment scheme with one blank which arises from the primitive 
properties and relations through application of any of our prin
ciples except 5 and if there is one and only one object x~a such 
that P(x) holds, then a is called an individual (which can be char
acterized by means of its properties). Naturally, the exclusion of 
Pr. 5 is essential here; for, otherwise, if we again take J to be 
identity, the judgment scheme j(xa) with the blank x would 
designate a property, "being a," which applies only to the object 
a, and the concept "individual" would be vacuous. 

The arithmetic of natural numbers supplies us with an 
example of a domain of individuals. The sole fundamental rela
tion which underlies this discipline is S(n n') , which holds if n' 
is the number immediately succeeding n. 1 is characterized by 
the property "!": that is, there is no number of which 1 is the 
successor (the number sequence begins with 1); i.e., 

S(•x) • l(x) . 

It is simply a fact that there is one and only one number with this 
property I; we happen to call it 1. Now 2 may be characterized 
by the Property I I, namely the property of immediately succeed
ing the number 1 which we just defined: 

I(y)- S(yx) = Siyx}; Si•x) ~ II(x). 

We can characterize 3, 4, etc. in analogous ways. Clearly, every 
number is an individual. The propositon 1 + 2 = 3 embodies a 
particular judgment if 1, 2, 3 are immediately exhibited 
numbers. But, in fact, it is impossible for a number to be given 
otherwise than through its position in the number sequence," 
i.e., by indicating irs characteristic property. So let us interpret 
the proposition 1 + 2 = 3 as follows: "There are three number 
x, y, z of which I(x), ll(y), III(z) and x + y a z are true." We 
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see then that 1 + 2 = 3 actually embodies a "general" judgment. 
In some cases, for example in arithmetic, all objects of thecate
gory under consideration arc "individuals" (in the sense defined 
above). Diametrically opposed to this is the situation wherein 
each judgment scheme P(x) which contains a single blank and 
which arises from the basic properties and relations without any 
application of Pr. 5 is always true either of each or of no object. 
In this situation, we may call our category homogeneous (with 
respect to these basic properties and relations). For example, the 
spatial points of Euclidean geometry are of this sort and this is 
precisely why we call geometrical space homogmeo11s." 

Some pertinent judgments we recognize as true purely on 
the basis of their logical structure-without regard either to the 
characteristics of the category of object involved or to the exten
sions of the basic underlying properties and relations or to the 
objects used in the operation of "filling in" when Pr. 5 is 
applied. Such judgments which are true purely on account of 
their formal (logical) structure (and which thus possess no 
"material content") we wish to call (logically) se/fevidmt. A judg
ment whose negation is self-evident is called absurd. If U· Vis 
absurd, then the judgment V is a logical consequence of U; if U is 
true, then we can be certain that Vis also true. If Vis a logical 
consequence of U and, conversely, U is a logical consequence of 
V, then the two judgments U and V are equivalent. One of the 
most important tasks of logic (the doctrine of inference) is to 
describe completely those propositional structures which guar
antee the self-evidence of judgments. Logic assembles certain 
"elementary" structures of this kind, from which all such 
propositional structures arise by means of a process of"composi
tion" which remains to be characterized more precisely. We 
shall not try to decide whether this task has been completed in 
an entitely satisfactory way by either the traditional or the 
so-called mathematical logic. Instead, we merely call to mind 
some examples. 
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Taking U to be any judgment at all, U + U is self-evident 
and U·U is absurd. The judgments U and V are equivalent. 
Given two judgments U and V, U· Vis equivalent to U+ V. If 
U(x), V(x), W(x) are any three judgment schemes with one 
blank, then the rule of the syllogism reads: 

U·V(•)·VW(•) ·(U·W(•)) is absurd." 

U · V(•) means that there is no object x such that U(x) is true 
but V(x) is not; i.e. Vis a property of all objects which possess 
the property U. 

The well known significance of logical inference for science 
goes without saying. And everyone knows exactly what role the 
deductive method plays in mathematics. The states of affairs 
with which mathematics deals are, except for the very simplest 
ones, so complicated that it is practically impossible to bring 
them into full givenness in consciousness and, in this way, to 
grasp them completely. So the situation in mathematics is actu
ally as follows. Mathematics concerns itself with pertinent, 
general, true judgments. Among these ate a few which ate imme
diately recognized astrue, the axioms, say u,, u2. u), u4. which 
are such that all other pertinent, general, true judgments are 
logical consequences of these few, i.e. of U

1 
· U

2 
· U

3 
· U4. As our 

recent discussion of the laws of logic suggests, a system of 
"elementary" inferences which, in general, rakes the form of a 
multi-limbed organism is needed in order to demonstrate that a 
judgment U is a consequence of the axioms. In order to be 
communicated, this system must then be transformed in an arti
ficial way into a chain of interlocking links. It is in this manner 
that mathematical proof takes place. Here all the insight which 
is to be effected is concentrated on the logical inferences and is 
no longer directed toward the objects and states of affairs about 
which detenninarions have been made.•• (It need hardly be 
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mentioned that the discovery of mathematical truths and the 
subsequent grasp of them by the understanding occurs much 
more "substancively" and much less "formally." Here we are 
merely discussing the systematic presenration.) However, we 
must stress that it is merely a scientific belief that, for example, 
al l pertinent, general, true judgments about points, lines, and 
planes are derivable from the geometrical axioms. We are 
unable to grasp in genuine imight that this is so or even to 
"prove" it in a logical way on the basis of the logical laws them
selves. Were this to happen one day. then this insight would 
lead to a definite, methodical proof procedure for reaching (in 
finitely many steps) a decision concerning the truth or falsity of 
every (pertinent, general) geometrical judgment. Thus mathe
matics would, in principle, be trivialized.'0 

Today it is frequendy maintained that axioms are stipulations 
and that, for example, Fermat's proposition ("there are no 
whole numbers xi' 0, y i' 0, z i' 0, n > 2 such that x" + y" = 

z"") asserts merely that this judgment is a consequence of the 
arithmetical axioms. Thus the axioms define, so to speak, the 
meaning of "there is." (That exists whose existence can be 
derived from the axioms.) But quite apart from the fact that such 
a "hypothetico-deductive game" is worthless (if the axioms are 
devoid of any meaning which has cognitive significance), this 
view is even logically untenable. An example: If we define the 
irrational numbers in Dedekind's manner, then our definition 
immediately determines when a rational number is to be called 
smaller ( <) than a real number. If "'• 6- are any two real 
numbers-each of which is assumed to be defined as an individ
ual by a properry which applies to it and only to it-then a- < 
6 if there is a rational number r such that a-< r and r < l. If 
"there is" is interpreted here in accordance with the above
mentioned view, then /; <a- holds only if the axioms imply that 
there is no rational number r which satisfies the inequalities 
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"'< r, r < 6-. Thus the judgments"'< 6-and 0. _:S_a, do not amount 
to exhaustive alternatives, since it can very likely happen that 
neither the existence nor the non-existence of such a rational 
number r is a consequence of the arithmetical axioms. The inter
pretation under consideration proves to be feasible only when 
one knows that the axioms are comistmt and complete in the sense 
that of two "antinomous" pertinent judgments U and U always 
one and only one is a logical consequence of the axioms. But we 
do not kt1ow th is (although we may believe it). And if this belief 
is one day to be transformed into insight, then, clearly, since 
logical inference consists of iterating certain elementary logical 
inferences, we will attain this insight only through our intuition 
of iteration, i.e. , of the infinite repetition of a procedure. But 
from this intuition we also directly obtain the fundamental 
arithmetical insights into the natural numbers on the basis of 
which the whole mathesis pura is logically constructed. [And this 
undercuts the claim that arithmetical axioms are mere 
stipulations.) 
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Mathematical Section 
§4, SETS 

Finite sets can be described in two ways: either in individual 
terms, by exhibiting each of their elements, or in getreral terms, 
on the basis of a rule, i.e., by indicating properties which apply 
ro the elements of the set and to no other objects. In the case of 
infinite sets, the first way is impossible (and this is the very 
essence of the infinite). The "characteristic properties" which 
are appropriate for the general description of infmite sets are the 
primitive properties and relations and those derived from them 
in the manner of §2; these constitute the sphere of the "attribut
able" properties, Hence: 

To every primitive or derived property P there correspo~~tls a set 
(P). The expressions "An object a has the property P" (or "The relevant 
jr1dgment scheme P(x) containing one blank is true for x=a") a11d "a 
is an element of the set (P)" have the same significance. The same set 
corresponds to two such properties P a11d P' if and only if every object 
(of our category) which has the property P also has the property P', and 
conversely. 

Therefore, how two sets (in contrast to properties) are 
defmed (on the basis of the primitive properties and relations 
and individual objects exhibited by means of the principles of 
§2) does not determine their identity. Rather an objective fact, 
which is not decipherable from the definition in a purely logical 
way, is decisive; namely, whether each element of the one set is 
also an element of the other, and conversely. Moreover, we see 
that the description of a finite set in individual terms is, consid
ered formally, just a special case of that based on a rule. For 
example, if a,b,c are three objects of our category, then 

P(x) a j(xa) + j(xb) + j(xc) 

is the judgment scheme of the derived property "being a or b or 
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c"; and the set having just those three objects as its elements 
corresponds to this property. 

As for reluions and their judgment schemes, we can adopt 
the same view: namely, that the objective range of applicability 
(i.e., the extension) rather than the form of defmition (i.e., the 
intension or meaning) determines their identity. Just as a set 
corresponds to each property, so a functional co•~t~ection corre
sponds to each relation. This expression "functional connec
tion" (for which I fmd no shorter or more appropriate alterna
tive) is supposed to remind us from the start that here we are at 
the root of the mathematical concepts "function, assignment, 
mapping." But instead of using this expression, one may, 
depending on the number of blanks, speak of 2-, 3-, 
4-dimei!Siona/ sets. What we above called a set must then be char
aCterized more precisely as a "one-dimensional set." The rest of 
our terminology is governed by our choice of one or the other 
term. For example, if a, b stand to one another in the binary rela
tion R, then we will say either that a, b form a system of 
elements of the corresponding rwo-dimensional set (R) or that 
they satisfy the functional connection (R). 

A very important situation involving multi-dimensional 
sets remains to be considered. Let U(xy) and V(xy) be any two 
binary judgment schemes. If there are no objects x=a, y=b of our 
category such that U ( ab) obtains but V ( ab) does not or V ( ab) 
obtains but U (a b) does not, then the same functional connection 
corresponds to these two relations. Now the claim we are 
making here about the two judgment schemes U and V does not 
explicitly mention any intrinsic relation at all which holds 
between them, though it does clearly presuppose that their 
blanks can be made to coincide completely with one another in 
a certa in way. However, if a functional connection is to corre
spond to the judgment scheme U(xy) in a way which satisfies 
our claim, we must assume that the blanks of the judgment 
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scheme are arranged in a definite order of succession. We then 

wish to call the judgment scheme subject-ordered. This arrange
ment is indicated in the symbolism simply by the order of 
succession (from left to right, as in our normal writing) of the 
letters which represent the blanks. Our claim has a clear sense 
with respect to subject-ordered binary relations only when it is 
understood that the objects a and b are to be inserted in the 
ordered blanks of the two judgment schemes in the same order 
of succession. 

To every Sllbject-<>rdered judgment scheme of a primitive or derived 
relation there corresponds a Functional connection, a multi
dimensional set; the same fimctional connection corresponds to two 
such judgment schemes (with the same uumber of blanks) if attd only 
if whatever objects of our category satisfy the one relation always satisfy 
the other as well in the same order of succession, ar~d conversely. 

The principles of §2 now change into ones governing the 
"production" of one- and multi-dimensional sets. In the domain 
of sets, the operation of forming the complemer~t corresponds to 
negation (Pr. 1 ). The intersection and sum of two sets arise in 
accordance with Pr. 3 and 4. If we use Pr. 5 to insert a given 
object a into, say, a ternary relation U(xyz), then the "cross
section" z=a, which is a two-dimensional set, arises from the 
corresponding three-dimensional set. Mimicking the terminol
ogy of analytic geometry, we may call Pr. 6 the principle of 
projection. 

The one- and multi-dimensional sets form a new derived 
system of ideal objects over and above the given primitive 
domain of objects. The new system arises from the original one 
by means of what I call the mathematical process. In fact. I bel ieve 
that this process of concept formation reveals the characteristic 
feature of the mathematical way of thinking. Obviously, these 
new objects, the sets, are altogether different from the primitive 
objects; they belong to an entirely separate sphere of existence. 
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No one can describe an infini te set other than by indicating 
properties which are characteristic of the dements of the set. 
And no one can establish a correspondence among infinitely 
many things wi thout indicating a rule, i.e., a relation, which 
connects the corresponding objects with one another. T he 
notion that an infinite set is a "gathering" brought together by 
infinitely many individual arbitrary acts of selection, assembled 
and then surveyed as a whole by consciousness, is nonsensical; 
"inexhaustibility" is essential to the infinite. So our view is that 
the transition from the "property" to the "set" (of those things 
which have the property) signifies merely that one brings to 
bear the objective rather than the purely logical point of view, i.e., 
one regards objective correspondence (that is, "relation in exten
sion" as logicians say) established entirely on the basis of 
acquaintance with the relevant objects as decisive rather than 
logical equivalence. T herefore I contrast the concept of set and 
function formulated here in an exact way with the completely 
vag11e concept of function which has become canonical in analy
sis since Dirichlet and, together with it, the prevailing concept 
of set. Although some of the principal components of the math
ematical edifice, such as elementary geometry, arithmetic and 
rational algebra, are in good condition, the same cannot be said 
of analysis and set theory (cf. especially §6). Everyone agrees 
that the much lauded critique to which the nineteenth cemury 
subjected the foundations of classical analysis was justified. And, 
certainly, this critique is responsible for an immense advance in 
the rigor of thought. Bur what was posit ively erected in place of 
the old is, if o~re's glance is directed co the lllrimace pri1tciples, even 
more unclear and assailable than what it replaced- although it is 
certain that most of the achievements of modern critical 
research ean be used anew as building material for a definitive 
founding of analysis. But as things now stand we must point out 
that, in spite of Dedekind, Cantor, and W eierstrass, the great 
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task which has been facing us since the Pythagorean discovery 
of the irrationals remains today as unfinished as ever; that is, the 
cot~tit~uity given to us immediately by intuition (in the flow of 
rime and in motion) has yet to be grasped mathematically as a 
totality of discrete "stages" in accordance with that part of its 
content which can be conceptualized in an "exact" way. More 
or less arbitrarily axiomatized systems (be they ever so "elegant" 
and "fruitful") cannot further help us here. We must try to 
attain a solution which is based on objective insight. At this 
point, we would do well to explore somewhat further the conse
quences for the foundations of analysis and set theory of our 
view concerning the concepts of set and function. 

For the moment, we shall confme ourselves to some 
general remarks on this topic: We must proceed from a definite 
sphere of operation. And the existence of a set or correspon
dence is determined by the objective connections which obtain 
between the objects of the given categories and which can be 
expressed by means of the underlying basic properties and rela
tions. Thus, contrary to Cantor's proposal, no universal scale of 
it~flt~ile cardit~al at1d ordit~al numbers applicable to every sphere of 
operation can exist. (This does not, however, rule out a universal 
set theory.) The gap between the finite and the infinite, which 
set theory seemed to close, again opens wide before us. A 
set-theoretic treatment of the natural numbers such as that 
offered in Dedekind (1888) may indeed contribute to the syste
matization of mathematics;" but it must not be allowed to 
obscure the fact that our grasp of the basic concepts of set theory 
depends on a prior intuition of iteration and of the sequence of 
natural numbers. 

§S. THE NATURAL NUMBF.RS: RICHARD"S ANTINOMY. 

The remarks made in the preceding sections can, in partic
ular, be applied to the category consisting of the ideal objects 
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known as natural ttumbers. A single basic relation, whose mean
ing is immediately exhibited, underlies this category-namely, 
the relationS (xy) which holds between two natural numbers x, 
y when y is the immediate successor of x. The following simple 
faces about S obtain: For every number x there is one and only 
one y such that S(xy) holds. There is a unique number 1 which 
is not the immediate successor of any number; but every other 
number is the immediate successor of exactly one number. 
Finally, the important inferential technique of complete induction 
is based on the circumstance that one can eventually reach any 
number whatever by starting from 1 and proceeding from each 
number to its successor. 

It is characteristic of every mathematical discipline that 1) 
it is based on a sphere of operation such as we have presupposed 
here from the beginning; that 2) the natural numbers along with 
the relation S which connects them are always associated with 
this sphere; and that 3) over and above this composite sphere of 
operation, a realm of new ideal objects, of sets and functional 
connections is erected by means of the mathematical process 
(discussed above, page 22] which may, if necessary, be repeated 
arbitrarily often. The old explanation of mathematics as the 
doctrine of number and space has, in view of the more recent 
development of our science, been judged to be too narrow. But, 
clearly, even in such disciplines as pure geometry, analysis situs, 
group theory, and so on, the natural numbers are, from the start, 
related to the objects under consideration. So from now on we 
shall assume that at least one category of object underlies our 
investigation and that at least one of these underlying categories 
is that of the natural numbers. If there is more than one such 
category, we should recall the observation in§ 1 that each blank 
of a judgment scheme of a primitive or derived relation is affili
ated with its own definite category of object. If the underlying 
sphere of operation described at the beginning of this paragraph 
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is that of the natural numbers, without anything further being 
added, then we arrive at pure number theory, which forms the 
centerpiece of mathematics; its concepts and results are clearly of 
significance for every mathematical discipline. 

If the natural numbers belong to the sphere of operation, 
then a new, important, and specifically mathematical principle 
of definition joins those enumerated in §2; namely, the principle 
of iteration (definition by complete induction) by virtue of which 
the natural numbers first come into contact with the objects of 
the remaining categories of the underlying sphere of operation 
(if there are any). For example, in pure number theory, we need 
this principle in order to manufacture the fundamental arith
metical relations 

tn < n, m + n = p, m·n =p 

takingS as our starting point (cf. Chapter 2, §1). In the founda
tions of geometry, iteration is required for the definition of 
measure. In this case, we need to derive the relation na=b from 
the relation a+b=c where a, b,c are any three vectors and 11 is 
an arbitrary natural number. Let the first relation be designated 
by M(abn), the second by & (abc). The former is derived 
recursively from the latter as follows: 

let M(ab1) mean that a=b (i.e.,J(ab)); 

let M(ab(11+ 1)) mean that there is a vector x such that 
M(axnh: (axb). 

A general definition of this principle of iteration must be 
delayed until §7. 

The sequence of natural numbers is crucial to Cantor's 
concept of deriUmerability which, as is well known, has given rise 
to Richard's antinomy. The standard version of this antinomy is 
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as follows: The possible combinations of fmitcly many letters 
form a denumerable set. So, since each definite real number can 
be defined by finitely many words, there are only denumerably 
many real numbers-contradicting Cantor's classical proof that 
the reals are non-denumerable.22 In discussing this antinomy, we 
shall substitute the concept ''set of natural numbers" for "real 
number." As our underlying sphere of operation we take the 
natural numbers along with the single primitive relation S. 
Within this sphere, the natural numbers are, without exception, 
individuals. So we can do entirely without Pr. 5 of §2 when we 
construct the derived properties and relations. We shall, 
however, adopt the (not as yet completely defined) principle of 
iteration. It is then cettain that the "production process" of the 
judgment schemes of the derived properties and relations can be 
arranged in such a way that these properties and relations arc 
ordered in an "enumerated" sequence. According to §4, the 
one-dimensional sets of numbers correspond to the properties 
which appear in this sequence and, therefore, by means of the 
indicated process, all possible sets of natural numbers are also 
ordered in the same sort of denumerable sequence. This, it 
seems to me, is the real core of Richard's antinomy- which we 
have been able to uncover thanks to our concrete specification 
(supplied by the production principles) of the concept "finite 
definition." On the other hand, the denumerability of all sets of 
numbers is in fact refuted by Cantor's proof in an entirely differ
ence sense which, as I see it, applies only to mathematics. In our 
sphere of operation, there is no binary numerical relation R (xy) 
which satisfies the following condition: for every (one
dimensional) set of numbers (corresponding to a derived prop
erty) there is a number a such that the set of numbers which 
corresponds to the property R(xa) (i.e., the set of al l numbers x 
which stand to a in the relation R(xa)) is identical to our initial 
set. Cantor's proof of this proposition amounts to considering 
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the set of numbers corresponding to the property R(xx): 
certainly no number a can be associated with it in the required 
way. 

If we adopt the concept of denumerability suggested by this 
proof, then naturally there is no reason at all to assume that every infi
nite set must contain a demunerable subset-a consequence from 
which I certainly do not shrink." 

~6. ITERATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL PROCESS 

THE CIRCULUS VITI OS US OF ANALYSIS 

W e started from a sphere of operation, i.e, from one or 
more individual categories of object, the "basic categories," and 
from certain individual, immediately exhibited "primitive" 
properties and relations which apply to objects of these catego
ries . Each of the individual «blanks" of a relation (whether prim
itive or derived) is affiliated with a definite category of object in 
such a way that only an object of this category can be meaning
fully used to fill the relevant blank. The category «natural 
number" together with the primitive relation S associated with 
it we call the absolute sphere of operation. We assume that the 
underlying sphere of operation contains this absolute one (in an 
obvious sense). The derived properties and relations arise from 
the primitive ones; and to each primitive or derived subject· 
ordered relation there corresponds, by virtue of the mathemati
cal process, a one- or multi-dimensional set. The category to 
which such a set belongs is determined by the number of blanks 
in the relation from which the set arises and by the categories of 
object with which each of these blanks, in the established order 
of succession, is affiliated. For the moment, we wish to refer 
more precisely to all these propenies and relations, and the 
corresponding sets and functional connections, as those of the 
1st level. 
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That a, b, ... form a system of elements of a set M is a rela
tion between the objects a, b, ... and the set M which we wish 
co label by the letter e. So one blank of chis relatione is affiliated 
with a definite category of 1st level sets, while the others are 
affiliated with the same basic categories with which the blanks 
of the sets belonging to the former category (or, rather, the rela
tions to which they correspond) are affiliated. To the basic cate
gories we now add the various categories of one- and multi
dimensional sees. To the primitive properties and relations 
which are affiliated with the basic categories we add the relation 
e, which connects the objects of those categories with the sets. 
In this way, an expanded sphere of operation arises co which we 
can once more apply the "mathematical process." Thus we 
arrive at (one- or multi-dimensional) "sets of the 2nd level" whose 
blanks, in general, are affiliated in part with basic categories, in 
part with categories of fi.rst level sets. The mathematical process 
can be iterated in th is way not just once, but arbitrarily often. 

We must not overlook the face chat new sets whose blanks 
are all affiliated with the basic categories can appear on the 2r~d 
level. In particular, this will occur when, in using the principles 
of §2 to construct a relation R belonging to the "expanded" 
sphere of operation, certain blanks affiliated with c~tegories of 
1st level sees- and, further, all such blanks- are filled by "•", i.e., 
"there is." The existence of this ("2nd level") relation R is there
fore linked co there being a set, i.e, a 1st level relation which satis
fies a certain judgment scheme. R is clearly a relation of an 
entirely different sort from those of the 1st level. If, failing to 
bear in mind the distinctions between levels, one chose to speak 
here of a relation whose existence is linked to there being a rela
tion such chat ... - one would trap oneself in an endless circle, 
in absurdities and contradictions entirely analogous to Russell's 
well-known paradox involving the set of all sets which are not 
members of themselves. (I maintain, and will presently show in 
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some detail, that our current version of analysis spins in such 
circles constantly.) In the construction of the relation R, the 
existence concept is applied to the (1st level) relations in the same 
way that it is applied to the objects of the basic categories. For Pr. 
6 (filling of a blank with "there is") can be applied both to blanks 
which are afftliated with a basic category and to those which are 
affiliated with a category of 1st level sets. Obviously, this use of 
the existence concept is to be restricted to the objects of the basic 
categories and, accordingly, in the iteration of the mathematical 
process the two principles of closure 5 atJd 6 are to be applied otrly to 
blat~ks which are affiliated with a basic category." Given this 
"narrower procedure" it is clear that the sets and functional 
connections which hold between objects of the basic categories 
are exhausted by those of the 1st level; thus, new sets and func
tional connections of this kind are no longer added on the 2nd 
and higher levels. So if we comply with the narrower proce
dure, we need no longer distinguish the various levels, since the 
level on which a set stands is already determined by the category 
to which it belongs. For example, a three-dimensional set whose 
frist two blanks are affiliated with basic categories, but whose 
last is affi liated with one-dimensional sets of objects of a certain 
basic category, will have to be ranked on the 2nd level." 

Let us now apply these considerations to the foundations of 
analysis. In order not to waste time on non-essentials, we shall 
take the rational numbers as given, rather than beginning ab ova 
with the natural numbers ." So our underlying sphere of opera
tion consists of 1. the category "natural number" and the rela
tion S relevant to it; and 2. the category "rational number,"" as 
well as the ternary relations 

·• (xyz) : x+y=z, } · (xyz) : x · y = z 

and the property P(x), meaning "x is positive," all of whose 
blanks are affiliated with the rational numbers. 
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Following Dedekind, we wish to characterize a rea/number 
«by means of the set of those rarionals which are smaller than 
a. Thus we define a real number as a (one-dimensional) set a of 

rational numbers with the following properties: 
a) if r is an clement of a., then so is every rational number 

r' such that r-r' is positive; b) for every elemem r of a- there is a 
rational number r*, also belonging to a-, such that r•-r is positive; 
c) a- is non-empty, but not every rational number is an element 
of a. 

The fact that some r is an element of a-will also be expressed 
by the words "r is smaller than IP·' or by the symbols " r < a.'' 

But how is the concept "set" to be understood here? In 
order to arrive at analysis, it is certainly not sufficient to apply 
the mathematical process just Otlce; for in analysis we study not 
merely real numbers, but also sets of and functional connections 
between real numbers. Should we now comply with the 
"narrower iteration procedure" or not? If we do not, we arrive at 
a "hierarchical" version of analysis in which there are 1st, 2nd, 
3rd, ... level real numbers and, likewise, functions of various 
levels such that, e.g., a function of the 2nd level has a meaning 
only for arguments of the 1st and 2nd levels. Of course, this 
version of analysis would change into the one familiar to us if, 
wherever sets and functional connections are mentioned (partic
ularly in connection with the expression "there is"), we could 
suppress the clause "of the 1st (or 2nd, ... ) level"-that is, if we 
were to proceed as though the 2nd level properties (which can 
be defined only on the basis of the totality of 1st level properties) 
also belonged to the primitive domain of 1st level properties. 
But precisely because of this, all definitions and proofs would 
become circular. For example, let Mbe a bounded set of 1st level 
real numbers. In order to construct its least upper bound, we must 
form a setJ'' of rational numbers to which a rational number r 
belongs if and only if there is a 1st level real number belonging 
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toM which is greater than r. This sev· has properties a), b), c) 
and is therefore a real number, but orre of the 2tld level, since in its 
definition "there is" appears in conection with "a 1st level real 
number" (i.e., "a set of 1st level rational numbers" or "a primi
tive or derived 1st level property"). 

The circulus vitiosus, which is cloaked by the hazy nature of 
rhe usual concept of set and function, but which we reveal here, 
is surely not an easily dispatched formal defect in the construc
tion of analysis. Knowledge of its fundamental significance is 
something which, at this particular moment, cannot be 
conveyed to the reader by a lot of words. But the more distinctly 
the logical fabric of analysis is brought to givenness and the 
more deeply and completely the glance of consciousness pene
trates it, the clearer it becomes that, given rhe current approach 
ro foundational matters, evety cell (so to speak) of this mighty 
organism is permeated by the poison of contradiction and that a 
thorough revision is necessary to remedy the situation. 

A "hierarchical" version of analysis is artificial and useless. 
It loses sight of its proper object, i.e., number (cf. note 24). 
Clearly, we must take the other path- that is , we must restrict 
the existence concept ro the basic categories (here, rhe natural 
and rational numbers) and must not apply it in connection with 
the system of properties and relations (or the sets, real numbers, 
and so on, corresponding to them)."' In other words, the only 
natural strategy is to abide by the rrarrower iteratiorr procedure. 
Further, only this procedure guarantees too that all concepts and 
results, quantities and operations of such a "precision analysis" 
are to be grasped as idealizations of analogues in a mathematics 
of approximation operating with "round numbers." This is of 
crucial significance with regard to applicatiotlS. So a proposition 
such as the one mentioned above, that every bounded set of real 
numbers has a least upper bound, must certainly be abandoned. 
But such sacrifices should keep the path ahead clear of 
confusion." 
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We have not yet determined what particular account we 
are to give of the conceptjimction. Let us examine functions x(t) 
whose independent variable t ranges over some category of 
object k (e.g. the natural numbers) but whose value is always a 
real number. Let R(xt) be a binary relation whose blank x is affil
iated with one-dimensional sets of rational numbers and whose 
blank t is affiliated with the category k. If for every object t of 
this category- or every element t of a one-dimensional set of 
such objects-there is one and only one set x of rational numbers 
with properties a), b), c) such that the relation R holds, then this 
" real number" x is a function oft. This is one possible formula
t ion of the concept of function. But the following seems more 
natural. A real number x is given as a set of rational numbers 
which are characterized by a property they have in common. x 
will depend upon I if an arbitrary object I of the category k is a 
component of this property, ie., if that property arises from a 
binary relation S (oo)- whose first blank is affiliated with the 
category of rational numbers and whose second is affiliated with 
k- by filling the second blank with t. We then say that the set 
x of rational numbers corresponding to the property S( o t) 
depends 011 or is a Jimction of 1. In particular, it can happen that for 
every object I of the category k or even j ust for every element 1 
of a set consisting of objects of this category, the corresponding 
setx has the properties a), b), c) of real numbers. [T h is is a second 
possible formulation of the concept "function."] 

Given the first formulation, not even the proposition "the 
sum of two functions is itself a function" would be correct. For 
instance, if R(x1) and R' (xt) are both relations which underlie 
functions and J (xyz) desigt~ates the relatiotl x + y = z for real 
numbers, then the sum of these functions arises from a relation 
which would be formed as follows: 

R(xt) ·R'(yt)·J(xyz) • RR'J(xyzt); RR'J ( .. zt). 
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Thus in its construction "•", i.e., "there is", must be used to fill 
a blank which is not affiliated with the basic categories. But if 
we are to abide by the narrower procedure, as we think we must, 
this is inadmissible. On the other hand, if we adopt the second 
formulation of the concept "function, n then, clearly, the sum of 
two functions is itself a function. A further point emerged in the 
preceding section: Cantor's proof that the continuum is not 
denumerable (i.e., that there is no function T(t~) which maps 
the natural numbers onto the sets of natural numbers) assumes 
that the concept "function" is taken in the second sense. 
Cauchy's co11vergmce principle is also true in the second 
formulation-and this is of decisive importance for the construc
tion of analysis (cf. Chapter 2}. 

All these considerations lead us to the following concept of 
function (and once we become aware of it, we also immediately 
grasp its significance). Let the blanks of a relation, e.g. R(u>jxyz), 
be divided into two ordered groups, the dependmt blanks uv and 
the indtpetldent ones xyz. If we fill each independent blank with 
some object (x, y, z respectively} of the appropriate category, 
then R gives rise to a relationR(oolxyz) which possesses just the 
(ordered) "dependent" blanks; corresponding to this new rela
tion is a two dimensional set F (xyz) which depe11ds o" x, y, z or 
is a jurutio11 of the "values" of the independent variables x,y,z. 
(But while this set, the "function value," depends on the objects 
used in HI ling the blanks, i.e., on the values of the independent 
variables, the category to which this set belongs does rwt depend 
on these objects: rather, it is the category of those two-dimen
sional sets whose blanks are affiliated with the categories of the 
depet~dent variables u and v.} According to this account, the 
relations 

R(uvl xyz) and E(uvF (xyz)) 

are equivalent. 
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Example: Let R be the negation of the relation e, i.e., 
'E(xX), in which the blank xis related to a definite category of 
object, the blank X to the category of one-dimensional sets of 
such objects. If we take x as dependent, X as independent, then 
we obtain the function F (X) whose value for each X is the 
complement X of X. Here we have one of the simplest functions 
whose dependent "argument" belongs to the same category as 
the function value. 

§7. PRINCIPLES OF SUllSTITUTION AND ITEM TION 

The natural concept of function on which our gaze is now 
directed permits the definitive general formulation of the prin
ciple of iteration mentioned in §5. So at this point, let us resume 
the general description of our system, taking it for granted that 
some atbitrary sphere of operation is given. The principle of 
substitution must precede that of iteration. 

7. Let R(uv I xyz) and T(xwU) be two relations. Let the 
blank U (in T) be affiliated with the category of those two-di
mensional sets whose own blanks arc affiliated with the catego
ries of the blanks u, v in R. And let the blanks designated by x 
in R and T both be affiliated with the same category of object. 
If! regard the blanks u,v in the relation R as the dependent ones, 
then R gives rise to the function F (xyz) whose value is always 
a set belonging to the category of the blank U."' The principle 
of substitution now allows us to form the relation T (xwF(xyz)) 
(with the four blanks xyzw). 

In order to express ourselves more simply, we have 
presented an example instead of giving a truly general formula
tion of7. But it is clear, without further ado, how this principle 
is to be generally applied. As a limiting case, we also permit R 
to contain t10 independent blanks at all, so that the blank U in T 
will be replaced by a definite set defined by a given subject
ordered relation R. Thus the principle of substitution plays the 
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same role for blanks which are affiliated with categories of sets 
as Pr. 5 in §2 does for those which are affiliated with a basic cate
gory. However, 7 permits one to substitute not just a deji11iteset, 
but even a fimction. 

8. (Principle of Iteration) Let R(xx' I X) be a relation whose 

blanks are divided into the two ordered groups of the dependent 
xx' and the independent X. Let the independent blank X be 
affiliated with the category of those two-dimensional sets whose 
own blanks are affiliated with the same categories of object as 
the dependent blanks xx' in R. And let the function arising from 
R be designated by F (X). The value ofF (X) is always a set of 
the same category as the value of the argument X (cf. the exam
ple at the end of §6). Using the substitution principle, we can 
form 

Rlxx' I X) = R(xx' IF (X)) 

(from which the iterated function F (F (.X)) arises). Let R
1 

be the 
relation R. From R2 we can, in turn, form 

and so on, in such a way that.for every natural number ra, 

R"+1(xx' I X)=R.(xx' IF (X)) 

where R 1 is R. We regard R 
1
, R

2
, R

3
, ... as those relations which arise 

from a single one 

R(n;xx' IX) 

whera the blank tl which is affiliated with the category "tlatural 
tlumber" is filled itl Sllccessively by 1, 2, 3 .... 
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This principle exploits the characteristic feature of the 
natural numbers, whose sequence is the general scheme of a 
procedure consisting in the iteration (endlessly repeated per
formance) of an elementary process. But the principle must still 
be extended in three respects in order for it to obtain its most 
general form. First, in addition to the independent blank X, 
others can occur in R which are not affected by the iteration. 
Second, in place of X, several blanks can be subjected to iteration 
simultaneously. For example, let 

R(xx' I XY), T(y I XY) 

be two relations whose blanks arc divided in the indicated way 
into dependent and independent. Then there arise two func
tions G(XY) and H(XY) respectively. Let the blank X be affili
ated with the category of two-dimensional sets to which the 
function value G belongs. And let the blank Y be affiliated with 
the category of one-dimensional sets to which the function 
value H belongs. The conditions are thereby given for the 
construction of iterated relations: 

R(l ;xx' I XY) = R(xx' I XY); 

R(n+ 1 ;xx' I XY)=R(n;xx' I G(XY)H(XY)). 

T(t;y iXY) = T(yiXY); 

T(n+ 1 ;y I XY) = T(n;y I G(XY)H(XY)). 

Third, and finally, the function to be substituted at the nth step 
can itself depend on 11. For example, let R(xx'IXn) be a relation 
whose hst blank n is related to the category "natural number," 
while the same assumptions as above apply to the remaining 
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blanks. Let the ensuing function be designated by F(X11). The 
iteration which leads to the construction of the relation R • is 
described by the formulas 

R •(xx' I XI )=R(xx' I XI); 

R •(xx' I X(n + 1 ))=R •(xx' I F(X(11+ 1 ))n). 

The principle of iteration, by far the most complex of all, 
is the specifically mathematical one. As an example of irs applica
tion, we consider integer multiples of a vector (mentioned in 
§5). Lower-case sans-serif letters will signify blanks which are 
affiliated with the category "vector." Blanks affiliated with the 
category "two-dimensional vector set" will be designated by 
capital sans-serif letters. Let X

0 
denote the two-dimensional 

vector set which corresponds co the relation&· (xyx). Let us form 

e(xzX) · & (xzy) I z=· = R(xy I X);" 

from which we obtain R(11;xy I X) by iteration. Then R(n;xy I X
0
) 

is the relation y=nx. 
Another example: We want to show that the cardit~aliry of 

a set consisting of elements of a definite basic category is a func
tion of this set and we want to construct this function. Small 
italic letters will be affiliated with the basic category just 
mentioned, capital italic letters with one-dimensional sets of 
objects of that category, capital script letters with the category 
of one-dimensional sets of such sets. ?.t' will denote the "univer
sal set" of the last category. (In each category of set there is an 
empty and a universal set.) In the relation 

e(yX)}(xy) 
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(i.e., y is an element of X different from x) let us consider y the 
dependent blank. This relation gives rise to the function F(xX) 
("the set of all elements of X different from x"). Let us substitute 
this function for U in e (UST) (thus obtaining e (F(xX)ST)) and 
let us form 

e(F(xX)ST) · e(xX) I x• • = <I(X I ST) 

("there is an element x of X such that the elements of the set X 
different from x themselves constitute a set which is an element 
of~·). The relation is iterated: d(n;XJ ST). Then d(n;X I~= 
"'(nX) means that X consists of at least n elements ("it is possible 
to delete an element from X" times in succession"). The empty 
set in the category of one-dimensional sets of natural numbers 
we call the "cardinal number 0"; the universal set we call the 
"cardinal numberoo"; the set of natural numbers~~~ we call the 
"cardinal number n" (it is the standard set of" elements to which 
every other is related in the act of counting). If, in the relation 
"'(nX), we consider n the dependent blank and X the indepen
dent one, then this relation gives rise to the function N(X)= the 
cardinality of the set X (i.e., the cardinal number of its 
elements). It is 0 only for the empty set,oo for all infinite sets." 
Thus we see precisely how the role played by the numbers as 
"cardinal numbers" in the determination of cardinality can be 
traced back to their primitive role-namely, the presentation of 
iteration in abstract purity." 

As the remarks concerning logic in §3 indicate, it is natural 
that an expansion of the forms of inferetJce accompany the exten
sion of the table of our principles of definition. Thus, in particu
lar, the principle of iteration carries with it the Bernoullian 
"inference from 11 to n+1" (or "inference by complete 
induction"). 
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§8. DEFINITIVE FORMULATION OF THE FOUNDATIONS. 

INTRODUCTION OF IDEAL ELEMENTS 

Since here I must guide us from a traditional presentation 
to a new one, we can only gain an unobstrUcted view by first 
struggling through the undergrowth. So our path will not be 
exactly the straightest. We see now, given that the principles of 
substitution and iteration are to be added, that we can no longer 
adhere to the notion of a production of relations and corre
sponding sets in separate levels (whereby on the 1st level there 
appear all sets whose elements belong to the basic categories, on 
the 2nd all those sets whose blanks are affiliated partly with basic 
categories and partly with categories of 1st level sets, and so on). 
For, clearly, "recoils" to earlier levels can result from certain 
applications of the principle of substitution.'' But, because the 
application of the existence principle 6 is here restricted to the 
basic categories, these "recoils" will not lead to circular (and, 
therefore, meaningless) definitions. If we imagine, as is appro
priate for an intuitive understanding, that the relations and 
corresponding sets are "produced" genetically, then this produc
tion will not occur through a "hierarchical" iteration of the 
mathematical process discussed in §4; rather it will occur in 
merely parallel individual acts (so to speak). This production 
process yields the totality of relations which can be derived from 
the primitive ones involving the basic categories and from e by 
applying the various principles of definition. One then, in a 
purely formal way, lets a "set" belonging to the realm of objects 
correspond to each of these (subject-ordered) relations." There 
is no need to d istinguish between logically equivalent relations 
or between the sets corresponding to them. But, initially (i.e., 
while the production process is still going on], we are not 
(always] in a position to decide whether sets corresponding to 
non-equivalent relations are to be identified. Accordingly, when 
defining relations one must never make use of the relation of 
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equality between sets.,. Now if R is any relation formed in this 
way, whose blanks are all affiliated with basic categories, then 
the assertion that some definite objects of these categories satisfy 
the relation R is meaningful and is either true or false. Thus it 
is also true or false that every system of elements which satisfies 
the relation R satisfies a certain relation R' of the same sort-and 
vice versa. If this is true, then one must identify the sets corre
sponding to these two relations. After this identification of the 
"1st level" sets has been accomplished (and here I continue to 
express myself genetically), one can proceed to relations whose 
blanks arc affiliated partly with basic categories and partly with 
categories of 1st level sets. And it now makes perfectly good 
sense, in the case of any two such relations, co ask whether all 
the systems of elements which satisfy the one also satisfy the 
other. At this point, the identification of the 2nd level sets takes 
place- and so forth. The essential thing is that in defining the rela
tions no 11se is made of the concepts of the equality and existence of sets; 
thereby, but also only thereby, do we avoid the meaninglessness 
of circular definition. 

Let us withdraw all our provisional remarks (i.e., the whole 
of §4-§7). For we are now going to present the definitive 
formulation of the principles which are to govern the formation 
of relations. 

I. The Starting Point 
1) The foundation consists of, first, one or more individual 

categories of object (the "basic categories") and, second, certain 
individual immediately exhibited properties of and relatiom 
berween the objects of the basic categories (the "primitive rela
tions"). (Each blank of a relation, or its judgment scheme, is 
afH.liated with a definite category of object in such a way that the 
judgment scheme yields a meaningful proposition only when 
each blank is filled by an object of that category.) Each blank of 
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each primitive relation is affiliated with a basic category. To the 
primitive relations we add the idetrtity relation J(xy) whose two 
blanks x andy are always affiliated with the same basic category. 
(The restriction to basic categories is very essential in this case.) 

2) A set belonging to the realm of objeCtS corresponds to 
each subject-ordered relation (with one or more blanks). For 
example, if the objects a,b,c (in that order) satisfy the ternary 
subject-ordered relation R, then we say that a,b,c form a system 
of elements of the corresponding set P. The category to which 
this set belongs is determined by the categories with which the 
first, second, and third blanks, respectively, of Rare affiliated. 
As a further basic relation we introduce e, which holds, for 
example, between a,b,c and P if a,b,c form a system of clements 
of the set P. 

II. The General Principles 
These are Pr. 1 through 4 of §2. It should again be noted 

that, when applying 2, 3, or 4, any blanks which are "made to 
coincide" must, of course, be affiliated with the same category of 
object. 

Ill. Principles of Closure 
These are Pr. 5 and 6 of §2, with the restrictiort that any 

blanks which are filled by immediately exhibited objects or by 
"there is" must be affiliated with a basic category. 

IV. Principles of Substitution and Iteration 
Pr. 7 of §7 is always included. And we adopt the most 

general form of the principle of iteration (i.e., 8- including the 
three extensions we introduced) if (as we now wish to assume) 
our sphere of operation contains the "absolute one~ (defined at 
the beginning of §6). 
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V. Identification, Sets, Functions 
We now consider the primitive (properties and) relations 

mentioned in I and all the relations which arise from them 
through application of the principles listed under II, III, and IV. 
When a short expression is desirable, I shall call these primitive 
and derived relations the "delimited" ones." Consider two 
subject-ordered relations of this kind whose blanks are affiliated, 
in the given order of succession, with the same categories of 
object. If every system of clements which satisfies the one also 
satisfies the other, and vice versa, then the two corresponding 
("delimited") sets are identical to one another; otherwise they 
arc distinct. 

To every delimited relation R whose blanks are divided 
into the two ordered groups of the "dependent" and the "inde
pendent," there corresponds a Junction F. If each independent 
blank is filled by some object of the appropriate category, then 
the set which corresponds to the relation that thereby arises 
from R is the value of the function F for the "system of argu
ments" used in filling the blanks. Two (differently defined) 
functions are identical to one another if and only if their values 
for every system of arguments are identical to one another. 

The "mathematically expanded" sphere of operation is 
thereby established. Joining the objects of the basic categories 
are objects of new ideal categories, i.e., the sets and Junctions; 
joining the primitive properties and relations are the relation e 
and the relation which holds between a function F (of two argu
ments, say), the objects a,b and the value of the function F for the 
system of arguments a,b. This expanded sphere of operation 
includes a complete system of definite self-existent objects in the 
sense of§ 1. If we make this system the object of our investiga
tion, then, in order to acquire a complete knowledge of it, we 
must rule on the truth or falsiry of each pertinent judgment 
concerning this system. The current meaning of "pertinent 
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judgment" emerges from §2: they are those judgments (in the 
proper sense, i.e., without blanks) which arise, through rmre

stricted application of principles 1 through 6 of §2, from the 
above basic relations of the expanded sphere of operation. As in 
§2, these basic relations are to be augmented by the identity rela
tion (whose blanks can now be affiliated with a11y category of 
object of the expanded sphere, both blanks with the same cate
gory of course). With regard to Pr. 5, we should note that the 
nature of sets and functions indicates the manner in which they 
can be "immediately exhibited"-namely, by fixing the relations 
to which they correspond; i.e., by constructing these relations 
from the foundations mentioned in I by applying the principles 
of II, III, and IV. Questions we can ask about the system of 
objects mentioned above are, for example, whether either of 
two given sets is a subset of the other, whether a given function 
of a real variable is continuous, and so on. However, no "set of 
all subsets of a given set"" or "set of all continuous functions of 
a real variable" exist i11 our sphere of operation: such a set is not 
"delimited." The domain of possibly "non-delimited" judg
ments and judgment schemes which arise through unrestricted 
application of the principles of §2 already exceeds the scope of 
the criterion (listed under V) for the equaliry of two differently 
defined sets or functions. 

I believe that the system described above is a simple, reason
able, adequate, and consistent foundation for the construction of 
analysis- in contrast to the currently accepted foundation 
which, because of its vague concept of set and function and its 
manner of applying the concepts of existence and identity 
(particularly to the real numbers), finds itself caught in a circulus 
vitiosus. Our principles for the formation of derived relations can 
be formulated as axioms conceming sets arad Junctiotas; and, in fact, 
mathematics will proceed in such a way that it draws the logical 
consequences of these axioms. 
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In conclusion, some words about the imroduction of ideal 
elements in mathematics. Let us take as an example the ideals in 
the theory of algebraic number fields. These are defined as 
follows. Every system s of finitely many algebraic integers 
determines an ideal (s). The proposition U, i.e., "the algebraic 
number a· is divisible by the ideal (s)," is to mean that a certain 
relation R(a· s), which we need not explain further here, holds 
between a and s. The ideals exhaust their significance in their 
capaciry as divisors of numbers, i.e., in their appearance within 
assertions of the above form U. Accordingly, two ideals (s) and 
(s') are to be considered identical if and only if every number 
divisible by (s) is also divisible by (s') and vice versa. Therefore 
the ideal (s) corresponds in the following way to the 
propertyR(os) of an algebraic number's standing in the relation 
R to the system s: The same ideal corresponds to two properties 
of this sort if and only if, despite possibly different intrinsic 
meanings, they in fact have the same extension. But, as we 
suggested earlier, this is prec isely the essence of the concept 
"set"-in explicit contrast to the usual view of a set as the 
consciously surveyed "gathering" of its elements. So, in 
Dedekind's manner, we can straightway characterize the ideal as 
the set M(s) corresponding to the property R(os). Since the 
introduction of ideal elements in mathematics always follows 
this same pattern- especially when it occurs by means of the 
so-called "definition by abstraction""-t!Je concept of set and June
cion can encompass all mch "new" constructs. Of course, as our own 
example shows, set-theoretic terminology will often be replaced 
by more suggestive modes of expression. 

Concluding Remarks 
The concept of function has two historical roots. First, this 

concept was suggested by the "natural dependencies" which 
prevail in the material world-the dependencies which consist, 
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on the one hand, in the fact that conditions and states of real 
things arc variable over time, the paradigmatic independent vari
able, on the other hand, in the causal connections between action 
and consequence. The arithmetical-algebraic operations form a 
second, and entirely independent, source of the concept "func
tion." For, in bygone eras, analysis regarded a function as an 
expression formed from the independent variables by finitely 
many applications of the four primary rules of arithmetic and a 
few elementary transcendental ones. Of course, these elementary 
operations have never been clearly and fully defined. And the 
historical development of mathematics has again and again 
pushed beyond boundaries which were drawn much too 
narrowly (even though those responsible for this development 
were not always entirely aware of what they were doing). 

These two independent sources of the concept of function 
join together in the concept "law of nature." For in a law of 
nature, a natural dependence is represented as a function 
constructed in a purely conceptual-arithmetical way. Galileo's 
laws of falling bodies are the first great example. The modern 
development of mathematics has revealed that the algebraic 
principles of construction of earlier versions of analysis are much 
too narrow either for a general and logically natural construc
tion of analysis or for the role which the concept "function" has 
to play in the formulation of the laws which govern material 
events. General logical principles of construction must replace 
the earlier algebraic ones. Renouncing such a construction alto
gether, as modern analysis Gudging by the wording of its defini
tions) seems to have done, would mean losing oneself entirely in 
the fog; and, at the same time, the general notion of natural law 
would evaporate into emptiness. (But, happily, here too what 
one says and what one does are two different things.) 

I may or may not have managed to fully uncover the requi
site general logical principles of construction- which arc based, 
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on the one hand, on the concepts "and," "or," "not," and "there 
is," on the other, on the specifically mathematical concepts of 
set, function, and natural number (or iteration). (In any case, 
assembling these principles is not a matter of convention, bur of 
logical discernment.) The one entirely certain thing is that the 
negative part of my remarks, i.e., the critique of the previous 
foundations of analysis and, in parricular, the indication of the 
circularity in them, are all sound. And one must follow my path 
in order to discover a way out. 

With the help of a tradition bound up with that complex 
of notions which even today enjoys absolute primacy in mathe
matics and which is connected above all with the names 
Dedekind and Cantor, I have discovered , traversed, and here set 
forth my own way out of this circle. Only after having done so 
did I become acquainted with the ideas of Frege and Russell 
which point in exactly the same direction. Both in his pioneer
ing little treatise (1884) and in the derailed work (1893), Frege 
stresses emphatically that by a "set" he means merely the scope 
(i.e., extension) of a concept and by a "correspondence" merely 
the scope or, as he says, the "value-range" of a relation. Russell's 
theory of logical types"' corresponds to the formation of levels 
mentioned in §6 and is motivated by his "vicious-<:ircle princi
ple": "No totality can contain members defined in terms of 
itself." Of course, Poincare's very uncertain remarks about 
impredicative definitions should also be noted here." But Frege, 
Russell, and Poincare all neglect ro mention what I regard as the 
crucial point, namely, that the principles of definition must be 
used to give a precise account of the sphere of the properties and 
relations to which the sets and mappings correspond. Russell 's 
definition of the natural numbers as equivalence classes (a tech
nique which he borrows from Frege) and his "Axiom ofReduci
biliry" indicate clearly that, in spite of our agreement on certain 
matters, Russell and I are separated by a veritable abyss. So it is 
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only to be expected that he discusses neither the "narrower 
procedure" nor the concept of function introduced at the end of 
§6. 

My investigations began with an examination ofZermelo's 
axioms for set theory," which constitute an exact and complete 
formulation of the foundations of the Dedekind-Cantor theory. 
Zermelo's explanation of the concept "definite set-theoretic 
predicate," which he employs in the crucial "Subset" - Axiom 
III,'' appeared unsatisfactory to me. And in my effort to fix this 
concept more precisely, I was led to the principles of definition 
of §2." My attempt to formulate these principles as axioms of set 
formation and to express the requirement that sets be fom1ed 
only by finitely many applications of the principles of construc
tion embodied in the axioms-and, indeed, to do this without 
presupposing the concept of the natural n11mbers-drove me to a vast 
and ever more complicated formulation but, unfortunately, not 
to any satisfactory result. Only when I had achieved certain 
general philosophical insights (which, incidentally, required 
that I renounce conventionalism), did I realize that I was wres
tling with a scholastic pseudo-problem. And I became firmly 
convinced (in agreement with Poincare, whose philosophical 
position I share in so few other respects) that the idea of iteration, 
i.e., of the seqaumce of the natural numbers, is an ultimate foundation 
of mathematical thought- in spite ofDedekind's "theory of chains" 
which seeks to give a logical foundation for definition and infer
ence by complete induction without employing our intuition of 
the natural numbers. For if it is true that the basic concepts of set 
theory can be grasped only through this "pure" intuition, it is 
unnecessary and deceptive to turn around then and offer a 
set-theoretic foundation for the concept "natural number." 
Moreover, I must find the theory of chains guilty of a circulus 
vitiosa<S." If we arc to usc our principles to erect a mathematical 
theory, we need a foundation-i.e., a basic category and a funda-
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men tal relation. As I see it, mathematics owes its greatness 
precisely ro the fact char in nearly all its theorems what is essen
tially infillite is given a finite resolution. But this "infinitude" of 
the mathematical problems springs from the very foundation of 
mathematics- namely, tire itrfinite sequence of the natural tJumbers 
and the concept of existetJCe relevant to it. "Fermat's last theorem," 
for example, is intrinsically meaningful and either true or false. 
But I cannot rule on its truth or falsity by employing a system
atic procedure for sequentially inserting all numbers in both 
sides of Fermat's equation. Even though, viewed in this light, 
this cask is infinite, it will be reduced to a finite one by the math
ematical proof (which, of course, in this notorious case, st ill 
eludes us). 

If, as I have advocated, we give a precise meaning to the 
concept "set," then the following assertion gains a substantial 
content: "To every point of a line (given an origin and a unit of 
length) there corresponds a (distance-measuring) real number 
(= a set of rational numbers with the properties a), b), c), 
mentioned in §6) and vice versa." This assert ion establishes a 
noteworthy connection between something given in the intui
tion of space and something constructed in a logical conceptual 
way. But, clearly, this assertion far exceeds everything which 
intuition reaches, or can reach, us about the continuum. For it 
does not offer a morphological description of what presents 
itself in intuition (that being, first and foremost, a fluid whole 
rather than a set of discrete clements). Instead, it gives an exact 
construal of an immediately given reality which, by its nature, 
is inexact-a process which is fundamental to all exact knowl
edge of (physical) reality and through which alone mathematics 
acquires significance for natural science. This continuum prob
lem will be dealt with in greater detail in Chapter II. 

It has become more common of late to regard the distinc
tion between mathematics and formal logic as problematic. But, 
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in our view, it is obvious that, however closely related the two 
may be, mathematics stands apart from logic as a science whose 
distinctiveness is clearly marked. 



Chapter 2 

The Concept of Number 
and The Continuum 

(Foundations of the Inf'mitesimal Calculus) 

§I. NATURAL NUMBERS AN IJ CARDINALITIES 

In the domain of natural numbers, the basic relationS gives 
rise co the fundamental operations of addition and multiplicatiotl 
in che following way. ' 

If we begin with m and pass n times in succession from one 
number to the next, the number thus produced from n is m+n. 
More precisely: If X is an arbitrary sec of pairs of natural numbers 
( = a two-dimensional sec of natural numbers), chen Icc 
e •(pm I X) signify that q and m, where q is the number imme
diately preceding p, form a pair belonging to X: 

e"(pm iX) = e(qmX)·S(qp) lq=·· 

This relation is iterated, thus forming e "(pm I Xn), and X is 
replaced by the two-dimensional sec corresponding co the iden
tity relation x~y (where x,y range over natural numbers). This 
gives rise co the relacion&(pmn), which is precisely chat expressed 
by the equation p=m+tl . One shows (by complete induction) 
titac for any two numbers m and tl there is one and only one p 
which stands co them in the relation .., The definicion of addi
tion states that 

m+ l=m', m+n'=(m+n)' 

(where the accent expresses passage co the immediately succeed-
ing number). 51 
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The associative law 

(p+rn)+r~~p+(rn+n) 

follows by induction on"· It says that, in the sequence of natural 
numbers, if I proceed from p first m and then n steps further, I 
arrive at the number which I reach from p in rn+n steps. The 
proof of the commutative law 

m+n~n+m 

requires rwo steps: it follows by induction on m that the law 
holds for n= 1; the general form of the law then follows by 
induction on n. 

A number which I eventually reach if, beginning with m, 
I proceed from each number to its immediate successor, is called 
greater than rn (in symbols: > m). Intuition suggests that the 
three possibilities 

(1) n > rn, n~rn, m >tl 

form an exhaustive disjunction and that, in the fll'St case, one at1d 
only or~e numbers exists such that m+s=r~. We can prove this too 
by induction, employing merely the basic facts that every 
number has a unique immediate successor and that every 
number other than 1 has a unique immediate predecessor. To 
start with, we let n > m mean that there is a numbers such that 
m+s=n. Then we first prove that for every m and s, m+s .P m 
(the sequence of numbers does not turn back on itself; i.e., no 
number is greater than itself). This is true for rn= 1 since 

l+s=s+1=s' .P 1 
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(for s' has an immediate predecessor, but 1 does not). If the 
theorem is true for rn, then it is true for rn' as well. For if 
m' +s=m', then it follows chat 

m'::s+m'=(s+m)'; 

from which it follows (by the uniqueness of the immediate 
predecessor] char 

m=s+m=m+s. 

Further, if 11 is a natural number, then there is no number x such 
that neither x ~ n nor n > x. This holds for 11= 1 because every 
number x is ~ 1. And if it is true for "• then it is true for n' as 
well. For if n > x or tt=x, then tt' > x; but if x > t1 and x=ll+s, 
then either s= 1 and, therefore, x=tt' or s > 1, i.e., s=t+ 1, and so 

x = n + s = n + ( 1 + 1) = n' + t > tt ' . 

From the associative law for addition we infer that if p > "and 
n > m, then p > m. And from this it follows that no more than 
one of the possibilities listed in (1) can hold for a given choice 
of m and nand that subtraction is a single-valued operation, i.e., 
chat the inequality m + s > m + s• follows from s > s• . 

The meaning of tnllftiplication essentially derives from the 
formulas 

l·m;;; m, tt'·m = (rr ·m) + m. 

Our principles of definition allow us to form the relation p =n 
· m from the relation "' in a manner entirely analogous to that 
sketched in Chapter 1, §7, for forrning the integer multiples of 
a vector. The distributive latv 
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is immediately confirmed by induction on n; and it, in turn, 
allows the associative law 

(n·p)·q = n·(p·q) 

to be confirmed in the same way. The proof of the commallative 
law is somewhat more complicated. It depends on the two facts 

n · l = nand 11·(m + 1) = (ta ·m) + n, 

both of which are proved by induction on n. These facts imply 
that n · x has the same value as x ·11 for x = 1 and that both prod
ucts change in the same way (namely, increasing by 11) if we 
proceed from x to its immediate successor x'. So the two prod
ucts coincide for al l x. One final thing to note about multiplica
tion is that s·11 < s* · n follows from s < s*. 

We call a set of numbers (more precisely, a one-dimen
sional set of natural numbers) a cut of the number sequence if 
there are no two numbers m and 11 such that m < nand 11 is, but 
m is not, an element of the set. The empty and universal sets of 
natural numbers are both cuts in this sense. If A is a wt which is 
11eitlaer the empty nor the universal set, then there is a number tl such 
that A coincides with the set of all numbers ~ n. Proof: 1 is an 
element of A. (For given any element m of A, either m = 1 or 
m > 1; and in the latter case, if 1 were not an element of A, 
then, contrary to assumption, A would not be a cut.) Further, 
there is a number 11 which is an element of A, but whose imme
diate successor ta' is not. For if no such number existed, it would 
follow by induction that every number was an element of A. 
This n has the required properties: namely, that every number 
~~~ is an element of A, but no number > n is. We see then that 
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the concept cut coincides exactly with that of cardinal number 
introduced in §7 of Chapter 1. Let the "cardinal number n" be 
designated in what follows by ii. 

If the cut A is a subset of the cut B, but A is not identical 
to B, then we say that A is smaller than B and B is greater than A, 
and for this purpose we employ the same symbols " < ", " > " 
as above. Given any two distinct cuts, one will be the smaller, 
the other the greater, of the two. The empty set 0 is smaller, the 
universal set .. greater, than every other cut. And if rn < n 
(where rn,n are narural numbers), then the same holds for the 
corresponding cardinal numbers, i.e., m < n. 

The numbers can (in any sphere of operation) be used to 
determine the cardinality of sets of objects of any basic category. 
Let us designate objects of the basic category under considera
tion by lower-case script letters, one-dimensional sets of such 
objects by upper-case script letters, and narural numbers, as 
before, by lower-case italic letters. The relation a{tr %) which 
means that g; consists of at least n elements, was explained in 
Chapter 1, §7. 

If !);consists of at least tt' eleme11ts, the11 it also cotrsists of at least 
11 eleme11ts. 

This is true for 11 = 1. If it holds for 11, it holds for n' too. 
For if SC consists of at least (11')' = n' + 1 elements, then there is 
an elemem...,of !);such that the set of all elements of !);distinct 
from...,consists of at least tt' and, thus, of at least 11 elements. But, 
by the definition of the relation "'• that means that!rconsists of 
at least 11' elements. 

If _q; does trot cottsist of at leMt m elements, then neither does it 
cotrsist of at least tn + n elements. 

By the above result, this is true for 11 = 1. It follows by 
induction on n that it is true for all numbers. This proposition 
can be expresed in the positive form: "If m < p and !);consists 
of at least p elements, then .Q:'also consists of at least m elements." 
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Or: "For any given .9;; a cut is formed by the natural numbers 11 

such that a~.&:")." This cut is precisely the cardinality of 9; If the 
cardinality is tl, then the relation tl/ (•&;} holds, but a{11'st) does 
not. 

The following proposition can be proved by induction. If 
Jr is a subset of /] and Jr consistS of at least II elemetrtS, thm I] also 
consists of at least n elements. This implies that the cardinality of a 
part is no larger than the cardinality of the whole. So a set which 
has an infinite subset is itself infinite. 

From the definition of the relation..,it follows immediately 
that if a new element is added to a set.5t"which consists of at least 
II elementS, then the expanded Set Jr ' COnsistS of at least 11' 

elements. In particular, this is the case if 9: consists of exactly n 
elements, i.e., if the cardinality of Jris 11. Not quite so obvious 
is the outcome of the opposite procedure: 

R. If an arbitrary element ..v is removed from t1 set .9::' which 
consists of ilt least 11' elements, then there remai11s a set Jrconsisti11g of 
at least n elemtmts. 

The definition of"' implies merely that there is an element 
..v0 such that the set~ produced by droppingw0from .9:' consists 
of at least 11 elements. Nonetheless, R holds in all cases. W c shall 
demonstrate this with the help of the following lemma 
concerning the substitution of elements: If a new object (of the rele
vant category) is substituted for one of the elements of a set 9: 
which consists of at least 11 elemems (all else remaining 
unchanged), then the modified set~ also consists of at least n 
clements. This proposition holds for 11 = 1. Let us assume that 
it is true for the natural number n. Let 6' be a set which consists 
of at least 11' element.s. Then there is an clemente of I] such that 
the set Jrof all elements of I] distinct from e consists of at least 
11 elements. In order to transform I] into 6 .. , we now substitute 
in I] an object "~· distinct from the remaining elements, for an 
element e

0
• We have to distinguish two cases: either •o = e or 
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e-
0 

=F t>. In the first case,!]* arises from st"through the addition of 
a new element "o and, accordingly, I]* consists of at least ,, 
elements. In the second case, we transform !il:"into a new set st" 
by substituting e-0 for the element "o of X. So, by the inductive 
hypothesis, .9:: consists of at least" elements. I]* includes all the 
elements of st" as well as the element e- not occurring in st". So 
in this case too, I]* consists of at least rr' elements. 

R follows immediately from this lemma. For SWs produced 
from.~ through the substitution of.v0 forJ1,2 sost"consists of at 
least 11 elements, just as X(, does. We can also show that if a new 
element is added to a set consisting of exactly " elements, the 
result is a set consisting of exactly n' elements. And if an element 
is removed from a set%' consisting of exactly rr' elements, there 
remains a setst"consisting of exactly t1 elements {so if an element 
is removed from an infinite set, an infinite set remains). That 
this last proposition holds no matter which element of% ' is 
removed is clearly the basis of the well known process of count
ing and of the fact that this process gives rise to a result which 
is independent of the order of the counting. Further, we see that 
if an element of a set consisting of exactly n elements is replaced 
by an object distinct from the remaining elements, then the new 
set also consists of exactly 11 elements. In other words, the 
cardinaliry of a set is independent of the nature of its elements. 
Finally, we can prove by induction that, given two disjoint sets 
of cardinaliry;;; and n, the cardinaliry of their union is m + "· 
{This is confirmed for n = 1 by the preceding result concerning 
the addition of a single new element to a set.) 

If the basic category we happen to be considering is that of 
the natural numbers, then the relation a, allows tL~ to count sets 
of t1atural trumbers. And, in this case, it makes sense to maintain 
that the cut ii of the sequence of natural numbers consists of 
exactly tl elements. (Proof by induction using the above results.) 
By applying the concept "cardinal number" to sets of natural 
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numbers, we can also establish that, e.g., the cardinal number 
p (n) of the prime natural numbers up to 11, which is < n, is a 
Jutlction of n in our precise sense. The same holds for all other 
"number-theoretic functions." 

In this section we have indicated how the elementary 
truths about numbers can, by copious use of induction, be 
derived from the two "axioms": "every number has a unique 
immediate successor" and "every number other than 1 has a 
unique immediate predecessor." 

§2. FRACTIONS AND RATIONAL NUMll.ERS 

Fractions appear as multipliers in daily life and wherever 
they are used to measure magnitudes which can be added 
together. In the case of, say, the vectors on a line, the repeated 
addition of a vector to itself gives rise to the operation of vector 
replicatiotr (cf. Chapter 1, §7). So, for each natural number rn,let 
rna signify the "m-fold" of the vector a, wl1ich is itself a definite 
vector. This operation has a unique inverse, subdivison. That is, 
if a is a vector and 11 is a natural number, then there is one and 
only one vector x =ajn such that t1X = a. majt1, tlte "mjt~-fold" 
of a results from the combined application of replication and 
subdivision. The fraction sign rnjn is a symbol forth is composite 
operation, in the sense that two fractions are the same if both 
lead, by the indicated operations, to the same result for every 
vecmr a. Instead of the "operation" which produces the vector 

(2) y = mxjn 

from the arbitrary vector x, we prefer to speak of the subject
ordered "relation" between x and y expressed by the equation 
(2) or by 

(3) ny = mx. 
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Fractions are correlated with relations of this form in such a way 
that the same fraction corresponds to two relations with the 
same extension. Accordingly, the fraction m/n is none other 
than the set of pairs of vectors corresponding to the relation (3). 
Multiplying fractions means successively executing the corre
sponding vector operations. The laws of multiplication follow 
from the fundamental fact that vector replication and subdivi
sion commute with each other. That fractions may be added 
depends on the fact that the operation (on a) expressed by 

(maj11) + (m*ajn*) 

can be represenred by a single fraction, which will be designated 
by the sum (m/n) + (m• jt1*). We see then that the addition and 
multiplication of fractions are outgrowths of the concrete appli
cations in which we employ fractions. 

It is not expedient to introduce special fractions for each 
domain of magnitudes. Since the laws of fractions are indepen
dent of the nature of the domain of magnitudes under considera
tion, it is more practical to define the fractions purely arithmeti
cally, in such a way that, in each domain of magnitudes, they are 
fit to symbolize each of the infinitely many possible composite 
processes of replication and subdivision. A simple way of accom
plishing this is to apply the preceding considerations to the 
system of natural numbers, which obviously constitutes a domain 
of magnitudes in which add ition is possible. The development 
of the theory will not be impaired by the fact that, in this 
domain, the relation (3) does not always admit of a solution with 
respect to y. So the following construction arises. 

Let the relation a·b • c (where a,b,c are natural numbers) be 
designated by ;(abc). Let us form the relation 

J(mxz) · J(nyz) 1,.=• 
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(i.e., mx ~ ny). If we replace m and " by two definite natural 
numbers, then to the binary relation which thus arises there 
corresponds a set of pairs of natural numbers . We call this set the 
fraction m/n. And m/n is also the symbol for a definite function 
(the "fraction function") of the two independent arguments m 
and 11. From now on we shall usc the first few letters of the 
lower-case script alphabet to designate fractions. If x,y form a 
pair of clements of the fraction (i.e., the two-dimensional set) a-, 
then we say that y stands to x in the ratio"'· If"' =m/n, then, in 
particular, m stands to n in the ratio"'· Using the laws of multi
plication for the natural numbers, we can prove that "two~ frac
tions m/n and m*fr~• are identical with one another if and only 
if 

The relation"'· t. = o means that if x stands roy in the ratio 
"'and y stands to z in the ratio 6·, then x stands to z in the ratio 
o. We can prove that, for any two fractions a,?, there is always 
one and only one fraction osuch that this relation holds between 
them. It is called the product of wand ?and is designated by a,·6. 
(If"' = m/11 and t. = m•/n•, then 

The relation a,+ 6= o means that if x stands to z in the ratio 
"'andy stands to z in the ratio?, then x + ystands toz in the ratio 
o. Here roo the existence and uniqueness of such a o can be 
proved for any wand 6-. (And, if"'= m/tl and J=m• /11*, then 

"'+ 6 = (tnt~*+m*,.)/tm•.) 
The basic laws of addition and multiplication follow easily from 
these definitions. 
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We can use the addition of fractions to explain their repli
cation and subdivision, as in the case of vectors. In the domain 
of fractions, subdivision rurns out to be an everywhere-defined 
single-valued operation. And we can show that 

mlrjn and (m/n) ·6 

a! ways coincide. 
If a,? are any two fractions and there is a fraction o (i.e., 

there are two naturalm and n) such that lr + o= a-(i.e., 6 +(m/n) 
=a), then we say that'" is greater thatr lr (in symbols'" > 6) and 
6 is less than a- (6 < a, ). There can be only one such fraction o. 
And the possibilities 

form an exhaustive disjunction. 
A complete isomorphism holds between the natural 

numbers m and the corresponding fractions rn/1 with denomi
nator 1: the relations of sum, product and greater-less which 
hold between the natural numbers are reflected exactly in the 
homonymous relations between the corresponding fractions. 
Nonetheless, we may not identify these natural numbers and 
fractions with one another: what is not identical, we cannot 
"make" identical. Still, we should note that in the appl ication of 
numbers to measurement, the natural number rn and the fraction 
m/1 borh represent the same process, namely, "m-plication." 

We could now proceed further along the path we envi
sioned in Chapter 1, §6. Having reached the level of the frac
tions, we could demolish the stairway which brought us here 
and, on this high ground establish the foundation for a new and 
more extensive edifice by admitting the natural numbers and the 
fractions as basic categories from the start. Of course, the care-
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gory " two-dimensional sets of natural numbers" would then 
encompass the second basic category. And this comprehension 
of a basic category by a derived one certainly cannot be elimi
nated by any trick. (What is not distinct, we cannot make 
distinct.) But we can nevertheless "ignore" it, since all pertinent 
questions can be decided without establishing the identity or 
distinctness of objects which belong to distinct categories. An 
intricate sort of double-talk would then result. But, except for 
an expanded vocabulary, this approach offers us no more than 
does the direct continuation of our construction begun on the 
basis of the single basic category "natural number." Whatever 
linguistic convenience might attend the doubling up of our 
teminology can be secured much more simp! y in the following 
way, without our forsaking the foundation of "pure number 
theory." 

No matter what the context, expressions of the form "there 
is a fraction with such and such properties" can only mean that 
there are two natural numbers m and tt such that the fraction a 
= mjn has the property under consideration. Let M be a two-di
mensional set' of natural numbers such that if m," form a pair 
belonging toM and the fraction m• jn• = mjn, then m•,n• also 
form a pair belonging to M. Such an M is called a domair~ of frac
tions; and if m,n fom1 a pair belonging toM, then we say that the 
fraction w • m/•t belongs to the domain M. (The domain of frac
tions to which wand only '"'belongs is identical to a-}. We employ 
an analogous nomenclature when, in addition to the two blanks 
affiliated with the category "natural number," the set M also 
contains blanks affiliated with some other categories. By a 
"binary domain" of fractions we mean, naturally enough, a 
quaternary set of natural numbers such that if m,n,p,q form a 
system of elements of that set and 

m•jn• • mj11, p•jq• m pjq 
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then m•,11•,p•,q• also form a system of elements of that set. If 
m,n,p,q form a system of elements of the binary domain, then tb 
= m/ n and? = p/q (in that order) form a pair offractions belong
ing to the binary domain. 

In any domain of magnitudes which (like the domain of 
vectors on a line) contains the singular magnitude 0 satisfying 

a+O=O + a=a 

and which contains, for every magnitude a, the opposite one -a 
satisfying 

a + (·al = 0, 

the processes of replication and subdivision are joined by the 
operation of "reversal" which transforms a into -a and by the 
"nullificatioll" process which converts every magnitude into 0. If 
these processes and their combinations with replication and 
subdivision arc to be represented by "numbers," the realm of 
fractions must be expanded into that of the rational nr1mbers 
through the inclusion of zero and the negatives. • We can obtain 
the rational numbers from the fractions in a purely arithmetic 
manner entirely analogous to our acquisition of the fractions 
from the natural numbers-we just let addition play the role in 
this new construciton which multiplication played in the old. 

!fa,? are two fractions, then the four-dimensional set corre
sponding to the relation 

"' + (ujv) ; 6- + (x/y) 

(where x,y,u,v are natural numbers) is a binary domain of frac
tions. We cal l it the rational number fb- 6-. And the pair of frac
tions ""'?belongs to it if and only if 
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(We then say that <> and d"differ" by the rational number a--~.) 
In what follows, rational numbers are designated by I. m, n, ... . 
We can easily prove that 

{1/-0.=t'l/ - 1/ 

if and only if a-+ 1/ = a! + ~-
In particular, the four-dimensional set of natural numbers 

defined by x/ y = ujv is a rational number, which we shall call 
0 (there not being any need to worry about confusion with the 
cardinal number 0). Then lb- lb = 0. If a- is a fraction, then the 
binary domain of fractions to which a pair of fractions a rl 
belongs if and only if 

tb+d=o 

is a rational number, which we shall call +a . Likewise, the 
binary domain of fractions defined by 

is a rational number, which we shall call -(b. The particular 
ordering of the fractions by the relations "greater" and "less" 
implies that to every rational number distinct from 0 there 
corresponds one and only one fraction "' (its "absolute value") 
such that the rational number is either +"'or -a-. This fact allows 
us to distinguish positive and tregative rational numbers. 

The equation I + nz.=n- (where /, n., n-are rational numbers) 
means that if the fractions a; 6-differ by land.?. odiffer bym., then 
a; <> differ by'"· For any two rationa! numbers /, m-there is always 
one and only one'" which stands to them in this relation. This 
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form of addition satisfies the associative and commutative laws. 
And it admits a unique inverse operation, i.e., subtraction. 
Moreover, t +0 = t for all rational numbers t. 

This explanation implies that the rational numbers form a 
domain of"add-able" magnitudes in which replication, subdivi
sion and "reversal" are everywhere-defined single-valued opera
tions. If m is a natural number, ~ = mjn a fraction, and t a 
rational number, then the symbols 

(4} m /and (m I) jrt = ~ t 

mean that the pairs of fractions constituting the binary domain 
m / (or, respectively, ~~ ) are just those obtained from the totality 
of pairs of fractions o, d belonging to t by forming 

111<>, md or, respectively, ,.,. ,. ~·d . 

If 4 "'' "' are rational numbers, then f.m, ='" means that either t s 

0,"' = 0 or there is a fraction ~such that 

I= + a-, lb = a-nv 

or there is a fraction ~ such that 

Thus the multiplication of rational numbers is explained on the 
basis of addition. The arithmetical laws follow from the fact that 
the three elementary operations of replication, subdivision, and 
reversal all commute with one another. In the realm of the 
rational numbers, the four primary operations of arithmetic, 
with the exception of division by 0, are everywhere-defined and 
single-valued. 
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W e say that tis greater than nb if t - /lb is positive. 
In every context, the expression "there is a rational number 

with such and such a property" means that there are four natural 
number m,n,p,q such that the rational number 

(m/n) • (pfq) 

possesses that property. By analogy with the terminology intro
duced in the case of fractions, we now take a domain of ratiotwl 
tJUmbers to be a binary domain of fractions such that if the pair 
of fractions a-. ~ belongs to that binary domain and 

(1; - b. =a/ - //, 

then the pair of fractions a:, 1/ also belongs to it. A domain of 
rational numbers is therefore a four-dimensional set of natural 
numbers. 

§3. IlEAL NUMll.E.RS 

In constructing fractions and rational numbers, all we need 
are sets which arise as values of two definite functions 

m/n and (mjt.} - (p/q) 

when natural numbers are taken as arguments. But if we are to 
grasp the concept "real number" in full logical determinateness, 
we must first explain the notion of" all possible" sets of a given 
category. This is why we introduced our principles of defini
tion. Only when we reach the problem of the real numbers must 
we turn back to the foundation, i.e. , to the principles of the logi
cal combination of judgments. For the analysis of the real 
numbers, right down to its logical roots, has a character entirely 
different from the arithmetic of the rationals. On the basis of 
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our principles of definition, we are going to develop the initial 
elements of a theory of real numbers and functions. We shall 
then examine the relevance of this theory to the theory of 
magnitudes and to our intuition of the continuum. 

First of all, let us continue our construction of pure number 
theory. A domain of rational numbers which includes a rational 
l only if it includes all rational numbers < J is called (as in the 
realm of the natural numbers) a cut. This cut is open if there is no 
greatest among the rational numbers belonging to it. An open 
cut of rational numbers distinct from both the null and the 
universal domains is called a real number. So the real numbers are 
certain four-dimensional sets of natural numbers. We shal l refer 
to the category of these sets as "category RN." And we shall 
indicate objects which belong to this category by using lower
case bold letters. Since "being a real number" is a delimited 
property of such an object x, the "set of all real numbers" exists 
in our sphere of operation. 

Let f(t) be a functior~ (of the sort defined in Chapter 1) 
whose argument t ranges over an arbitrary category K of objects 
and whose value always belongs to the category RN. Further, 
let T be a one-dimensional set of objects of the category K and, 
for every element t of T, let the function value f (t) be a real 
number. Then f is a real-valued function "in" the set T . Note that 
our principles of definition imply that a function like f (t) is 
always defined for all objects of a definite category. Clearly, 
however, it is possible that the function value is always a four
dimensional set of natural numbers, but not always a real 
number. The values of the argument which do yield real 
numbers form a delimited set. If, in particular, the category K is 
that of the natural numbers and f (t) is real-valued for al l natural 
numbers t, then this function is called a sequence of real n11mbers 
(or, more briefly, a sequence). If K is the category RN and the 
above-mentioned set T is one whose elements are all real 
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numbers, then f is a real function of a real variable in T. This 
same terminology applies (mutatis mutat~dis) to functions with 
several arguments. 

The sum of two real numbers x and y is a fimctiort of x and 
y. W e define it as follows. (Here the blanks x andy are affiliated 
with the category RN; m

1
,11

1
,m

2
,n2 with the category "natural 

number".) Let the relation 

J (ml'11 t•'"a'n2 1 xy) 

mean that there is a system of elements pl'ql'p2'q2 of x and a 
system of elements r1 ,sl'r2,s2of y such that 

If we divide the blanks in J into dependent and independent 
ones in the way indicated by the vertical line, then we obtain a 
fimctiotJ x + y whose value is always a four-dimensional set of 
natural numbers; more precisely, always a domain of rational 
numbers. In particular, if the arguments x and y arc real 
numbers, then this domain is an open cut distinct from the null 
and the universal domains and, therefore, is itself a real number. 
The commutative and associative laws hold. And this form of 
addition admits a unique inverse operation , i.e., subtraction. 

a < b means that a is a subset of b, but is not identical to b. 
Again, the three possibilities 

a > b, a • b , b < a (a > b) 

form an exhaustive disjunction in the realm of the real numbers 
(though not in the more comprehensive realm of the domains of 
rational numbers). Each expresses a del imited relation between 
a and b, since a and b are four-dimensional sets of clements of 
the basic category "natura.! number". 
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If t is a rational number, then the rational numbers 
< t fonn an open cut which is neither the null nor the universal 

domain and, so, is a real number. This "rational real number", 
which is a function of I, will be designated by •t. Distinct real 
numbers correspond in this way to distinct rationals. For every 
real number a , 

a + •o =a. 

A real number > *0 is called positive; a real number < •o is 
called negative. 

The concept of the open cut turns into that of the oper• 
remainder if < is replaced by > throughout the definition. To 
every open cut a there corresponds as "complement" an open 
remainder; this is the domain to which a rational number 
belongs if and only if it is greater than a rational number which 
does not belong to the cut a. Conversely, to every open remain
der there corresponds as its complement an open cut. This rela
tion of complementation is symmetric. 

The real numbers fonn a realm of "add-able" magnitudes 
in which replication, subdivision and "reversal" are everywhere
defined single-valued operations. The cuts (real numbers) 
mxand a,x are obtained from the open cut x by multiplying every 
rational number belonging to x by the natural number m or by 
the fraction {1;, respectively. If t is an arbitrary rational number, 
then y = t x if either I= 0, y = *0, orthere is a fraction a, such that 
t = +a,, y = .z,x, or there is a fraction (/; such that t = -a-, y = -(a-x). 
The product t x is a real number uniquely determined by land 
x. Finally, if a and x are real numbers and x is positive, then a· x 
is the domain to which the rational number nv belongs if and 
only if there is a rational number t belonging to a such that nv 

belongs to the domain t x. If x is negative, then a must here be 
replaced by the open remainder complementary to a. Then a · x 
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will be a real number whenever a and x arc. If x =•O, then a ·x 
= •o. The essential properties of multiplication can easily be 
inferred from these definitions. And we can sec that the product 
of two real numbers, just like the sum, is a function of these 
numbers; for all our definitions can be constructed step by step 
from the principles of Chapter 1 (even though, for the sake of 
brevity and intelligibility, I have chosen not to proceed so 
pedantically). The difference and the quotient of two real 
numbers are likewise functions of their two arguments. (Of 
course, the quotient is itself a real number only if the denomina
tor is not •o.) For example, we can define the function 
"quotient" as follows. This function corresponds to the relation 

which means that x,y and the rational number 

are such that either y is positive and t y < x or y is negative and 
t y > X. 

It now follows from the principle of substitution (Chapter 
1, §7) that iff and g are two real-valued JunctiotJs defined in a given 
set, then their sum, difference, product, and quotie11t are such Junctions; 
agaitr, however, this holds for the quotimt o11ly tmder the restriction that 
g must not take on the value •o a11ywhere i11 its domai11. Here we have 
the simplest examples of how our logical principles of construc
tion lead, in a particular case, to those algebraic ones which the 
older version of analysis dimly associates with the concept func
tion. Two other such principles, which are constantly 
employed, follow immediately from Pr. 2 and 7: t) From a 
function of several arguments ranging over a single category, we 
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obtain a new function by making these arguments "coincide"; 
thus the function f(t,t) arises from f (s,t). 2) In, say, a function 
which rakes on real values for all real arguments, we can replace 
the argument with another real-valued function. 

Our definitions of the fractions, ruionals and reals are, of 
course, arbitrary to a certain extent. Their real significance lies 
in the role they play in the measurement of magnitudes of vari
ous sorts, that is, in their utiliry in the abstract representation of 
certain relations holding between magnitudes. But it is abso
lutely necessary that, to this end, the concept of number fmt be 
defined in a purely conceptual-arithmetical way. Every such 
definition is correct which supplies structures capable of charac
terizing the aforementioned "relations" between magnitudes. 
Nonetheless, it could be main rained that the definitions selected 
by us are the simplest and most natural ones which lead to this 
goal. Later on, we shall present a more detailed discussion of the 
connections between our theory of numbers and the theory of 
magnitudes. 

For what follows, we shall require the function x" of the real 
number x and the natural number n. It can be obrained by 
recursion, thanks to the fact that x" + 1y results from x"y by 
substitution of xy for y. Thus let the relation}' ('ixy) mean that 
x and y are real numbers and 

t= (mJn 1)- (mzln2) 

is an element of the cut x·y. (Actually, tstands for the four 
blanks m

1
, n

1
, m

2
, n

2 
afftliated with the category "natural 

number.") If the blanks arc divided into dependent and indepen
dent as indicated, then this relation gives rise to the function 
x ·y. We iterate the relation by again and again substituting this 
function for the blank y, thus obtaining 

} · (t lxy;n). 
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Our final step is to take the real number *1 as the initial value 
of y. The function X0 corresponds to the relation which thus 
emerges. 

This is a convenient point to add a discussion of the concept 
algebraic number. As is well known, a real number a is called 
"algebraic of degree at most n" if there are" rational numbers4, 
t2, ••. , t;, such that 

a" = 4 a•·t + t2a•·2 + ... +t;,. 

Accordingly, to be "algebraic of degree at most 3" is without 
doubt a delimited property of real numbers; and the same holds 
for every other definite natural number. But, at first glance, it 
does not appear to be the case that the proposition "a is algebraic 
of degree at most n" is the judgment scheme of a delimited rela
tion between a and n. And the status of the properry "being alge
braic" (without any specification of degree) is thus also suspect. 
Rather it appears as though, in order to resolve this problem by 
brute force, we must introduce relations with an "indefinite" 
number of blanks (a very unfortunate step from a logical point 
of view) and must extend the principles of definition, particu
larly that of iteration, to such relations in extremely complicated 
ways. But this is not the case at all. The concept of algebraic 
number will serve as a good example of how our principles of 
definition allow us to fare quite well even under such apparently 
unfavorable circumstances. 

Just as we were able to explain the power a" through itera
tion of the product function, so, analogously, we account for a 
polynomial in a of degree n with rational coefficients by apply
ing iteration to the function 

(a· b)-*t 

formed from 
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a, b, t 

where t is any rational number. This function arises from the 
relation 

§(rn, lt ;a, b) 

which means that the sum of the rational numbers ""' tis an 
element of the cut a· b. (Once again, tand nveach stand for four 
blanks affiliated with the category "natural number.") In what 
follows, blanks designated by L will be affiliated with two-di
mensional sets of objects of the category RN. We form 

e(a,(a b)-•t; L)l1 • • = L:l(a ,biL) 

which means that there is a rational number t such that a and 
(a· b)- •tform a pair belonging to L. By dividing the blanks of 
L:l into dependent and independent in the indicated way, we set 
the stage for an iteration which yields the relation L:l(a.biL;n), 
meaning that there are n rational numbers t 

1 
,t 

2
, ... .6., such that 

a and 

(5) 

form a pair belonging to L. Here one must imagine the expres
sion (5) written thus: 

Now we need only replace b with the real number •t, and L = 
L (a,b) with the two-dimensional set L0 corresponding to the 
relation 

a is a real number and b = •o. 
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The ensuing relation 

L:.(a,* ll L
0
;n) = L:.(a ,n) 

means that a is algebraic of degree at most tt. L:.(a,•) is the judg
ment scheme of the property "a is algebraic." 

W e introduce the complex numbers in the standard way as 
pairs of real numbers. In general, we understand the formation 
of a pair as follows. If, say, A is a three-dimensional set and B a 
two-dimensional one (of any category, as long as neither A nor 
B is the empty set of its category), then there is a five
dimensional set A · B, of which r, .r, t,· 11 ri form a system of 
elements if and only if r, .r, b constitute a system of elements of 
A andq done of B. (The existence of A · B follows by Pr. 3, with
out identification of blanks.) We call A·B the pair formed from 
A and B. If we leave the sets A and Beach undetermined within 
its category, then this pair is a function of A and B. If A and B 
are sets of objects of the basic categories, then, conversely, the 
"terms" A and Bare functions of the pair A ·B. For if § is an arbi
trary set of the category to which A· B belongs, then consider the 
relation R0wl .Y), which means that there are two objects c and 
,,t such that r, .t·, t;· qrJform a system of elements of .!l. The func
tion of §which arises from this relation supplies the first term 
A of the pair A · B when this pair itself is substituted for .!l. So, if 
A and B are sets of objects of the basic categories, the concepts 
"function of A and B" and "function of the pair A ·B" essentially 
coincide, thanks to the principle of substitution. According to 
this account of the notion "pair", the complex numbers are 
eight-dimensional sets of natural numbers or, more precisely, 
binary domains of rational numbers. 

§4, SEQUENCES. CONVERGENCE PRINCIPLE 

Letf(t~) be a sequence of real numbers and letR {II tt) be the 
relation between the rational number I and the natural number 
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n from which the function f(n) arises. So, for every n, f(n) is the 
domain of those rational numbers which stand to 11 in the rela
tion R. (Once again, t = (p / q 1) - (pzl q2) represents the four 
blanks p1,q1;p2 ,q2 affiliated with the category "natural 
number.") We construct the limit i•iferior of this sequence in the 
familiar way. It is a domain of rational numbers to which t 
belongs if and only if for some t' > tthere is a natural number 
n such that for al l m > 11 the relation R(t' I m) holds. This 
domain (call it a) is an open cut and, so, is either a real number 
or the empty domain (the customary sign for which, in this 
connection, is -"') or the universal domain (+co ). We write 

lim inf f(n) ~ a 
n = ·oo 

If R also signifies the "domain" (i.e., the five-dimensional set of 
natural numbers) corresponding to the relation R(4l), then we 
see that this lim inf is a junctio11 of R.' 

From the existence of the lim irif it follows that Cauchy's 
co•werge•1ce pri•1ciple holds. As is well known, a sequence of real 
numbers f is called convergmt if, for every fraction a. there is a 
natural number n such that for every p and q which are > n, the 
rational number - a- belongs to the domain f(p)-f(q), but +a-does 
not. Further, we say that the sequence converges to the real number 
c if, for every fraction a-, there is a natural number n such that for 
every p > 11, the rational number -a-belongs to the domain f(p)
c, but +a- does not. In all these defmitions, the logical expres
sions "there is" and "all" or "every" appear only in connection 
with natural numbers. The convergence principle reads: The 
sequence f(n) converges to some real n11mber c if a•1d 011/y if this 
sequence is convergmt. When convergence occurs, this cis identi
cal with the lim inf of the sequence and is then called simply the 
limit. 
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All this carries over mutatis mt~lartdis to fimction sequences, 
i.e., to cases where the relation R(t In), tvhich dej'i11es tire sequertce, 
contairts blanks in additio11 to those indicated. For example, if there is 
an additior~al blank x affiliated with the category RN, then R 
gives rise to the function f(xn); and 

lim inf f (xn) = g(x) 
"- "" 

is itself a function of the real argument x. Here we have the 
analytic principle of corrstniCtion via passage to the limit. Usually, it 
is customary to write the argument 11 as an index. But, obvi
ously, one must keep in mind that the construction cannot be 
performed on an infinite series of functions 

mysteriously gathered together from here and there. For the 
principle of construction applies only to functions f .(x) of x and 
rt, functions formed in accordance with the principles of defini
tion made quite precise in Chapter 1. 

In place of Cauchy's convergence principle, various other 
theses, which are allegedly equivalent to it, have been chosen as 
the starting point for analysis. I shall cite some of them: 

1. Exactly one number belongs to the intersection of a sequence 
of nested intervals whose lengths pass below every positive 
number. (This is of use, e.g., in dealing with the decimal 
expansion of a number.) 

2. Given a monotone increasing sequence of real numbers 
whose members remain below a definite bound, there is a 
number to which the sequence converges. 
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3. Dedekir•d's cut principle: If A and Bare two sets of real numbers 
such that every number belonging to A is smaller than every 
one belonging to B and if, for every fraction ~. there is a 
number x belonging to A and a number y belonging to B such 
that +~does not belong to the domain y-x, then there is one 
and on! y one real number c such that no number belonging 
to A is larger and none belonging to B is smaller than c. 

4. A bounded set of real numbers has a unique least upper and a 
unique greatest lower bound. 

5. Every bounded infinite set of real numbers has an accumula
tion point. 

Propositions 1 and 2 hold true in our own firmly grounded 
version of analysis. By a "sequence of nested intervals" we mean 
two sequences f(n) and g(n) such that 

f(11) < f(n'), g(n) > g(n'), f(n) < g(n) 

(where n' is the immediate successor of n). However, the remain
ing assertions 3 to 5 fail to hold as stated; although they do hold 
if the sets of real numbers mentioned in them are replaced by 
domains of ratior1als. 

We formulate the so-called Heine-Bore/ Theorem as follows: 

6. Consider a sequence of intervals t:.". Let every real number of 
the "unit interval" •o < x < *llie in the i11terior of one of 
the intervals of this sequence. Then there is a natural number 
n such that every one of these real numbers already lies in the 
interior of one of the finitely many intervals t:.

1 
,t:.2, ... t:.n. 
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This proposition also rums out to be true in our system if 
the concept "sequence of intervals" is interpreted in an appropri
ate way. For then a delimited relation R (t,rr) betweentand rr is 
expressed by the proposition, "The real number • t correspond
ing to the rational number t is either negative or lies in the inte
rior of one of the intervals c.1,c.2 , ..• C.

0
, and the same also holds 

for every rational number < t ." If 6 were false, then the set 
corresponding to the properry R (t ,•) would be an open cut to 
which all negative rational numbers, but cem.inly not the 
rational number 1, would belong; so this set would be a real 
number in the unit interval. If one considers a member of the 
sequence of intervals c.. which includes this real number in its 

interior (and, by assumption, there is one), then a contradiction 
can be generated. 

On the other hand, the Heine-Bore! Theorem becomes 
false if in it the given sequence of intervals is replaced by an arbi
trary set of intervals or if the argument rr, which is indicated by 
the index rr in c. •. is replaced by an argument not affiliated with 
the basic category "natural number". In particular, the follow
ing may not be maintained: Given two functions f(x) and g(x) 
which rake on real values in the unit interval and which satisfy 
the inequaliry 

f(x) < x < g(x) 

for all values of their arguments, there are finitely many real 
numbers a1 ,a2, ... ,a

0 
in the unit interval such that, for every 

number x also in the unit interval, there is a number among the 
a. such that 

I 
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The failure of some of the fundamental theses which were 
hitherto employed constand y in deductions within analysis 
entails that the currently accepted definitions and proofs must, 
in some cases, undergo an alteration, but, in others, must be 
abandoned altogether. In this regard, the failure of thesis 4 turns 
out to have a particularly profound impact. One consequence is 
that the inference scheme known as "Dirichlet's Principle" 
cannot be upheld even in the more moderate formulation which 
takes Weierstrass's critique into account and which no longer 
maintains the existence of a "minimum," but only of a "greatest 
lower bound." Anyone for whom the patterns of thought of 
contemporary analysis have become habitual must also 
constantly keep in mind that the presence of an infinite set of 
real numbers does not in itself guarantee the existence of a 
sequence f(n) consisting exclusively of numbers of this set. 

By constructing part ial sums, we can derive the theory of 
infirrice series (or sums) from the theory of sequences. Let f(n) be 
a sequence of real numbers and let U(t I b,rr) signify the relation 
"b is a real number and the rational/ belongs to the cut f(rr)+b," 
i.e., the relation from which the function f(rr)+b arises. By 
applying the principle of iteration (in its third extension, 
described on p. 37) to this relation, we form V(t I b,rr) where 

V(tl b,t} = U(! lb . I); V(t l b,t~') o V(t l f(n'}+b,n). 

The sequence of real numbers s(rr} arising from V(t i •O,rr) can 
then be linked to the original one by the recursion formulas 

s(l) = f(t); s(n+l) o s(n)+f(n+1). 

The connection between series and sequences carries over 
n111tatis m11tmuiis to series whose terms are functions of one or 
several variables. Notice, for example, that the power x", as 
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defined in the preceding section, is a function of x and 11. It 
follows that the partial sums of the power series 

L f(u)x" 

form a function sequence if f(11) is a sequence of real numbers. 
Hence the limit of this sequence, where it exists, is a real valued 
function of x. Corresponding observations may be made about 
infinite products. 

The eleme~~tary Junctious, above all the exponential function, 
can be defined by using any of the infinite processes usually 
employed for this purpose. The logarithm can be defined as the 
inverse of the (continuous monotone) exponential function. 
(Concerning inversion, see the next section.) 

§5. CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

Here we want to consider a function f(x) which takes on 
real values for the real arguments x belonging to the unit inter
val. Let this function arise from the relation R(t I x). The 
equation 

y = f(x) 

expresses a delimited relation between x and y; for it means that 
all and on! y those rational numbers t which stand to x in the 
relation R(t lx) belong to the domain y (and here the concept 
"all" is indeed employed only in connection with "rational 
numbers"). Thus, for a given y, those numbers x of the unit 
interval such that f(x) = y, as well as those such that 

f(x) > y (or f(x) < y), 
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form a set of numbers which is a function of y. On the other 
hand, the value rarrge of the function f is generally not a delimited 
set of numbers. And if f is a bounded function, it generally has 
110 definite least upper and greatest lower bounds. 

Our particular concern in this section will be the co11ti11uous 
functions. By lxl ~a, we shall mean that " is a real number such 
that the rational number +a,corresponding to the fraction a-does 
not belong to the domain x, but every rational number less than 
-a does. The well-known definition of continuity reads': f(x) is 
continuous at the number a (lying in the unit interval) if, for 
every fraction u,, there is a fraction ~such that 

~(x)-f(a) I~"' 

for all real numbers " of the unit interval which satisfy the 
inequality 

I x-aJ ~6. 

We can see that being continuous at a value a is not a delimited 
property of a function (and therefore is dependent on a precise 
demarcation of the scope of the concept "real number"). In the 
next section, we plan to give an account of the great significance 
of this fact for analysis, both pure and applied. 

f(x) is co11tit•uous 011 the •mit interval if it is continuous at 
every value a of that interval. It is ulliformly C011ti11uous there if, 
for every fraction a, there is a fraction 6- such that 

~(x)-f(y) I~"' 

for all real numbers x,y of the unit interval such thatlx-y I <b-. 
We wish to prove the following fundamental propositions 

concerning continuous functions: 
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A. A comirruous function assumes all intermediate valrus; i.e., if f is 
a continuous function and 

f(a) < v < f(b) 

then there is a real number c between a and b (i.e., 
a < c < b) such that f(c) • v. 

B. A fimctiorr which is corrtinr1ous orr the ur~it interval has a maximum 
and a mir~imum there; i.e., there are two arguments a and b 
such that the inequality 

f(b)~f(x)~f(a) 

holds throughout the unit interval. 

C. A fimctior~ rvhich is colllitruoriS otr the rmit interval is uni/ormiy 
corrtirruous there. 

The standard proofs of these propositions must be modified 
here in this respect: iff is the given real-valued function which 
is continuous on the unit interval, then we must initially 
consider only the values of f(x) for ratiotral arguments. So (recall
ing that the real number •t is a function of the rational t ) we 
form 

f(•t ) = f•(t ). 

Actually, f•(t ) stands for a function of four arguments affiliated 
with the category "natural number." 

Proof of A. If we assume that f(•O) is negative and W 1) is 
positive, then we need only prove that f(c)=•O for some number 
c in the unit interval. W e form the domain of rational numbers 
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to which /belongs if and only if there is a rational number t' > t 
in the unit interval such that f* (t') is negative. This domain is 
a real number c. We then show, in the familiar way, that, since 
f is continuous at c, f(c) can be neither negative nor positive and 
hence is = •o. (The idea of the proof is to construct the greatest 
point at which f takes ·on the value *0.) 

Proof if B. T he least upper bound m of f* (l) in the unit 
interval is that domain of rational numbers to which'"' belongs 
if there is a rational number tin the unit interval such that n" 

< f*(t). m is either a real number orthe universal domain (+<><>). 
Given that f(x) is continuous, it follows immediately that for all 
real values of the argument x, not just the rational ones, the 
inequality f(x)_s;_ m holds. If x is any real number > *0 and 
_s;_• t, then we can likewise form the least upper bound m(x) of 
f* (t) where t ranges over the non-negative rationals belonging 
to the domain x; this least upper bound is a function of x. We 
now distinguish two cases: Either the least upper bound m(•t ) = 
m for every positive rational number I ..::;_ 1, in which case we 
take a to be the real number •o. Or the opposite occurs, in which 
ease we form the domain a of rational numbers to which t 
belongs if there is a positive rational number t' > /(and .:;;_ 1) 
such that m(*l') < m; this domain is a real number. In either 
case, it follows immediately from the continuity of f(x) at x = a 
that f(a) cannot be smaller than m; so it must be the case that f(a) 
= m. This also shows that m cannot be the universal domain +oo. 

(We have constructed the smallest value a at which f attains its 
maximum. In the same way, one constructs a number b at which 
f takes on its minimum.) 

A and B can be combined thus: The value range of a contin
uous function on a closed interval is itself a closed interval. 

For the proof of C it is expedient to assume that f(x) is not 
constant, but is =f(*O) for negative x and =f(*l) for x > •t ; we 
can do so without loss of generality. Let x be a real number, tb a 
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fraction. We form the least upper bound of 

(6) lf*(t )-f•(n. )I 

where 6 and m, are rational numbers such that .?belongs to the 
domain x and I t -m,l < a-. This least upper bound is a real-valued 
function d (x,tt) of x and a-' Let d (a-) be the least upper bound that 
results when we drop the requirement that/ belong to x. Then 

d(a) _2:. d (b-) ( > *0) if a, > 6-; and d(x,a-) ~ d(a). 

We have to show that 

lim d(a,) = •o. 
a, • 0 

To this end, we form the domain x(a-) of rational numbers to 

which/ belongs if there is a rational number t' > /such that 

d (*t'.a.) < d(tb ). 

x(a) is a real-valued function of a,. If b , b' are any rwo real 
numbers on opposite sides of x(a, ), i.e., 

b < x(a· ) < b', 

then d (a ) is the least upper bound of (6) for rationals l,m. such 
that 

b < •;, < b' 

(i.e., I belongs to b' , but not to b) and 
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Let 

lim inf x(l /n) = a 
t l - 00 

and lev be any fnction. Then, thanks to the continuity of f(x) 
at x =a, there are real numbers band b', on opposite sides of a, 
and there is a positive real number e such that 

(7) I f(x) - f(a) I ~ (1/2)J' 

holds for all x of the interval 

b-e < x < b' + e. 

From (7) it follows that 

(8) ~(x)-f(y) I ~ .Y'• if b ~ x ~ b' and I y-x I < e 

Further, there is a natural number 11 such that the rational 
number +1/n belongs to the domain e and x(l /n) lies between 
b and b ' . Since the inequality (8) holds for the indicated x and 
y, .Y' cannot be smaller than the least upper bound d(l /n) 
pertaining to this n. Hence 

d(w) ~whenever w ~ 1/ tr. 

Proposition A can be extended to continuous functions of 
several real arguments. The fimdarnemal theorem of algebra also 
holds in our version of analysis. 
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A function f(x) generally has no irwerse. In fact, it can lack 
one even if, for every real number y which belongs to a given set 
T, there is one and only one number x such that 

y = f(x). 

But the existence of an inverse can be proved when f(x) is a func
tion which is continuous and monotone on the unit interval . For 
example, let f(x) be monotone increasing, i.e., let 

f(a) < f(b) 

hold whenever a and b are two real numbers of the unit interval 
of which a is the smaller. If y is any real number, then we form 
the domain of rational numbers to which every negative ( 
belongs as well as every t < 1 such that f*(l.) < y. This domain 
is a real number and, indeed, is the value of a definite function 
g(y) for the argument y. If we restrict the variables x andy to the 
intervals 

*0 _.:::._ x _.:::._ *1, f(*O) _.:::._ y _.:::._ f(*t), respectively, 

then the functions f and g are inverses of one another: 

f(g(y)) = y; g(f(x)) = x. 

In the realm of cor~tir~uo11S functions, differmtiation and inte
gration serve as function-generating processes just as they do in 
contemporary analysis: no change in the foundations is 
required. Of course, things are nor so simple in the case of the 
more far-reaching integration- and measure-theories of 
Riemann, Darboux, Cantor, Jordan, Lebesgue and 
Caratheodory. 
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~. THE INTUITIVE AND THE MATHEMATICAL C ONTINUUM 

So far, we have built up pure number theory from the natu
ral numbers in much the same way as contemporary arithmetic 
and analysis do. With the help of our principles of definition, 
we pushed forward step by step without once pausing for a side
long glance. Now we want to stop and to reflect on what we 
have accomplished. 

As we saw, the continuity of a function is not a delimited 
property; i.e., in order to decide whether a function defined 
with the help of our principles is continuous or not we have to 
inspect not just the totality of natural numbers, but also the 
totality of sets (more precisely, four-dimensional sets of natural 
numbers) which arise from an arbitrarily complex joint applica
tion of those principles. If we regard the principles of definition 
as an "open" system, i.e. , if we reserve the right to extend them 
when necessary by making additions, then in general the ques
tion of whether a given function is continuous must also remain 
opetr (though we may attempt to resolve any delimited question). 
For a function which, within our current system, is continuous 
can lose this property if our principles of definition are expanded 
and, accordingly, the real numbers "presently" available are 
joined by others in whose constmction the newly added princi
ples of definition play a role.' 

Suppose the function "position of a point-mass" can be 
represented as a function of time. Then we can make certain 
abstract assertions about this function: for example, that it is 
continuous; or more simply that, for all real values of its argu
ment belonging to a certain interval, the function itself only 
takes on values belonging to a certain region. Let us compare the 
latter proposition with the intuitive finding which it supposedly 
expresses in the mathematical representation of reality, no 
matter how "objectivized," "idealized," or "schematized" that 
expression may be. For example, I see this pencil lying before me 
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on the cable throughout a certain period of rime. This observa
tion entitles me to assert that during a certain period this pencil 
was on the table; and even if my right to do so is not absolute, 
it is nonetheless reasonable and well grounded. It is obviously 
absurd to suppose that this right ean be undermined by an 
"expansion of our principles of definition" -as if new moments 
of time, overlooked by my intuition, could be added to this 
interval, moments in which the pencil was, perhaps. in the 
vicinity of Sirius or who knows where. If the temporal contin
uum can be represented by a variable which "ranges over" the 
real numbers, then it appears to be determined thereby how 
narrowly or widely we must understand the concept "real 
number" and the decision about this must not be entruSted to 
logical deliberations over principles of definition and the like. 

In order better to understand the relation between an intui
tively given continuum and the concept of number (the above 
example having revealed the d iscrepancy between the two}, let 
us stick to time as the most fundamental continuum. And in 
order to remain entirely within the domain of the immediately 
given, let us adhere to phenotne11al time (rather than to objective 
time), i.e., to that constant form of my experiences of conscious
ness by virtue of which they appear to me to flow by succes
sively. (By "experiences" I mean what I experience, exactly as I 
experience it. I do not mean real psychical or even physical 
processes which occur in a definite psychic-somatic individual, 
belong to a real world and, perhaps. correspond to the direct 
experiences.) In order to have some hope of connecting 
phenomenal time with the world of mathematical concepts, let 
us grant the ideal possibility that a rigidly puncrual "now" can 
be placed within this species of time and that time-points can be 
exhibited. Given any two distinct time-points, one is the earlier, 
the other the later. Two time-points A,B of which A is the 
earlier define a time span AB; into it falls every time-point which 
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is later than A, but earlier chan B. The experiential content 
which fills the time span AB could "in itself," without in any 
way being other than it is, fall within some other time; the time 
span which it would fill there is eqrtal to the span A.B. This 
account of the temporally "equal" may be very controversial; 
but even so, I wish not to linger over it. So let it be granted that 
for any two time spans, the assertion that they are equal to one 
another has a precise sense grounded in the intuition of time. 
Measurement is thereby made possible. And we are enabled to 
construct a matllematical tlleory of time on the foundation we have 
indicated: i.e., the basic category "time-point," the binary rela
tion "A is earlier than B" ar~d the quatemary relatio11 "AB is equal 
to A'B"' (taking the natural numbers and their basic relationS 
as our guide). The discrepancy which we discussed above would 
disappear if: 

1. The immediate expression of the intuitive finding that 
during a certain period I saw the pencil lying there were 
construed in such a way that the phrase "during a certain period" 
was replaced by "in every time-point which falls within a 
certain time span OE." (I admit that this no longer reproduces 
what is intuitively present, but one will have to let it pass, if it 
is really legitimate to dissolve a period irllo time-points.) 

2. If P is a time-point, then the domai11 of rational trumbers to 
which t belongs if and or~ly if there is a time-point L earlier thatr P such 
that 

OL =I OE 

can be cotrstructed arithmetically in pure number theory on the basis of 
ortr prir~ciples of definitioll and is thus a real 11umber in our se11se. 
Further, taking the time span OE as our unit, it is not merely the 
case that to every point P there thus corresponds a definite real 
number as its "abscissa", but also conversely to every real 
number there corresponds a definite time-point. 
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If the time-points with their relations of "earlier" and 
"equal" can really furnish the foundation of a pure theory of 
time, then the intuition of time must suffice to determine 
whether this correspondence between time-points and real 
numbers holds or not. If it does not hold, then we should 
attempt to expand or modify our principles of definition in such 
a way that the desired agreement comes about. But should it 
prove unattainable even in this way, then a pure-arithmetical 
version of analysis would have no real value and a theory of the 
continuum would have to be established independently, along
side number theory. Be that as it may, the question "Is 2 true?" 
remains to be answered. Or, at least, similar fundamental ques
tions demand a reply (such as: "Are Dedekind's cut principle and 
Cauchy's convergence principle applicable to time points?"). In 
confronting these questions we cannot avoid the concept of set 
(or sequence), no matter how we twist and turn; and the scope of 
this cottcept depends 011 the principles of defit~itior~! 

Now, I think that everything we are demanding here is 
obvious r~onsense: to these questions, the intuition of time 
provides no answer-just as a man makes no reply to questions 
which clearly are addressed to him by mistake and, therefore, 
when addressed to him, ~e unintelligible. So the theoretical 
clarification of the essence of time's continuous flow is not 
forthcoming. T he category of the natural numbers can supply 
the foundation of a mathematical discipline. But perhaps the 
continuum cannot, since it fails to satisfy the requirements 
mentioned in Chapter 1, § 1: as basic a notion as that of the point 
in the continuum lacks the required support in intuition. It is to 
the credit of Bergson's philosophy to have pointed out force
fully this deep division between the world of mathematical 
concepts and the immediately experienced continuiry of 
phenomenal time ("Ia durc~e").' 

Why is it that what is given in consciousness presents itself 
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not simply as a being (like the logical being of concepts), but as 
an enduring and changing being-now, so that I can say, "This 
now is, but now no longer is"? If. in reflection, we extricate 
ourselves from this stream and place ourselves opposite the 
constant Now which spans a changing experiential content, 
treating this Now as an object, then it becomes a flow for us, in 
which we can place points. To every point there corresponds a 
definite experiential whole; and if consciousness stands at a 
certain point, then it has the corresponding experiential whole; 
only this is. But what is the origin of the concrete duration of 
each experience? If we hold fast to the individual points in their 
isolation from one another,• then only one answer is possible: 
To be sure, I only have experiences belonging to a given time
point; but among these experiences is a more or less clear memory 
whose intentional object is the experience that I had in a past 
time-point. (We shall pass over the problem of how th is 
memory is supposed to come to be accurate.) Thus if! have, say, 
a visual perception of brief duration, then, in a moment A, I 
have not only this perceptual experience, but simultaneously the 
memories "of" the perceptual experiences of all past moments 
which fall within this brief period. But not only this; for in this 
moment A, I remember not only the perceptual experience in the 
moment B which occurred a shorr time earlier, but the mtire 
experience of this moment B, and this in turn contains in itself, 
in addition to the perception, the memories of the experiences 
I had in all earlier moments. The continuous observation would 
thus consist of infinitely many mutually related systems of infi
nitely many memories, one packed inside another, the earlier 
being the "contained" one. But, clearly, we experience none of 
this; and besides, such a system of point-like moments of experi
ence fitred endlessly into one another in the form of a 
completely apprehended unity is absurd. The view of a flow 
consisting of points and, therefore, also dissolving into points 
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turns out to be false. Precisely what eludes us is the nature of the 
continuity, the flowing from point to point; in other words, the 
secret of how the continually enduring present can continually 
slip away imo the receding past. 

Each one of us, at every moment, directly experiences the 
true character of this temporal continuity. But, because of the 
genuine primitiveness of phenomenal time, we cannot put our 
experiences into words. So we shall content ourselves with the 
following description. What I am conscious of is for me both a 
being-now and, in its essence, something which, with its 
temporal position, slips away. In this way there arises the persist
ing factual existent, something ever new which endures and 
changes in consciousness. What disappears can reappear; not, of 
course, as an experience which I have over again, but as content 
of an (accurate) memory, having become something past. In the 
objective picture which I form of the course of life, such a past 
th ing is to be opposed to what presently is as something earlier. 
So we can gather the following concerning objectively 
presented time: 

1. an individual point in it is non-independent, i.e., is pure noth
ingness when taken by itself, and exists only as a "point of 
transition" (which , of course, can in no way be understood 
mathematically); 

2. it is due to the essence of time (and not to contingent imper
fections in our medium) that a fixed time-point cannot be 
exhibited in any way, that always only an approximate, never 
an exact determination is possible." 

Corresponding remarks apply to every intuitively given contin
uum; in particular, to the continuum of spatial extension. 
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When our experience has turned into a real process in a real 
world and our phenomenal time has spread itself out over chis 
world and assumed a cosmic dimension, we are not satisfied 
with replacing the continuum by the exact concept of the real 
number, in spite of the essential and undeniable inexactness aris
ing from what is given. For, as always, there is more at work 
here than heavy-handed schematizing or cognitive economiz
ing devised for fulfilling our practical tasks and objectives. Here 
we discover genuine reason which lays bare the "Logos" dwell
ing in reality Gust as purely as is possible for this consciousness 
which cannot "leap over its own shadow"). But to discuss this 
further cannot be our business here. Certainly, the intuitive and 
the mathematical continuum do not coincide; a deep chasm is 
fixed between them. But there arc rational motives which impel 
us across from one into the other in our effort to comprehend 
the world, 11 the same rational motives which push science from 
the experientially constituted reality in which we live as natural 
human beings over toward the "truly obje.ctive", exact, 
non-qualitative, physical world-from the chromatic qualities of 
visual things, e.g., to the oscillations of the ether or the corre
sponding mathematical descriptions of electro-magnetic fields. 
So one might say that our construction of analysis contains a 
theory of the co111i11uum which must establish its own reasonable
ness (beyond its mere logical consistency) in the same way as a 
physical theory. Within chis theory the concept "real number" 
is the abstract scheme of the continuum with its infinite embed
ding of possible parts; the concept "function" is the scheme of 
the dependence of "overlapping" continua (a particular instance 
of which is given, e.g., by a moving point; i.e., the overlapping 
of a temporal continuum by a linear spatial one). I cannot 
substantiate it in greater depth here, but, given that proposition 
A of the preceding section is satisfied by our real numbers and 
(continuous) functions, it will be clear without further ado how 
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a very essential pan of such a rational justification is at hand. 
Evidence for this is that those numbers and functions allow us to 
give an exact account of what "motion" means in the world of 
physical objectivity. 

Exact time- or space-points are not the ultimate, underly
ing, atomic elements of the duration or extension given to us in 
experience. On the contrary, only reason, which thoroughly 
penetrates what is experientially given, is able to grasp those 
exact ideas. And only in the arithmetico-analytic concept of the 
real number belonging to the purely formal sphere do those 
ideas thoroughly crystallize into full definiteness. Let us restrict 
our discussion of space to the geometry of straight lines. Even if 
one still wishes to erect a theory of rime and space as an indepen
dent mathematico-axiomatic science, one must still heed the 
following. 

1. The exh ibition of a single point is impossible. Further, 
points are not individuals and, hence, cannot be characterized by 
their properties. (Whereas the "continuum" of the real numbers 
consists of genuine individuals, that of the time- or space-points 
is homogeneous.) Therefore, points and sets of points can be 
defined only relative to (i.e., as functions of) a coordinate 
system, never absolutely. (The coordinate system is the 
unavoidable residue of the eradication of the ego in that 
geometrico-physical world which reason sifts from the given 
using "objectivity" as its standard-a final scanty token in this 
objective sphere that existence is only given and car1 only be 
given as the intentional content of the proces_~es of conscious
ness of a pure, sense-giving ego.) 

2. The continuity axiom must guarantee that, given a unit 
span OE, a real number corresponds to every point Pas abscissa 
and vice versa. It is due entirely to this axiom that all pertinent 
j udgments (in whose formation Pr. 5 of Chapter 1, §2 is 
excluded) have a clear sense in spite of the circumstance 
mentioned in 1. 
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3. The system which, for the moment, we shall call 
"hyperanalysis" arises if, starting from the level attained in §3 of 
this chapter, we lay a new foundation for pure number theory, 
a foundation in which we admit the real numbers as a new basic 
category alongside the naturals. (In §2 of this chapter, we 
considered a similar move: namely, including the rationals 
among the basic categories.) This new system certainly does not 
coincide with our version of analysis. On the contrary, in 
hyperanalysis there are, e.g., more sets of real numbers than in 
analysis. For hyperanalysis admits sets in whose definition 
"there is" appears in connection with "a real number." Thus, 
l1yperanalysis COtltait~s t~either Cauchy's convergence prit~ciple 110r, in 
general, our theorems about continuous fimctions. (These proposi
tions are satisfied only by the functions and sequences whose 
existence was already guaranteed by analysis.) Therefore we 
must again and again resist the perpetually renewed temptation 
of resorting to a higher level than the basic stratum of the natu
ral numbers. Ot~ly analysis, 1101 hyperanalysis, furt~ishes a useful 
theory of the colllit~uum and of the possible dependencies between 
overlapping continua. But if we do adopt hyperanal ysis, the 
situation is as follows . Because of the axiom indicated in 2, if we 
arc given a definite underlying coordinate system OE, there is a 
universal correspondence not only between points and real 
numbers, but also between sets of points, sets of setS of points-in 
fact, between all sets of the space or time theory-and all sets of 
hyperat~alysis; or, expressed still more precisely, this correspon
dence holds between the sets of hyper3nalysis and the functions 
of OE in the space or time theory. So the indicated axiom can 
surely not be replaced by Cauchy's convergence principle 
(which, of course, does not hold in hyperanalysis) or by any 
similar formula hitherto standard in the axiomatic construction 
of geometry. (We are here ignoring Hilbert's axiom of 
completeness.) Further, gtven the intractability of 
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hyperanalysis, we sec that it is futile to pursue t ime theory and 
geometry as independent axiomatic sciences. Elementary geom
etry (i.e., that part of geometry which can be developed without 
the continuity axiom) can probably be constructed syntheti
cally- but real conti11uity-geometry can only be dealt with artalyti
ca/ly, i.e., by constructing ana.lysis within pure number theory 
and then applying its theorems to geometry via a transfer princi
ple based on the introduction of a coordinate system; this is the 
only way to acquire exact and rational definitions of the 
concepts "curve,» "surface,» etc. The following assertion 
belongs to our theory of the continuum: a portion of space, the 
surface which forms the boundary of this portion of space, a 
portion of this surface or, in turn , its boundary line are all struc
tures such that the totality of the points falling within them can 
be constructed arithmetically as three-dimensional sets of real 
numbers. This assertion is similar to the claim that a real number 
corresponds to every point on a straight I ine: the one is just as 
little confirmed or refuted by what is immediately given as the 
other. But this assertion does follow from the conception of 
exact space-points. So the geometric axioms just have the func
tion of formulating the above-mentioned transfer principle 
using certain relations which are to be considered immediately 
given. 

From our point of view, both contemporary analysis and its 
principles are left hanging in a nebulous limbo half-way 
between intuition and the world of formal concepts - even 
though, under the mask of its vague presentations of set and 
function, analysis is able to pass itself off as a science operating 
in the formal-conceptual sphere. Nevertheless, we must grant 
that the superstructure analysis has erected is largely unaffected 
by this critique of irs foundation and can easily be released from 
the clinging remnants of clay, once the fog has been dispersed. 

The reflections contained in this section are, of course, only 
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a slightly illuminating surrogate for a genuine philosophy of the 
continuum. But since no really penetrating treatment of this 
topic is at hand and since our task is mathematical rather than 
epistemological, the matter can rest here. 

~7. MAGNITUDES AND THEIR MEASURES 

Let us dwell a moment further on the above-mentioned 
transfer principle which links space and time with numbers. To 
fix a time-point P relative to the "unit span" OE irr a cotJCeptual 
way is to construct a relation $ ( OEP) from the basic relations 
"earlier" and "later" using the principles of definition (not 
including Pr. 5), where% is such that to every two time-points 
0 and E, of which 0 is the earlier, there corresponds one and 
only one point P which satisfies this relation. If the points 
O'E'P' also satisfy -t: then we say that P' stands in the same ratio 
to O'E' asP does to OE: this seems to us to be the original sense 
of rhe concept "ratio." Further, please notice that there cannot 
be two relarions$and$ • with different extensions (to which 
different three-dimensional sets of points correspond) such that 
rhe same point P stands to the unit span OE in both rhe ratios$ 
and$*. For if this occurred, then a set distinct from both the 
empty and the universal sets would be formed by those rime 
spans OE to which there corresponds a point P such that the 
relations$ (OEP) and$ *(OEP) both hold. However, not only 
all time-points, but also all t ime spans are qualitatively identical 
to one another in such a way that this set (which corresponds to 
a derived binary relation between points belonging to our sphere 
of operation, in whose production Pr. 5 is never employed) does 
not exist. The continuity axiom says that all these relations -t: 
which we are calling "ratios," or rather their extensions, can be 
represented one-to-one by real numbers. 

The above account of the concept "ratio" reveals the true 
significance of the numbers for the measurement of magnitudes. 
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In order to make this account somewhat more precise, let us 
consider time spans rather than time-points. The theory which 
we shall develop is, from a more general view-point, also the 
theory of an arbitrary linear positive mag"it11de. We Hx our start
ing point as follows. 

Category of object: time spans. Primitive relations: 1) a=b. 
This "equality" of time spans, which satisfies the well known 
axioms of the "equal" (i.e. , every span is equal to itself; if a=b, 
then b=a; if a=b and b=c, then a=c) must not be confused 
with identity. 2) a+b=c. This relation continues to obtain if the 
three spans a,b,c are each replaced by an equal. Further, if this 
relation holds berween a,b,c and also berween a,b,c' , then c=c'. 
And this form of addition satisfies the commutative and associa
tive laws. The most important derived relation is that expressed 
by the formulas a < b and b > a, which mean that there is a 
span d such that a+d=b. Since, given any rwo distinct time
points, one is the earlier, the other the later, it follows that one 
and only one of the three possibilities 

a < b, a = b, a > b 

holds, where a and b are any time spans. 
On this foundation we shall now construct a mathematical 

discipl ine (taking the natural numbers as our guide). We shall 
employ the fundamental propositions of the Hrst chapter, but 
not, of course, the principle of construction 5. An additional 
basic fact, then, is that our Held of operation is homogemous, i.e., 
that no one-dimensional set of spans other than the empty and 
universal sets exists. Accordingly, it is impossible to fix an indi
vidual span absolutely in a conceptual way, i.e., by a characteris
tic property. Rather, a span can be determined only relative to 
another, on the basis of a binary relation berween spans R(a,b) . 
It is easy to see that each such relation which holds berween a 
and b continues to obtain if these spans are each replaced by an 
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equal one." By "ratio" or "proportion" we understand a binary 
relation between spans R(a,b) such that each span a stands in 
this relation to one and, in the sense of equaliry, only one span 
b. When we pass from the formal-logical to the objective stand
point, we do not distinguish proportions which have equal 
extensions; i.e., we replace each proportion by the two-dimen
sional set of spans corresponding to it. We call this set the 
measure of the proportion. That a,b form a system of elements 
of this measure )/, we express by the formula 

or in the words, "b stands to a in the ratio$' Then the follow
ing holds: if two spans stand to one another both in the ratio .t' 
and in the ratio %*, then .t' coincides with %*. For otherwise 
those spans a such that a%= a%* would form a one-dimensional 
set of spans distinct from the em pry and universal sets. Measures 
can be multiplied and added. The following equations explain 
these operations: 

(a.t')JI:f = a(.t' .JI:f); (a$)+ (a.!l:f) = a(.t'+.JI:f). 

The natural concept of measure which we have just 
described has nothing intrinsically to do with the numbers of 
pure number theory. But we see now that those "pure" 
numbers, above all the naturals, are the indispensable conceptual 
means for establishing a measure. The relation of equaliry a = b 
is a proportion, whose measure we shall call 1. More generally, 
the relation b=tJa, where n is an arbitrary natural number, arises 
from addition-as we have already indicated several times. This 
relation is a proportion, whose measure, which is determined by 
the natural number tJ, shall itself be designated by"· The inverse 
relation a'=nb or b=a/n is a proportion too. To establish this we 
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must show that for every span a there is 1) one and 2) in the 
sense of equality, only one b such that a=t~b. If cis an arbitrary 
span, then the property which 1) attributes to a cerrainly 
belongs to nc. Bur, since a property which belongs to ot1e span 
is, because of homogeneity, common to all spans, the 1st asser
tion follows. The 2nd part follows from the fact that if b < b', 
then nb < t~b'. Given that both b=tJa and b=a/" are propor
tions, we see that the equation 

b=(ma)jn 

expresses a proportion determined by m and "· The measure 
corresponding to this proportion depends entirely on the frac
tion m/11 =a- ; so this measure will itself be designated by a-. The 
addition and multiplication of measures corresponding to frac
tions are entirely parallel to the addition and multiplication of 
these fractions themselves. The Archimedean Axiom (which 
cannot be reduced to simpler facts) holds: that is, if a and b are 
any two spans, then there is a natural number 11 such that rra > b. 

We saw above that two spans indeed stand in at most one 
ratio to one another. But is it also true that they always stand in 
SOtne ratio? The continuity axiom implies that this question is to 
be answered "Yes," as the following considerations show. If a 
and b are any two spans, then that domain of fractions to which 

Jbelongs if and only i(9-a > b (and which is an "open remain
der" in the realm of fractions) can also be defined within pure 
arithmetic; i.e., this domain of fractions appears in pure number 
theory and can be represented by a positive real number in an 
immediately obvious way. If, conversely, x is an open remainder 
of fractions in pure number theory which is neither the empty 
nor the universal domain, then the relation b=xa, which says 
that?, a > b holds for those and only those fraction~.?- belonging 
to x, is a proportion, whose measure, which is determined by x, 
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shall itself be called x. Thus, the measures "coincide" with the 
positive real numbers. Addition and multiplication in the two 
realms are entirely parallel. 

W e have developed a system of measures for time spans. But 
since all abstract measures are represented one-to-one by these 
particular measures, our general understanding of the concept 
"measure" would not in any way be enriched by our construct
ing an independent, abstract theory of measurement. This 
general understanding of measure merely plays the role of a 
srable regulative idea. 

§8. CURVES AND SURFACES 

As an example of how analytic concepts enable us to 
formulate geometric presenrations in an exact way, we wish to 
conclude these investigations into the continuum by discussing 
the concepts "two-dimensional curve" and "spatial surface." 

Ln plane geometry, we must distinguish two entirely differ
ent presenrations which are usually both designated by the word 
curve. In order to keep them separate, I use the expressions 
"line" and "curve." Roughly stated, we are concerned with the 
distinction between the roadway system of a city or a street-car 
"line" on the one hand and, on the other hand, the route ( = 

"curve") which a pedestrian traverses in the streets of this city 
(and which is in statu nascet•di during the time of the stroll) or, 
respectively, the path which a moving street-car describes. 
"Lines" appear as, e.g., bouttdaries of parts of a region of the 
plane; a "wrve" is the path of a moving point. By dissolving the 
plane into isolated points, we enable a line to be grasped as a set 
of such points which is constituted in a definite way-or, still 
more precisely, if, by means of the transfer principle of analytic 
geometry, we represent the points of the plane by pairs of real 
numbers and if we maintain our faith in the omnipotence of the 
Logos, then the line can be grasped as a binary set of real 
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numbers which appears in pure number theory and which 
corresponds to a defmite binary relation between real numbers 
(an "implicit equation"). The totality of points of the plane 
which a point moving in this plane "crosses" is a line in our 
sense. However, this line (which can be called the "trace" or 
"track" of the movement) must be not be identified with the 
path of the point. If the tracks on which a freight train is to run 
are given, the train can still traverse very different paths, in 
particular, paths of very different lengths (depending on the 
course it takes at the switching points and on whether it moves 
both backwards and forwards). It is essential to a "curve" (in the 
second sense) that it be exhibited only in a movement-as an 
abstract (non-independent) moment of it. But in order for a 
movemerrt to be given exactly, the locus of the moving points 
together with its dependence on time must be represented by 
two functions of a real argument constructed within pure arith
metic; the values of the argument correspond to the time-points, 
but the values of the functions correspond to the lst and 2nd 
coordinates of the locus ("parametric representation"). We shall 
restrict our attention to this proper concept of curve, which is 
also adopted in infinitesimal geometry. The path itself is a 
one-dimensional continuum of"path-poi11ts." Each path-point is 
in a definite place, i.e., coincides with a definite point of the 
plane, but is not itself this point of the plane. The path-points, 
as "stages" of the movement, stand in the relations "earlier" and 
"later" to one another, just as time-points do; in the movement, 
the continuum of path-points spreads over the continuum of 
time-points in a continuous monotone manner. This conception 
allows the "path" to be separated, in a way, from the movement 
which produces it. Our interpretation carries over to curves in 
three-dimensional space; but it becomes most important when 
we define the concept "surface"-and in this difficult case, we 
shall carry out the definition in an entirely mathematica.l way. 
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We are interested in that concept of surface which is analo
gous to "curve" rather than "line," i.e., in the sort of surface 
which infinitesimal geometry seeks to reproduce through 
parametric representation. I maintain that one's definition of 
this concept of surface will embrace every possible sort of self
intersection, interpenetruion, and the like only if one takes the 
surface to consist of "surface-points," i.e., sui generis elements 
which form a continuum spread out in a dual way [just as a curve 
is spread out over both space and time]-a continuum which we 
shall call the "surface in itself." But this surface is embedded in 
space and, therefore, a definite space-point corresponds to each 
surface-point as the spatial position in which the latter i.~ located. 
In the standard parametric representation 

(9) x=x(u,v), y=y(u,v), z=z(u,v) 

the three real numbers x, y ,z serve as Cartesian coordinates 
which characterize the space-point, while the nwnbers u,v serve 
as "Gaussian" coordinates which characterize the surface-point, 
and the functions mathematically establish the correspondence 
we mentioned. Still, as is well known, the representation of 
surface-pointS by pairs of numbers does not adequately capture 
the global connectivity properties of all surfaces. When we give 
the mathematical formulation, we replace the "surface in itself' 
by a set S (appearing in pure number theory) of objects whose 
category one may freely choose; the elements of this set are the 
surface-points. (We shall not discuss the "transfer principle" 
which, on the basis of intrinsic relations existing between the 
surface-points, leads us from the latter to these objects of pure 
analysis, much as the concept of coordinates leads us from space
points to triples of real numbers.) But how are we to grasp the 
continuous connectedness of these points which unites them 
into the two-dimensional surface? Once we have torn the 
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continuum apart into isolated points, it is difficult to give an 

abstract representation of the connectivity arising from the 
non-independence of the individual points. I shall here follow 
essentially the procedure which I employed in Weyl 
(1913)." 

In the temporal continuum, an individual point exists only 
as a "transition point." We acknowledge and employ this fact 
within analysis when, having transformed the point, in spite of 
its transitoriness, into an independent individual, i.e., a real 
number a , we consider it relative to the infinite sequence of its 
neighborhoods which arc defined by the inequalities 

lx-al < 1/n (n = 1,2,3, ... ) 

and which shrink monotonically to a. We employ this substi
tute for continuous connectedness when, in particular, we give 
an exact definition of continuity (i .e. , of continuous functions). 
Pre-critical analysis hoped to capture the non-independence of 
surface-points by means of the concept "infinitely close." l3ut 
this notion, which could not be employed in a consistent 
manner, had to give way, in contemporary analysis, to the infi
nite sequence of ever more narrow neighborhoods." Accord
ingly, we say that a "surface in itself" is given if(in pure number 
theory) a definite set S is given (by means of a property which 
characterizes its elements. the surface-points) and, in addition, a 
relation N(P, Q;t~). If rwo surface-points P,Q stand to one 
Jnother in this relation, then we say that Q lies in the tJth neigh
borhood of P. We require that this relation satisfy certain 
conditions: 

1) Plies in every neighborhood of P. And the (n+l)th 
neighborhood of P is a part of the nth neighborhood of P. 

Just as the set of all real numbers (which corresponds to the 
property R(u), "u is a real number" , with the blank u) serves in 
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pure number theory as a model of the one-dimensional contin
uum, so the analogous binary set (which corresponds to the 
binary relation R(u) · R(v) with the two blanks u and v) , the 
so-called "number plane," is the model of the two-dimensional 
manifold. Accordingly, we require that every neighborhood be 
capable of transformation, by continuous mapping, into the 
interior of the unit square 

lui < l, lvl < 1 

of this number plane; what "continuous mapping" means here 
can be established with the help of the concept "neighborhood." 
So the following is a p recise formulation of this 
requtrement: 

2) If P0 ts a surface-point, then there are continuous 
functions 

P = P(uv), u = u{P), v = v(P) 

(P(OO) = P0) which are inverse to each other and which supply 
a one-to-one mapping of the 1st neighborhood N of P

0 
onto the 

interior of the unit square K of the number plane. The require
ment that the functions be continuous means, in the case of 
P(uv), that if 11 is any natural number and u,v is a point of the 
unit square, then there is a fraction "' such that, for all real 
numbers u' ,v' which satisfy the conditions 

I u' -u I < a-, I v' -v I < "'• 

P (u' v' ) lies in the nth neighborhood of P (uv).In the case of the 
function u(P), it means that, for every point P of N and every 
fraction a·, there is a natural number 11 such that every point P' 
which belongs to the nth neighborhood of Plies in N and satis
fies the condition 
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I u(P')-u(P) I < (b. 

The meaning for v(P) is just like that for u(P). 
If we are to establish propositions concerning functions 

which are continuous on our surface and are to do so in a manner 
similar to that employed in §5 (of this chapter) for functions of 
a real argument, then we must postulate that: 

3) There is a function P ( t) of one or several arguments 
which are indicated by the symbol t and are affiliated with the 
category "natural number." Further, P ( t ) is a surface-point for 
every argument; and, for every surface-point P and natural 
number "• there is a If such that P ( t ) lies in the nth neighbor
hood of P (i.e., the values of P (t) are "everywhere dense" on 
the surface). 

Let me stress explicitly that S need not be a 
one-dimensional set; it can also be a multi-dimensional one. In 
the latter case, the symbol P represents several blanks; however, 
everything we have done here retains its significance 
entirely. 

From the "surface in itself," we pass to the spatial surface. 
S is embedded in space, i.e., three functions (defined in pure 
arithmetic) 

x ~ x(P), y = y(P), z = z(P) 

-which are real-valued for all P and are continuous-assign each 
surface-point P its spatial position. (If one restricts oneself to a 
neighborhood of a point, that is, if one investigates the surface 
only "locally," then a continuous parametric representation of 
the surface of the standard form (9) arises immediately with the 
help of condition 2) given above.) 

The reduction of continuous connectedness to the concept 
of neighborhood has a defect: when a relation N(P,Q;n) estab-
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lishes the nth neighborhood of P, much more occurs than is 
given by the continuous connectedness itself. In the case of the 
plane, we could, e.g., choose the interior of the circle of radius 
1/n about a point as the mh neighborhood of that point, but the 
circle of radius 1/2" would serve just as well; further, we could 
employ neighborhoods which are elliptical, square or some 
other shape in place of the circular ones. We put up with this 
arbitrariness Gust as we do the arbitrariness of the objects which 
we choose as representatives of surface-points) because it is obvi
ous that no clear-cut answer is yet at hand to the question of how 
we shall establish the link between the given and the mathemat
ical in a perspicuous manner. (Again and again, the inescapable 
discrepancy between the genuine continuum and a set of 
isolated elements manifests itself.) 

By way of supplement,let us close by giving the conditions 
under which two analytic spatial surfaces coincide, i.e., are 
representatives of the same spatial surface in the intuitive sense. 
Suppose we are given a surfaceS which is embedded in space by 
means of the functions 

"(P ), y(P) , z(P) 

and suppose we are also given a second surface s• whose points 
are assigned their spatial positions by the functions 

"*(P), y*(P), z*(P). 

Further, suppose we possess two continuous" functions 

(10) P* = F*(P), P = F(P*) 

which are inverse to each other and which establish a one-to
one mapping of the two sets S and S* onto one another such 
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that, for any two points P,P* linked by (10), 

x(P) = x*(P*), y(P) = y*(P•), z(P) = z*(P*). 

Then we say that the two spatial surfaces coincide with one 
another as a result of the transformation (10) . 

• • • 

Here we break off the developmenr of our subject. We 
have seen that a version of analysis can certainly be constructed 
from our principles and we have carried out the initial stages of 
this construction-as far as we thought necessary to grasp the 
Pythagorean problem fully. To the criticism that the intuition 
of the continuum in no way contains those logical principles on 
which we must rely for the exact definition of the concept "real 
number," we respond that the conceptual world of mathematics 
is so foreign to what the intuitive continuum presents to us that 
the demand for coincidence between the two must be dismissed 
as absurd. Nevertheless, those abstract schemata supplied us hy 
mathematics must underlie the exact science of domains of 
objects in which continua play a role . 



Appendix 

The circulus vitiosus in the 
Current Foundation of Analysis1 

(From a letter to 0. Holder) 

I hope the following lines will satisfy your wish that I 
might set before you in the most direct way possible the circulus 
vitiosus which, in my treatise The Cominuum , I accuse analysis of 
harboring. 

The sense of a clearly and unambiguously defined concept 
may indeed always assign the appropriate sphere of existence to the 
objects which share the essence expressed in the concept. But 
this certainly does not imply that this concept is extemionally 
detmnir~ate, i.e., that it is meaningful to speak of the existmt 
objects falling under it as an ideally closed aggregate wh ich is 
intrinsically determined and demarcated. Suppose P is a prop
erty pert inent to the objects falling under a concept C. And 
suppose P has a clear and unambiguous sense. Then the proposi
tion "a has the properry P" (where a is an arbitrary object which 
falls under C) affirms an entirely defini te state of affairs which 
either does or does not obtain; this judgment is intrinsically true 
or untrue-steadfastly; a standpoint intermediate to these two 
opposites being impossible. But if the concept Cis extensional ly 
determinate, then not only the question "Does a have the prop
eery P?" (where a is an arbitrary object falling under C), but also 
the existential question "Is there an object falling under C which 
has the property P?", possesses a sense which is intrinsically 
clear. Corresponding remarks apply to relations. If C is 
extensionally determinate, it makes no difference whether the 
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sense of the property or relation at issue is exhibited immedi
ately in intuition or whether, by means of logical operations, it 
is constructed out of properties and relations whose sense is intu
itively given. (Of course, a thorough phenomenological analy
sis of the concept "existence" is needed here; but the preceding 
remarks may be sufficient for us to reach an understanding.) 

The intuition of iteration assures us that the concept "natural 
rwmber" is e:xtertsionally determinate. (Certainly, every version of 
arithmetic must extract this basic fact from intuition.) However, 
the universal concept "object" is not extensionally determi
nate- nor is the concept "property," nor even just "property of 
natural numbers." One can even prove the last assertion, if its 
obviousness is not immediately conceded. That is, let a definite 
sphere k of properties of natural numbers be marked out in such 
a way that the concept "k-property" is extensionally determi
nate. Then it is immediately possible to define properties of 
natural numbers which lie outside this sphere, as follows: If A 
signifies any property of properties of natural numbers, then 
consider the property P A which belongs to a natural number x 
if and only if there is a k-property of the kind A which belongs 
to the number x-rhis property P A most certainly differs in sense 
from every k-property. That is not to say that a k-property 
cannot be extensionally equivalent to a property like P A" I call 
two properties (of natural numbers) extensionally equivaler1t if 
every number which has the one also possesses the other, and 
vice versa. A set corresponds to each property in such a way that 
the same set corresponds to extensionally equivalent properties. 
(This is the correct relation of the concepts "property" and "set". 
The failure to recognize that the sense of a concept is logically 
prior to its extension is widespread today; even the foundations of 
contemporary set theory are afflicted with this malady. It seems 
to spring from empiricism's peculiar theory of abstraction; for 
arguments against which, see the brief but striking remarks in 
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Fichtc (1912, 6:133 ff.) and the more careful exposition in 
Husser! (1913a: 106-224). Of course, whoever wishes to 
formalize logic, but not to gain imight into it- and formalizing 
is indeed the disease to which a mathematician is most 
prey- will profit neither from Husser) nor, certainly, from 
Fichte.) 

If we apply the preceding remarks to the concept "rational 
number" rather than to the concept "natural number" (in the 
justifiable certainty that this new concept too is extensionally 
determinate) and if we, along with Dedekind, conceive of a real 
number as a (specially constituted) set of rational numbers, then 
we reali.ze that the concept "real number" is not exumsiot~ally determi
t~ate. Indeed, in Holder (1892) you yourself state (in a footnote 
on p. 594) that you arc in complete agreement with this asser
tion, a mere understanding of it being sufficient to preclude its 
rejection. But it is general ly believed that this indeterminateness 
does not significantly affect the foundation of analysis, since the 
sense of the concept "real number" can be defined with adequate 
clarity: i.e., if any property of rational numbers (of a certain sort) 
is given, then a real number is also given thereby which sepa
rates the rational numbers sharing in this property from the rest. 
However, I would like to conftrm once again that this view is 
completely wrong by analyzing the proposition that every 
bounded set of real numbers has a least upper bound. 

A real number is a set of rationals which corresponds to a 
definite property of rational numbers. So a set of real numbers 
corresponds to a property A of properties of rational numbers. 
The least upper bound of such a set of real numbers is itself the 
set of those rational numbers x which possess a certain property 
P A , i.e., the property that there is a property of the kind A which 
belongs to the number x. But such an explanation, which links 
the existence of a property P A to there being (in general and 
without restriction) a property such that ... , is clearly mearlit~gless; 
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for the concept "property of rational numbers" is not 
extensionally determinate. The explanation acquires a comem 
only if the general concept "property" is narrowed to an 
extensionally determinate concept "k-property". Let this be 
done. And suppose that the concept "real number" is corre
spondingly restricted. When the explanation of P A is modified 
in this way, P A becomes a property whose se11Se most certainly 
places it outside the sphere of the k-propcrties. P A may well be 
extensionally equivalent to a k-property and then, but also only 
then, a real number, the least upper bound, would correspond to 
P A • C learly, however, it is extraordinarily unlikely that it is 
possible, in an exact way, to set down an extensionally determi
nate concept "k-property" such that each property P A , whose 
definition involves the totality ofk-propcrties as indicated above, 
is extensionally equivalent to a k-propcrty. In any case, not evett 
the shadow of a proof of such a possibility exists; but precisely this 
proof would have to be effected in order for the assertion of the 
least upper bound's existence to receive a serrse ;, all cases and be 
1miversally true. 

If the usual explanations of such fundamental concepts of 
analysis as "least upper bound," "continuity," etc. thus lack a 
comprehensible sense as long as the general concept of property 
(and relation) is not restricted to an extensionally determinate 
one, "k-property", then the question arises of how such a restric
tion is to occur. The recent history of mathematics leaves no 
doubt concerning the answer: one is to restrict oneself to those 
properties and relations which can be defirred i11 a purely logical 
way on the basis of the few properties and relations which are 
given immediately in imuition along with the relevant catego
ries of object. (In the case of the natural numbers, we are given 
just the relation "is the immediate successor of''.) I have 
attempted to give a precise formulation of the principles of this 
construction. It is probably not necessary to repeat explicitly that 
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it would be meaningless to include among these principles an 
assertion such as rhe following: If A is a property of properties, 
then one may form that property P A which belongs to an object 

.-.:if and only if there is a property constructed by means of these 
principles which belongs to x and itself possesses the property A . 
That would be a blatant circulus vitiosus; yet our current version 
of analysis commits this error and I consider this ground for 
censure. It seems to me that my principles of definition consti
tute the major part of a "pure sytttax of relations"2 on which pure 
logic must rely when it has to work out the conditions under 
which two properties or relations formed by logical construc
tion are equivalent. What sort of new relations will unfold 
before our intuition in the development of the life of the mind 
can certainly not be anticipated a priori. But I think it likely that 
the prit~ciples of logical constructio11, by means of which we derive 
composite relations from the primitive ones, can be set down 
once and for all Gust like the elementary forms oflogical infer
ence). Such a venture does not impinge on the freedom of the 
mind. I do not presently insist that the completeness of my list 
be acknowledged, although, on the basis of logical reflection 
and relying on the vast constructive resources offered by the 
recent history of mathematics, I maintain that this completeness 
is virtually guaranteed. 

The method of conceptual construction constitutes the 
essence of mathematical-physical cognition (as should have 
been clear since the time of Galileo and Descartes). So I hope 
that analysis too will find its way back to this method which it 
was about to abandon in favor of an entirely vague universality. 
The grounding of analysis is linked as closely as possible with 
appl ications, above all with physics. The sense of cognition 
directed toward the physical world thoroughly eludes me ifl am 
not able to anchor the concepts "number," "set," and "function" 
in logical principles of construction in the manner I attempted 
in my treatise. 
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Allow me to make a few more remarks about these 
principles- remarks which should clarify the final standpoint to 
which I would like to lead the reader of The ContitlUIIm in the 
hope that he will then consider it self-evident that my 
foundational approach really does break the circle I have criti
cized. The principles of construction fall into two groups, the 
"logical" (Chapter 1, §2) and the specifically mathematical 
(Chapter 1, §7). I am going to focus on the latter. Mediating 
between these two groups means introducing the relation e (in 
which case, a proposition like "the rose is red," which 
primitively predicates a property of the rose, is interpreted as 
asserting that the relation € of "having" holds between the rose 
and the property red). In the early stages of my presentation, this 
transition also depended on the concepts of (one- and multi
dimensional) set and jututio11; and the conception which drove us 
forward was that of the iteratio11 of the construction process- that 
process being guided by the six "logical" principles. It seemed to 
me thar this corresponds to the way ideas naturally develop, 
even though such a "dialectical" presentation, which again and 
again raises what has gone before to a higher standpoint, is not 
customary in mathematics. But in the systematic construction at 
which I finally arrive (Chapter 1, §8)-and this probably should 
have been emphasized even more strongly-the co11ceptiotl of rite 
iteratio11 [of the construction process] is agai11 dropped etllirely and 
the concept of set and function must be deferred much longer 
than was done originally (namely until the end: it finds its niche 
only under V on p.43). 

Let us consider, say, the ternary relation e(xy,Z) ("xystand 
in the relation Z to one another") in which the blanks xy are 
affiliated with the same basic category, while Z is affiliated with 
the category of binary relations between objects of this basic 
category. And, in accordance with note 4 of Chapter 1, let us 
represent the scheme of this relation by a wooden plate with one 
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large and two small pegs corre
sponding to the blanks Z and xy 
respectively. The objects of the 
basic category are represented 
by balls, each equipped with a 
hole so that they can be stuck on 
the small pegs to represent fill
ing the blanks xy. Suppose all 
this has been done. The blank Z 

t in e must be filled by a binary 
relation R. But this in turn is 

represented by a plate with two pegs, a plate which, moreover, 
must be equipped with a hole as big as the large peg in e. If this 
plate is stuck on the large peg, then all three blanks in e are 
filled. Nevertheless, no defmite judgment emerges from e in 
this way. For this purpose it is necessary that the two blanks x 
and y in e or the objects which fill them be related in a definite 
way to the two blanks XY of the relation R ( x y) which fills the 
blank Z in e or, as I prefer to say, the latter blanks must be 
"connected " with the fonner. Accordingly, to the scheme of 
the relation e there belong two "connection wires" originating 
from the base of the pegs xy with whose help the connection of 
the "secondary" blanks to the "primary" ones xy, in the manner 
indicated by the figure, has to occur in the process of filling the 
blanks. Clearly, in the case of the given relation R, this connec
tion can occur in two different ways. The fact that the wires are 
fed into the pegs XYfrom above is meant to indicate further that 
all blanks are "saturated" in the filling process. The existence of 
such "connection wires" in the scheme of a relation carries over 
naturally from e to relations which are produced from e and the 
primitive relations by means of the consrruction principles; the 
"secondary" blanks of the relations employed in the filling proc
ess must be connected by the wires in part to the primary blanks 
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and in part to certain relational points. Some effort is required to 

understand how the scheme of a relation appears in general and 
what the process of filling the blanks, which produces a definite 
judgement scheme, amounts to. The model we have just 
employed will stand us in good stead here. But even if it is of 
great value to us in acquiring a comprehensive view of the 
syntax of relations, this rather involved schematism can be 
avoided by means of a simple and purely formal device, namely 
by introducing subject-ordered relations in place of relations. 
Altering somewhat the explanation given in my treatise,> I here 
understand a subject-ordered relation to be one in whose scheme 
a definite order of succession is established within each group of 
blanks affiliated with one and the same category of object. If the 
blanks x and y in the above-mentioned relation e are numbered 
in this way and if, further, a subject-ordered bit~ary relation is 
always used to fill the blank Z, i.e., if the secondary blanks X and 
Yare likewise numbered, then the "connection" is superfluous, 
since it is self-evident that the secondary blank 1 is to be 
connected to the primary blank 1 and the secondary blank 2 to 
the primary blank 2. Because of this, e and the relations to be 
derived from it are of the same sort, as I assumed from the very 
beginning of my treatise: in order to obtain a meaningful asser
tion from them, it is sufficient to fill each blank with an object 
of the relevant category (an object which may itself be a subject
ordered relation). I am even less hesitant to introduce subject
ordered relations, in spite of the formal and artifical character of 
this device, in view of the fact that, later on, if the transition 
from relations to sets is to be carried out, one must necessarily 
assume that relations are subject-ordered. 

A quinary relation R (uv I xyz) (to pick a definite example) 
can also be regarded as a bit~ary relation holding berween u and 
v and depending on the three "argumet~ts" xyz. It can then be 
used in a higher level relation to fill a blank Z affiliated with 
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binary relations- in which case only the first two of the secon
dary blanks 11v I xyz are saturated through connection, while xyz 
remain free blanks which wait to be filled by objects. This proc
ess is employed in the principle of substitution 7 (p. 35). If we 
are just interested in relations between objects of the basic cate
gories, then clearly the introduction of e and the principle of 
substitution by itselfleads to no relations other than those which 
can be constructed with the help of the ftrst six principles alone, 
without this expansion. e and the principle of substitution 
become fruitful only when supplemented by the principle of 
iteration (8) of which they are the indispensable precursors. 
Iteration, however, is of the greatest significance for all mathe
matical concept-formation. 

I have called those relations delimited which can be 
constructed, by the indicated means, from the intuitively exhib
ited, primitive relations of the underlying sphere of operation. 
In this way, we obtain the desired, extensionally determinate 
restriction of the concept "relation" which is required for 
founding a non-circular version of analysis. Only now, at the 
end, should the concept of set and Junction be introduced. And, of 
course, the sets and functions correspond to the (subject
ordered, delimited) relations in such a way that extension rather 
than sense determines their equality or distinctness; they form 
the mathematical superstructure over the intuitively grounded 
substructure of the basic categories. 

As far as I can see, analysis provides no occasion for iterating 
this expanded mathematical process which includes the princi
ples of construction 7 and 8.' (Cf. p. 22 concerning the expres
sion "mathematical process.") And, furthermore, the schema we 
have secured proves to be comprehensive enough with regard to 
applications that on this basis a rational theory of the cot~ti•Hwm 
can be constructed (as in Chapter 2). 
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Notes to Chapter 1 

I. (I gather that the "basic components" Weyl has in mind are the informal 
analogues of relation symbols (including. of course, unary ones) and indi
vidual constants. His point is that a senfence-form such as 'Fe' or 'c is P can 
accomodate both meaningful ond meaningless expressions: for example, 
"This leof is green" and "Honesty is green."-Trans.] 

2. (The paradox which follows was, in fact, devised by Kurt Grelling. But 
Weyl is right to suggest that it is closely related to Russell's 
paradox.- Trans.) 
3. Formal logicians would be happy to forget thor most concepts are inexact 
(and, indeed, are so by nature-which need not be considered a defect) and 
that their scope is fluid. Cf. H usser! (19! 3b: 136ff.). In mathematics, we 
deal only with entities whose characteristics can be precisely specified. 
4. Were one to employ things other than W<Jrds as symbols, such an ordering 
could perhaps be avoided. For e.xample, let the j udgment scheme of a rela
tion be «presented by a wooden plate supplied with one peg for each blank 
of the scheme. And let the relata be represented by little balls, each 
equipped with a hole so rhat they can be stuck onto the pegs {to represent 
the "filling" of the blanks). These are symbols which "in themselves" ar< 
j ust as useful as the words. We can regard properties as relations of a sort 
(namely, as those whose judgment schemes possess only one blank) in the 
same way that (contrary to the practice of the Greeks) we consider 1 to be 
a number. 

5. Naturally, whether we are actually able to answer this question is beside 
the point. 
6. We shall eventually refer to these principles simply by citing their 
numbers. 
7. [Evidently. W eyl here assumes that the variables x,y are to range only 
over malts. Otherwise, "y is a nephew of x" would not be equivalent to "x 
is an unclt of y."-Trans.) 

8. (That is, first, coincidence of blanks is to be marked by fill ing coinciding 
(and only coinciding) blanks with similar variables; and, second, all the 
combinatorial possiblities for coincidence are allowed.-Trans.) 

9. (Apparently, Weyl uses "U(xyo) • V(xy)" to indicate that we arc intro
ducing a new relation symbol V into our language and that V{xy) is to be 
equivalent to U(xy•).-Trans.] 
10. (Note that each occurrence of the asterisk signifies a distinCt existential 
quantifier. As the IntroduCtion pointS out. this will create problems for 
Weyi.- Trans.) 
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1 I. [ W(x•) means that 3 y(V(xy) · V(xy)); and, as Weyl notes. this is 
certainly not equivalent to U(x•) · V(x•) , which means that 3yU(xy) 
· 3yV(xy). However, V(x•) · V(x•) is equivalent to T(x .. ), if T(xyz) is equiv
alent to U(xy) · V(xz). - Trans.] 

12. These closed j udgment schemes arc. intrinsically, just propositions. That 
they all have one meaning, i.e., e xpress a judgment, is a prec ise formulation 
of the hypothesis mentioned at the end of §I regarding the "complete 
system of self-existent objects." 
13. [8(•) meMs th<u ::lx-B(x). 8(•) me:ms that -3x B(x). - TrMs.} 

14. from now on we shall usc the term "judgment" exclusively in its proper 
sense and no longer for j udgment schemes which contain blanks. 
15. Ahern•tively, we could consider p•rticular judgments to be j ust those 
whose construction involves no application at all ofPr. 6; but then. in addi
tion to the ""particular" and "general" judgments, there would be mixed 
••gcncral· particular .. ones. 

16. At least it scemsso to me; although some might be of a different opinion 
even about this. 

17. Tb.c relation of this concepwal homogeneity to the i111uitive homogeneity 
of space will not be discussed here. 

18. (Note that while V· V( a) evidently means "V(a) · V(a)." V· V( •) does not 
mean "U(•)· V(•\" (i.e., "3xU(x)·3xV(x)"') but rather "3x(V(x) · V(x))." So 
V· V(•) means ··-3x(U(x) · - V(x))."" -Trans. I 

19. In the Pref•ce to Dedekind (1888) we read that, ''In science, whatever 
is provable must not be believed without proof." T his remark is certainly 
characteristic of the way most mathematicians think. Nevertheless, it is a 
preposterous principle. As if such an indirect concatenation of grounds, call 
it a proof though we may, can awaken any "belief" apart from our assuring 
ourselves, through immediate insight, that each individual step is correct! 
In all cases, rhis process of confirmation {and not rhe proof) remains the 
ultim•te source from which knowledge derives its authority; it isrhe ''expe
rience of truth." Whoever approaches other disciplines, such as philosophy, 
in the manner of a mathematician, demanding mathematical definitions 
and deductions, proceeds no more sagaciously than a zoologist who rejects 
numbers on the ground that they are not living beings. 

20. (For a more detailed discussion of axiomatic systems and their 
completeness or incompleteness, the reader should consult Weyl (1949a: 
18-29). Naturally, Weyl admits that some interesting ax iomatic systems are 
formally complete. Bur he denies that such systems supply a complete 
account of their intended subject matter.- Tr•ns.] 

21. I readily acknowledge that Dedckind's treatise has played an extremely 
important role in the development of mathematical thought. 
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22. [Actually, Richard uses a diagonalization procedure co show that "che 
totaliry of all numbers defined by finitely many words" apparendy fails to 
contain some finitely defined numbers. See Richard (1905).-Trans.) 

23. [Weyl's point is that the infinitude of a set M does not guarantee that 
there is ot constructive pairing function whose domain is the set of natural 
numbers and whose range is a subset of M.- Trans.) 

24. The primary significance of the narrower procedure is most clearly 
conveyed by the following observation: The objectS of the basic categories 
remain uninterruptedly the genuine objects of our investigation only when 
we comply with the narrowec procedure; otherwise, the profusion of 
derived properties and relations becomes just as much an object of our 
thought as the realm of those primitive objects. In order to reach a decision 
about "delimited" j udgments, i.e .. those which arc formed under the 
restrictions of the narrower procedure, we need only survey these basic 
objects; ''non-delimited" j udgments require that one also survey all derived 
properties and relations. 

25. [lc is important to understand that Weyl's "narrower procedure" does 
1101 involve a general restriction on the formation rules of his language. The 
restriction on the domain of quantification (and on the sorts of individual 
constants used to fill blanks) applies only to judgment schemes which are 
being employed to difi"e sets andfumtional COtllltaicms. In the previous note, 
Weyl is 1101 suggesting that we should, in general, restrict ourselves to 
"delimited judgments." He. is just using the notion of a "delimited judg
ment" to explain why we should restrict ourselves to "delimited stts." (On 
our usc of the words "delimi(edjudgments" to translate "fin ite Urteile," see 
note 37.)-T rans.) 

26. The construc.do n of the concept of number will be carried out more 
choroughly and systematically in Chapter 2. 

27. Here I regard the natural numbers as sui gentris, i.e., as not included in 
~he category containing rhe rational numbers. 

28. (Cf. note 25.-Trans.j 
29. In science there are no "commandments'", just "laws"'. So here too, 
using the term "'there is .. in connection with objet:ts which do not belong 
to the basic categories should certainly not be "forbidden". It is, of course, 
entirely possible (and permissible) to adopt the broader procedure; but if 
this is do ne, ler it be done in a non-circular way. {There is, in fact, no short
age of constructivistS who have successfully adopted the "broader proce
dure". C f. Wang (1970: 639-46).- T raas.) 
30. One should take care not to intcoducc the relation between x,y,> and U 
expressed by U· F(xyz). Otherwise. one would tcap oneself in the circle 
from which we have just now escapcd. [Wcyl's point is tim the principle 
of subsrirucion is co be uscd to eliminate ''higher level" variabl es such as U. 
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So one should not then turn around and rei11troduce thcm.-Trans.J 
31. [Evidently, "E(xzX)·.t-(xzyJI. • ." means that 3 z(e{xzX)·.<~xzy)). For an 
explanation of why Weyl needed to introduce this new notation, see the 
Introduction.-Trans.] 
32. C learly, Dedekind's definition of infinitude (i.e., that a set is infinite if 
and only if there is a pairing between it and a proper subset of itself) is not 
to be entertained here. 
33. In any case, it is possible to develop this position in a logically c?mplete 
way. I choose not to discus here whether the concept of cardinal number 
might not be epistemologically primary and independent of the concept of 
ordinal number. 
34. [For, as mentioned in note 30, the principle of substitution allows us to 
eliminate occurrences of "higher level" variables. -Trans.] 
35. At this point in the production process, the introduction of sets is just 
a way of allowing for the fact that relations between objects are themselves 
objects- between which new relations can obtain. 

36. (For a discussion of this restriction, iee the fntroduction.-Trans.J 
37.lThc German is," ... wo ein Jwrzes Wort erwi;nsc.lu ist, nt!tltlt ich sie 'finik' 
RtlatiotJm." Clearly, we must not translate the German "finite" by the 
English "finite." (Finite sets arc those with only finitely many 
membef5-and that is not what Weyl is talking about.) T he words "finitary" 
and ""finitistic" are not appropriate either, for they already have a technical 
meaning within Hilbert's formalist program which is very different from 
what Weyl intends here. "Definite" is better, bur it will be useful for other 
purposes. So we have chosen the word "delimited" which is unusual 
enough to be recognizable as a technical term and which suggests the 
rc.strictions involved in the "narrower procedurc."-Trans.] 

38. Unless the given set consists of elements of a basic category. 
39. As far as I know, this principle of definition was firsr set forth in Frege 
(1884: ~§6~-68)-with clarity greater than that achieved by any later 
author and with complete awareness of the great significance of this mode 
of definition for the w hole of mathematics. [Fo r a more satisfactory discus
sion of definition by abstraction, see Weyl (1949a: 8-13). - T rans.J 
40. Sec Russell (1908) or Whitehead and Russell (1910). 

41. Poincare (1905), (1906) and (1909). 
42. Zermelo (1908). 
4~. Ibid., p. 263. 
44. Cf. Weyl (1910) (my inaugural lecture). 
45. Likewise, of course, the theory of finite sets proposed in Zermelo 
{1909). 
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Notes to Chapter 2 

t. Cf. Dedekind (1888; §§7, It, 12). 
2. (In the original text, •..,;• and •_,

0
" are reversed by mistake. - Trans.) 

3. Here and throughout what follows, the denotation of the word "set" is 
restricted to delimittd ones. Cf. Chapter t, §8. 
4. I do not consider it a mere historical accident that the fractions appear 
before the negative numbers. The development of our system accords with 
this historical course of events by passing from the Jraction.s (not from the 
whole numbers) to the rationals. 
5. Only in a thoroughly figurative sense can one speak, as is done nowadays, 
of a function of infinitely many variables 1(1), 1(2), 1(3) .... 
6. We have already given this definition (in Chapter I, §2, where it served 
as a way of illustrating our symbolism for relations). W e repeat it here 
because it is important for us to require, from the very start. that the dght· 
hand sides a; ~of the characteristic inequalities be fractions rather than posi
tive real numbers. 
7. Of course. in the case of every function one encounters in analysis. this 
question does not remai.n open, since the negative judgment which asserts 
their continuity is a logical consequence of the "axioms" into which the 
principles of definition change when formulated as positive existential 
judgments concerning setS. But this is just a special characteriStic of these 
dabsolutely" continuous functions. 
8. For example, see the opening pages of Bergson (1907). 
9. Do not forget th>t in the "continuum" of the real numbers, the individ
ual elemems are in fact prtcistly as isolated from one another as. say. the 
whole numbers. 
10. Concerning the problem oftime, cf. Husser] (1913b, §§81, 82) and 
Linke (1912: Ch. 6). 
11. For example, our inability to connect up the continuous with the 
schema of the whole numbers is not just a matter of personal preference. 
But who knows what the future and quantum mechanics have in store in 
the physical domain? 
12. Of course, this applies only to the relations of our sphere of operation, 
among which, e.g., the non- intersection of two spans is not included. 
13. In particular, see C hapter I, §4, "Begriff der Flache." Alsocf. Hausdorff 
(1914), C hapters 7 and 8, above all p. 2 13. 
14. (The pre-critical notions have, in fac.t, been revived in modern 
non--standard analysis-whose consistency relative to standard analysis is 
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guaranteed by G6del's compactness theorem. Cf. Robinson 
{1966).- Trans.] 
15. What "continuous" means here will be immediately undemood. 

Notes to Appendix 

I. [This is a translation ofWeyl (1919).- Trans.) 
2. Concerning the idea of a "pure grammar" cf. Husser! (1913a, 2:328 ff.) 
3. (On p. 22, Weyl required that all the blanks of a scheme be arranged in 
a single order of succession.-Trans.] 
4. (The "mathematical process" transforms intensional entities into 
extensional ones-e.g. relations into sets. W eyl's point here is. first, that the 
delimited sets can be introduced "all at once" through a single application 
of the "mathematical process" and, second, that there is then no need to 
construct new relations which involve these sets and which are themselves 
transformed into sets by a further application of the ''mathematical proc
ess." Such further applications are what Weyl means by the "iteration of the 
mathematical process," which is not to be confused with the iteration 
involved in applications of principle 8. - Trans.) 
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